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ABSTRACT 
 

This ethnographic study of language use and English language learners in Central 

Java, Indonesia examines globalization processes within and beyond language; processes 

of language shift and change in language ecologies; and critical and comprehensive 

approaches to the teaching of English around the world.    

From my position as teacher-researcher and insider-outsider in an undergraduate 

English Department and the community surrounding the university, I engaged in 

reflections with students and educators in examining local language ecologies; needs for 

and access to English language resources; and how English majors negotiated “double 

positionalities” as both members of a global community of English speakers and experts 

in local meaning systems within which English forms played a role. In order to 

understand English, language ecologies, and globalization in situ, I triangulated these 

findings with language and education policy creation and negotiation at micro-, meso- 

and macro- levels, (Blommaert, 2005; Hornberger & Hult, 2010; McCarty, 2011; 

Pennycook, 2001, 2010). 

Globalization is found to be part and parcel of the distribution of English around 

the world; however, English’s presence around the world is understood to be just one 

manifestation of contemporary globalization.  More salient are the internationalization of 

standards, global corporate and media flows of information, and access to educational 

and information resources.  These are all regulated by the state which, while working to 

maintain an Indonesian identity, relegates local languages to peripheries in space and 

time, and regulates access to all language resources, creating an upward spiral of 
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peripheralization wherein the levels of proficiency in local, national, and English 

languages represent access gained to state-provided educational resources. 
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CHAPTER 1 
LANGUAGE STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY GLOBALIZATION  

 
In my third year of undergraduate studies at the University of Florida, I found 

myself falling passionately in love with the fields of Linguistics and Sociolinguistics.  

Class after class elicited a passion I had never felt before for learning about and exploring 

the worlds around me, the worlds that had preceded me, and potential worlds that might 

become, all through a language lens.  I read my first historical linguistics book while 

sitting in the library of a 13th-century-church-become-study-institute during my first 

study abroad experience in Avignon, France.  Through that book I learned of a history 

that was actually interesting in comparison to the high school and middle school history 

classes that had so stifled any interest I might have developed prior in the broad subject 

area.  In this history that I was newly confronting, there were humans, in interaction, and 

they created and co-created language; and language, as it moved through centuries, 

represented epiphenomenal traces of lives lived, societies built and deconstructed.  

Language, for me, was the key to seeing everything human, past, present and future! 

From that moment forth, I was hooked.   

A year or so later, a grave misunderstanding happened in my relationship with 

language studies when I took a course called World Englishes the year following my 

study abroad experience.  Among the readings in that class was a full book, a wordy and 

difficult one for me to process at the time, titled Linguistic Imperialism (Phillipson, 

1992).  Not long after I opened it, my heart broke.  As I struggled along to understand the 

lengthy phrases that filled the book’s pages, some questions arose:  “Are people who 

teach English around the world the missionaries of the 20th century?  If I teach English, I 
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am ruining the world?”  My mouth grew dry and I froze with anxiety.  “I am already an 

English teacher.  And I wouldn’t mind teaching it in some context outside of the United 

States.  Am I a mindless missionary?  Am I a bad person?”  After this, I stepped back and 

took a long, hard glance at what I was doing and what I intended to do as I traveled 

throughout the world.  

During the remaining weeks of my World Englishes course, I did learn that there 

are situations around the world in which non-native speakers of English need English; 

other situations in which people want English; other contexts in which people already 

speak new and different varieties of English, like Singlish in Singapore (Gupta, 1998).  

But I left the class heavily conflicted over my own place in the world and the potential 

impacts of any actions I might take concerning the spread of English.  “Should I resist its 

spread entirely, stay put in the US, and refuse to teach English to anyone in any foreign 

context so that they don’t have to suffer from Linguistic Imperialism?”  “Even if I don’t 

go abroad and teach it, won’t people still be teaching and learning English at some level 

anyway, due to the simple state of current world affairs wherein English is the ‘global 

lingua franca’, and the fact that it already is a required school subject in many contexts?”  

“I want to travel.  I love to teach.  But I sure don’t want to ruin the world…” 

I have ended up teaching English throughout my adult life, from my 

undergraduate years as an Academic English teaching assistant for foreign graduate 

students at the University of Florida, to teaching English in French public elementary 

schools, and most recently during my time in Central Java, Indonesia, where I carried out 

the fieldwork for this dissertation.  Since reading Phillipson’s book, I have treaded lightly 
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in all of these situations, his words deeply ingrained in my heart and at the very core of 

my thinking processes:  “Whatever you do, Lauren, make sure this language learning is 

locally relevant, so that you are not just traipsing your way around the globe, mindlessly 

imperializing one culture after another, teaching them to be like yourself.” 

As I have “traipsed” along, with a fair bit of reading and reflecting on the side, I 

have learned through both literature and through my local experiences in various places, 

that English is a highly desirable language; it does, in many cases, represent access to the 

global centers of power and prestige which are highly coincident with White middle class 

depictions of the US and the UK; and many people and governments are in a rush to get 

it, often without reflecting on whether or not, or in which ways, they really need the 

language.  I have also learned, however, that the English language is a highly contested, 

highly resisted language; one seen as a threat to local and national identities and morals; 

one spoken by very few people in reality; one needed more in some contexts and less in 

others; and a language form that has come to have explicitly local meanings, uses and 

manifestations.  English may have started in the “center”, but in many contexts—be they 

English as a Foreign Language (EFL) or English as a Second Language (ESL) 

communities—it now takes on a life of its own, used among non-native speakers for 

international business transactions, used among local tradespeople to signify quality 

and/or prestige in the products they are vending, imported into local languages to 

describe products both domestic and foreign. 

In a self-interested sense, therefore, I have written this dissertation in order to 

explore how much harm I really am doing as I traipse around the world with my English 
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in tow and even teach people how to use it sometimes.  In a hopefully less selfish 

venture, however, I am a critical language educator, who has had the privilege of 

teaching English in contexts where it is already taught and has been deemed locally 

necessary, with simultaneous interests in exploring how globalization and imperialism 

really happen, and where, when, and how English is produced in local contexts and with 

what results.  As I do this, I wish to engage in a reflective process with students and 

educators alike wherein we examine who uses English, who needs English, who has 

access to what forms of English, how differences in access have come to be so, and how 

English speakers in localities around the world feel that they need to sound or act as they 

assume membership in a global community of English speakers.  The research methods I 

find most fitting to explore these questions are ethnographic in nature:  through an 

ethnographic lens, from my position as teacher-researcher and insider-outsider in Central 

Java, I was able to examine and inquire about processes of peer inclusion and exclusion, 

identity work, and policy creation and negotiation at micro-, meso- and macro- levels 

(Blommaert, 2005; McCarty, 2011; Pennycook, 2001, 2010).   

I believe that engagement as a teacher and researcher with students has the 

potential to lead to effective critical language education wherein changes can be resisted 

and enacted in local ways that language learners and users choose with awareness, based 

on their constantly shifting viewpoints concerning the ways in which languaging and 

globalization take place in their home communities.  As a teacher-researcher employing 

ethnographic sociolinguistic research methods, I have been privileged to explore what 

Englishing does locally, what languaging does locally, and what globalization does 
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locally, to and for whom (Pennycook, 2010).  While Phillipson argues that English is 

globalization, and English is imperializing the globe, I have come to find out that such 

views are only one blind hand feeling out the metaphorical elephants that are 

globalization and global English.  English itself is not responsible for the effacement of 

local cultures; its entry into local contexts around the globe does represent one 

manifestation of the spread of goods and ideas around the world.  Such critical 

awareness—mine and that of my students—was raised in my direct interactions with 

students at Central Java Christian University and particularly with the eight focal group 

participants in this study.  I intend for more critical awareness regarding language 

policies, language use, and globalization to be raised among students, educators, and 

policy makers alike, as a result of the information presented in this dissertation. 

In the chapters that follow, I explore globalization’s local manifestations, 

language nationalization and language shift, and language learners’ identities and 

motivations, through ethnographic exploration of language ecologies, ideologies, and 

policies in Central Java, Indonesia.  In this introductory chapter I will set the scene for the 

following data chapters by describing the local context where I carried out my 

dissertation research, and here first by setting the theoretical framework with introductory 

explanations of globalization, the modern nation-state, global English, and language 

learner identity and motivation theories.  I will develop these theoretical discussions 

further in chapters 2, 3, and 4 as they become relevant to data analysis and the 

conclusions I will draw from these analyses. 
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1.1: Globalization and the state 

The rise of the nation-state is claimed to be coincident with the invention of 

“language” as we currently know it (Mazrui, 2002; Heryanto, 1995, 2006; Makoni and 

Pennycook, 2006). This is not a recent development; one-state-one-nation ideologies are 

believed to have been born through the 1648 Peace of Westphalia in Germany, 

continuing through to today (Bauman & Briggs, 2003; Krasner, 1995; Sassen, 2006).  

Eighteenth century German scholar Johann Gottfried Herder’s writings are one of the 

earliest documentations available that profess the utility of one nation-one language 

ideologies among then forming nation-states in Europe (Herder & Forster, 2002); and 

Benedict Anderson (2006) has described how the nationalized “imagined communities” 

that came to life in Europe, and around the world through processes of colonization, are 

only stronger in post-colonial times.  Postcolonial nations, largely fought from the hands 

of colonial powers by elite members of native societies who had been educated in the 

European nations of those same colonizers, are recognized as quintessential modelings of 

the nation-state structure Herder professed, but lacking the same historical foundations 

that had led to Western states’ formation.  These new states formed in order to 

differentiate themselves from their colonizing predecessors, but through the same state 

model that had become largely necessary for recognition within a global community of 

nation-states (Anderson, 2006; Duchêne, 2008; Geertz, 1977; Keane, 2003).   

Not long after postcolonial states began to form, another force moved in.  As 

Canagarajah describes:  “Although non-Western communities were busy working on the 

decolonization project, the carpet has been pulled from under their feet by another 
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movement, globalization...It is as if one historical process subsumed another before the 

first project was complete.”  Regarding English specifically in Globalization, he goes on 

to explain, “There are significant differences in the project of both movements: 

decolonization entails resisting English in favor of building an autonomous nation-state; 

globalization has made the borders of the nation-state porous and reinserted the 

importance of English language for all communities” (2008, p. 222). 

The current globalization era is characterized by some scholars as a period of 

intensified hegemony from the West and by others as an era of increased 

interconnectivity between individuals, groups, and states around the world (Dewey, 

2007).  It is said to have begun anywhere from the post-World War II era beginning in 

1945 to the post-Cold War era beginning in 1991 (Duchêne, 2008; Graddol, 1997).  In 

this era, the borders that new states had worked to so rigidly define in postcoloniality 

have been forced right back open in the interest of each state’s economic survival as 

financial flows rapidly disaligned themselves with states’ borders.  Research on 

globalization over the past twenty years has thus shifted in focus away from a center-

periphery, colonial-postcolonial model of nations to models of regional centers and 

peripheries which are no longer organized in direct relation to nation-state actors, and 

into multiple flows of discourses that weave fluidly and interconnect in various ways 

throughout disjoint sectors of media, government, finance, geography, and the internet 

(Albert, 2007; Appadurai, 1996, 2001; Castells, 2004; Friedman, 2003; Helmig and 

Kessler, 2007; Sassen, 2006).  Amid these flows, states are said to be becoming 

increasingly xenophobic and more homogeneous as they simultaneously cater to the non-
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state processes of globalization in determined efforts to maintain their relevance amid 

these forces that threaten to subsume them (Castells, 2004; Friedman, 2003; Meyer, 

2000; Sassen, 2006; Spring, 2006).   

In globalization, returning to Canagarajah’s statement above, English is crossing 

borders and spreading throughout the world with ever increasing momentum:  some say 

imperialistically (Phillipson, 1992, 2008); others say democratically or with great 

variation and autonomy (Bolton, 2000; Gupta, 1998; Kachru, 2005); and still others claim 

that there is no longer an eye to the Western “center” of English, preferring to promote a 

burgeoning global English community (Jenkins, 2007; Lamb, 2004, 2009; Ryan, 2006).  

With regard to English in Indonesia, I will point in this dissertation to the possibility that 

all three of the above Englishes exist simultaneously at present.  In the chapters that 

follow this introduction, I will highlight the Indonesian state’s role in globalization as it 

1) implements policies that simultaneously aim to secure a national identity while 

keeping up with rapidly internationalizing education standards, and 2) implements 

language policies that rhetorically aim to overcome the Herderian one nation-one 

language ideology.  I will also examine the roles of languages locally in Central Java, and 

the impacts of English language learning on English majors’ daily lives in Central Java.   
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1.2: Nationalization of language and identity 
 

Globalization weaves its way through multiple centers, multiple peripheries, 

multiple scapes, and multiple languages that are translated and directly transmitted 

across, within, and throughout national borders.  In this context, states are holding onto 

their power for dear life by emphasizing the importance of their own modern identities, 

enforcing and promoting emblematic national languages while simultaneously 

marginalizing local languages and commodifying globalized goods and forms of 

communication.  Cultural tourism is growing, and icons of prestige, wealth, mobility, and 

social and political resistance are being shared locally, nationally, and globally. 

Globalization is quite multidemensional, and language manifestations all around the 

world act as clues about what is happening on the ground in any given context.  In order, 

therefore, to gain a more comprehensive picture of what globalization and postcoloniality 

mean for languages in Central Java, Indonesia, I explore language and languaging as 

entirely inseparable from their local contexts of production; and I explore not just the role 

of English in Indonesia, but also the role of the state in Indonesian nationalization and the 

regulation of language use. 

 

1.2.1: Language in time and space 

In his model of scalar language distribution in context, Blommaert (2010) 

envisions languages as locally distributed at different intersections along scales of Space 

and Time (Table 1.1).  With this rubric he theorizes that the things we call “languages” 

tend to be translocal and timeless—these are normative, standardized Englishes, such as 
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for example, the English language of Kachru’s (1985, 2005) concentric circles; that 

which is taught and learned in education establishments. This contrasts with time-bound 

and local instances of language, which correspond to language as a symbolic resource, 

such as the language use described in Alim’s (2009) and Pennycook’s (2003, 2007) 

examples of global hip-hop artistry, and in descriptions of local semiotic uses of language  

wherein instances of English language use are bound to singular occasions within time 

and space (Blommaert, 2007; Blommaert, 2010; Pennycook, 2010; Scollon & Scollon, 

2003).  These semiotic “Englishings” (see Pennycook, 2006) cannot move from context 

to context with consistent meaning, unlike a standardized English encountered in 

academic journals, newspapers, and so on, that is generally expected to float across 

contexts around the globe with relatively consistent meaning.  

Within any local linguistic field, Blommaert claims that it is timeless forms of 

language that are situated higher on a contextually situated language scale, are guaranteed 

greater voice, and thus are symbolic of greater access to state institutions and educational 

systems (2005, 2010).  

 Lower Scale Higher Scale 

Time Momentary Timeless 

Space Local, Situated Translocal, Widespread 

Table 1.1: Language Scales in Time and Space  
From Blommaert (2010, p. 34). 

 

 “When people move across physical as well as social space (and both are usually 

intertwined), their language practices undergo re-evaluation at every step of the trajectory 
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and the functions of their repertoire are redefined” (Blommaert, 2003, p. 613).  Each of 

the language combinations available in Table 1.1 are “discursively connected” and appear 

on the “same plane of existence” within “TimeSpace” (Hult, 2010, p. 18).  Thus, at any 

given moment in time, in a particular location, all of the forms of language possible 

within Blommaert’s mapping of situated language forms exist, and are contextually 

bound, scaled and interrelated according to the local hierarchies established for them 

through local and state-level, de facto and de jure language policies.  Ethnographic 

analysis of language in situ, with its focus on one given place and time, or plane of 

existence, and the interweaving global, national and local discourses that take place 

within it, is well-suited to navigate the borders of these distinct yet interconnected forms 

of language and languaging. 
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1.3: Language policy in Indonesia 

In informal interviews with employees at regional and national offices of the 

Indonesian government’s Pusat Bahasa (Language Center), they recited to me the theme 

“Mencintai bahasa daerah, memakai bahasa nasional, mempelajari bahasa asing” ((Love 

local languages, use the national language, study foreign languages)).  A member of the 

Language Center’s Jakarta office explained to me that this theme is officially stated in the 

national law on languages, Undang-Undang 24/2009 [UU24/2009] (Fieldnotes, May 3, 

2010).  

The state’s rhetorical efforts to align national borders with linguistic borders 

continue today, where primary importance is given to the use of Indonesian in all public 

fora.  Regarding language on signboards in the nation’s capital city, another employee of 

the Language Center in Jakarta described to me that it was prudent to discourage the use 

of English on signboards there because, for example, rural people would not appreciate 

coming to Jakarta and subsequently feeling “diasingkan” (foreignized) in their own 

capital city (Fieldnotes, May 3, 2010).  Heryanto (1995) even noted that the government 

assigned fines for the use of English on signboards in Jakarta, the nation’s capital city, 

(see also Dardjowidjojo, 1998).  This dissertation examines de jure policies such as 

UU24/2009 and the legislation of fines applied for public English language use, as they 

interact with de facto policies, or the language-regulating mechanisms that influence 

language use as it is enacted in everyday practice (McCarty, 2011). 
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1.3.1: The creation of languages in nationalization 

Indonesia declared its independence from Dutch colonial rule in 1945, and the 

Indonesian language was declared the country’s official national language in its new 

constitution.  Dutch political influence rapidly diminished, and their language with it, as 

English was already well on the rise as a primary language of global importance.  Bahasa 

Indonesia was implemented instead of Dutch or English in order to erase the influence of 

colonization within the new nation.  It was chosen over local languages due to its 

purportedly egalitarian nature, as it lacked the stratified variations in register that 

Javanese had (Heryanto, 1995).  This non-registered attribute was seen as rather vulgar to 

some speakers of registered languages such as Javanese.  However, perhaps in the 

Western tradition that the new country’s leaders had learned, through their Dutch 

educations, to see as superior, a lack of registers was seen as more democratic, more 

national, and therefore more appropriate for unifying the hugely diverse population that 

was now Indonesia (Heryanto, 1995; Keane, 2003).  With nationalization came a 

Western-style and compulsory Indonesian public school system, in which Indonesian 

became the required education medium.  Local languages have since been relegated in 

schools to the position of one-hour muatan lokal (local content) classes, in which students 

now learn about a local culture emblematized by wayang puppet shows, a high register 

(kromo) of Javanese that few students speak, and a writing system that most do not 

comprehend and perhaps even fewer are interested in.   

Heryanto (1995, 2006) describes the “invention” of languages in Indonesia upon 

the state’s de-colonization and nationalization, when the Sumpah Pemuda (Youth 
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Movement), largely led by Dutch-educated Indonesian young men, decided to come 

together to bring the new independent nation-state of Indonesia together using one 

national language, a lingua franca form of Malay which they came to call bahasa 

Indonesia (Kaplan & Baldauf, 2003).  Along with the new national leaders’ planning and 

implementation of this new Indonesian language came new ideologies of nation-state-

hood itself that came to infuse the semantics of the national language. Heryanto provides 

an example of such semantic change, explaining that up until even the mid-20th century, 

the Indonesian word bahasa, now glossed as “language”, represented an idea much closer 

to “culture”.  Bangsa, currently Indonesian for “nation”, prior to nationalization was said 

to represent more the idea of “descent, kind or sort” (1995, p. 19; 2006).  Thus, “bahasa 

menunjukkan bangsa”, an old turn of phrase that continued through the early 20th century 

to indicate one’s culture and descent, increasingly came to be understood as a nationalist 

emblem tying one language, bahasa Indonesia, to one nation-state.  “Manners reveal 

descent” would now be glossed as “Language reflects nationality” (2006, p. 45).  

 

1.3.2: Language development 

 In the formal and official development of the new Indonesian language, Anton 

Moeliono, a primary figure in the development and planning of bahasa Indonesia, 

discouraged adoption into Indonesian of lexical innovations that hailed from the 

West/English.  Instead, in order to avoid such “foreignization” of Indonesian, he 

encouraged the adoption of words largely from Malay, Sanskrit and Arabic as at the 

time—and although in other eras these had also been colonizers’ languages—words from 
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these languages were seen as non-foreign and a part of “Indonesian history” (Moeliono, 

1986).  Despite Moeliono’s wholesale rejection of borrowings from English and Dutch, 

the language model that he relied on to “modernize” Indonesian was entirely based on 

Western language ideologies.  He states: 

Havranek (1964), a linguist of the Prague School, in discussing the 
characterisitics of a standard language which underlie those of a language of 
science, concludes that the most important characteristic is its rationality.  This 
means that it can formulate statements which are accurate, exact, and abstract.  
The form of such sentences reflects the objective precision of science in such a 
way that the parts of the sentence resemble logical propositions.  Logical relations 
are expressed in compound sentences which show the ordered logical connections 
between ideas.  

 
(1986, p. 42)  

 
 Moeliono goes further to explain that a rational language as explained above must 

have a syntactic structure that allows for “sentence structure with a hierarchy of 

subordinate clauses” in order to address “relations such as cause and effect, motive and 

goal, parallelisms, possibility, probability, and necessity” (ibid.).  In order to achieve 

these standards, he points to a class of nouns that are changed to conjunctions in order to 

develop Indonesian into a modernized national language on equal footing with, yet 

entirely unique from, the languages of the world’s developed and formerly colonist 

nation-states.   

 Having addressed how the Indonesian language will be modernized, Moeliono goes 

on to describe how the modernized Indonesian language will now be nationalized.  Once 

again he models the language’s spread on that of Western nations’ literary traditions, 

calling for the creation of an entire national body of literature in Indonesian (1986).  This 

action resembles Bauman & Briggs’ (2003) description of the Grimm brothers’ 
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foundation of one of the first national bodies of literature, in Germany, based on their 

agglutinations of folklore stories collected from the various local cultures subsumed 

under the national label of Germany.  Their documents became one body of national lore 

that now presents a seamless history of a unified Germany, similar in nature (not 

necessarily in content) to that which Indonesian planners like Moeliono have intended to 

create for Indonesia.  

 Moeliono’s descriptions in his 1986 dissertation of both the tacit and explicit 

ideologies and intentions behind the Indonesian language planning process demonstrate 

what Keane (2003) has described as a declaration of an Indonesian identity separate from 

the rest of the world, simultaneous with a rendering transparent of the Indonesian national 

language such that this unique Indonesian identity would be immediately translatable 

among modern developed nations.  Ariel Heryanto describes these ideologies, as well:  

The point is that having claimed to liberate millions of people from 
‘backwardness’ and to bring equity, democracy and enlightenment, Development 
and more recently neo-liberalism have evidently led them to another series of 
alienation, disempowerment and dependence, this time of an even greater scale 
[than the inequity in Javanese culture prior to nationalization].  Once ‘liberated’ 
from their vernacularity, Javanese or Malay words can now be translated into any 
industrial languages across the globe; the speakers become ostensibly ‘free’ 
individual wanderers whose labour is theoretically but never wholly freely 
exchangeable in the ruthless market.  
 

(2006, p. 53)  
 
The state itself, through its national language policies, creates the very contexts in 

which languages can be born, die, or exist at all.  Indonesia’s nationalization, the 

“linguification” of bahasa Indonesia, and the Indonesian government’s current 

classification of local and foreign languages, have all worked together to set the scene for 
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the contemporary definitions of language- and nation-hood in Indonesia in its 65th year of 

existence, subsequent to some 300 years of Dutch colonial occupation.  Exploring 

contemporary language ecologies (Hornberger, 2002, 2008) and conversations about 

language that take place within them (Pennycook, 2006), this dissertation investigates 

some cultural and ideological shifts that state modernization has brought upon 

contemporary Central Java:  the erasure and marginalization of local languages—

specifically Javanese—and the ways in which English might find a home within the 

confines of Indonesian nationality, statehood, and language use. 
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1.4: English in Indonesia 

The Indonesian national context is nuanced with complex messages about 

language use, including widespread promotion of Indonesian as the official national 

language; conflicting messages about local language use and about what counts as “a 

language”; overwhelming promotion of English language in education settings; and 

increasing promotion of Mandarin language education.  In public schools, English is a 

required subject in nearly all grades, private English school numbers are large and 

increasing (Lamb & Coleman, 2008), and international standard schools in which English 

is a medium of communication for certain school subjects are being rapidly implemented.   

Lamb posits that English in Indonesia forms part of a “Global English” that no 

longer directly relies on the standards of the traditional “center” countries (US, UK, 

Australia, Canada) (2004; see also Kachru, 2005).  However, his data analysis presents 

students’ descriptions of Indonesian English-language teen magazines’ Hollywood gossip 

and American music references.  He also mentions students’ love for Playstation, and 

their radio access to BBC London.  Sneddon (2003), on the other hand, describing a 

strong US entertainment influence that has greatly hampered Indonesia’s domestic film 

industry, does not deny a “center country” stronghold on standard English.  The 

Indonesian government regulates language use by holding Indonesian in the position of 

the primary national, everyday language while keeping English a foreign language 

subject required to be taught beginning in elementary school.  It is not a language of daily 

use nor of content instruction, save for International Standard Schools (discussed in 

Chapter 4) as well as schools that serve primarily foreign expatriate populations (who do 
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not all hail from English speaking countries).  English’s importance reaches far beyond 

the government’s prescriptions for language use, however:  direct foreign media and 

entertainment sources display it regularly on television, in movies, on the internet; and 

signs in malls and other wealthy shopping contexts are rife with English signage. 

 

1.4.1: English language learning in globalization 
 

This study points to two principle ways in which, through language education, 

students can gain tools for engaging with and speaking back to language policy and local 

linguistic legacies passed down through centuries of colonization and globalization.  

First, I explore the critical language awareness that English majors gain through their 

studies.  This, as I will show in later chapters, goes far beyond their understandings of 

local and international uses for English only.  Development of an awareness of languages 

and the societal processes that they represent is situated within a Critical Language 

Pedagogy (Canagarajah, 2008) that emphasizes student awareness of values assigned to 

all language uses within local linguistic marketplaces.  Second, I examine citizens’ 

resistance to and participation in the shaping of local language ecologies that are deeply 

influenced by government policies that conspire with other flows to project sets of 

possible discourses about language use within contemporary nation-states (Appadurai, 

1996; Blommaert, 2010; Heller, 2010). 

English language learning is a unique phenomenon in the world today.  It carries 

with it the prestige of a foreign language learning experience, as well as the utilitarian 

incentive of a language learned by necessity or by desire for a lucrative and perhaps 
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mobile career.  To understand the nature of English in globalization, it is useful to 

explore motivational factors to learn and use English as well as how an English language 

resource actually fits in individuals’ repertoires in EFL locations.  The factors that feed 

such motivations influence English’s global significance, and also speak to the limits of 

its power.  In this ethnographic study of language learner motivations, I rely on 

motivation research in second language acquisition in order to contribute to 

understandings of English language learning in globalization.   

 

1.4.2: Motivation in language learning 
 

In their theorization of the Self, Weinreich & Saunderson (2003) describe their 

Identity Structure Analysis framework, where the present Self is composed of one’s past 

experiences—embodied at present in the Self 1/Agentic Self and the Self 2—plus a 

future, imagined Self residing within the Self 2 and Self 3.  Dornyei & Ushioda (2009) 

prefer to capture motivations through the image of an Ideal Self, an Ought-To Self, and 

the lived L2 Learning Experience; and MacIntyre et al. (2009) prefer to explore earlier 

delineations of Possible Selves:  “…a form of future-oriented self-knowledge that can be 

divided into three distinct parts: the expected self, the hoped-for self and the feared self, 

each with varying impacts on motivation and self-regulation” (p. 46).  The authors further 

related this to Self-Discrepancy Theory, as “[i]ndividuals are motivated to act in order to 

reaffirm their sense of identity with their present sense of self, or as a potential goal in the 

case of possible selves” (ibid.).  Discrepancy between current and future self is said to 

cause an individual to feel discomfort, and to consequently act to reduce the discomfort.  
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These authors all acknowledge that such “discrepancies” and overtly separate Selves are 

all tacit structures in the human mind.  Important to the theory, though, is the alignment 

of future Ought-To and Feared/Hoped-For Selves with extrinsic motivations—the “What 

I should be” that may or may not be in conflict with the “What I would like/desire to be”:  

the Ideal/Hoped-For, or Expected Selves.   

Some theories exploring language learner motivation describe learners’ “Ideal 

Self” (Dornyei & Ushioda, 2009), discrepancies between current and “possible” selves 

(MacIntyre et al., 2009), and the importance of understanding individuals’ lived histories 

(Block, 2007).  English language education poses a special quandary for possible selves 

in foreign language education, a field that has traditionally oriented itself to monolithic 

nationalized target speaker identities (Kramsch, 2003).  With its status as a global 

language (Canagarajah, 2008; Crystal, 2003; Kachru, 1985, 2005; Phillipson, 1992, 

2008), however, images of who exactly an ideal English speaker is, and what target forms 

of language English learners orient themselves to (Lamb, 2004, 2007, 2009; Ryan, 2006), 

are increasingly elusive—or at least have the potential to be so.  In this research project, 

informants’ stances taken, identities presented, and subjectivities negotiated in 

interactions with myself and others and in speaking about people that they did and 

planned to identify with, demonstrated to me their motivation to use certain languages in 

certain places and spaces, as language users as well as local, national, and global subjects.  

It also gave me insight into how their linguistic biographies and communicative 

repertoires informed their current stances, and how those stances attempted not only to 

present a current Self but also to plan a future Self.   
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1.4.3: Expanding communicative repertoires in language learning 

Julie Byrd Clark suggests that language acquisition research be moved beyond 

cognitive linguistic theories and beyond beliefs that there are such things as “languages” 

that reside separately and completely self-contained within the mind:  “In regards to 

language learning, many theorists and researchers…tend to view SLA as a mental 

process, that is, to believe that language acquisition resides mostly, if not solely, in the 

mind.   She goes on to cite David Block’s claim that “there is an inherent monolingual 

bias in the use of the word ‘second’ in SLA, which essentializes linguistic competence, in 

viewing an idealized L1 and L2...as two separate entities ‘stored in the mind with neat 

compartments and clear boundaries’, thoroughly developed and working in parallel, 

assuming that there is always a dominant L1.”  Furthermore, other scholars (citing Cook), 

“have produced evidence of a unified linguistic competence in which knowledge of two 

or more languages exist” (2009, p. 36). 

Tracing social language studies back further in time and beyond discussions of 

second language acquisition, I will here build a theory of (non-first language) language 

learning and socialization as it affects all aspects of language learners’ communicative 

repertoires.  To explore the ways in which the communicative repertoires of the English 

language learners in this study expand, I first turn to Dell Hymes’ statement on a theory 

of language in communication:  

‘[C]ommunication’ is not a purpose of language, but an attribute. Any use of 
language involves the attribute of communication. What the uses of language are 
in specific groups, what purposes people have for language, is precisely a 
question that the perspective of communicative competence is intended to help 
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answer. The fundamental justification for introduction of the notion of 
‘communication’ into models of grammar, I take it, is to ensure a scope to 
grammar that is adequate to encompass the full range of devices and relations 
people employ in whatever they do with language.  
 

(1985, p. 19) 
 
Blommaert & Backus’ theory of “communicative competence” carries Hymes’ 

work into an approach to language use wherein language is seen to be representative of 

socially and politically regimented resources to which individuals have access:  

If we define communicative competence as a set of resources over which people 
have more or less conscious control, but which all share that their use requires 
some sort of mental operation, a conscious or unconscious ‘decision’, then there is 
no a priori reason to separate out resources that are squarely within the linguistic 
domain (e.g. how to pronounce a /p/, which word to select, what syntactic pattern, 
etc.) from those that are not (e.g. how to mark politeness in a given conversational 
setting, whether or not show a particular attitude, how to dress, etc.).  
 

(2011, p. 7, italics in original) 
 
Communicative competences are thus the entire sets of “grammar”, in terms of 

cognitive linguistic structures as well as tacit relational knowledge that individuals 

possess and deploy in interaction with various interlocutors across diverse sets of 

settings.  By approaching language in this way,  

[w]hat emerges now is a complex set of practices which draw on linguistic 
resources…which may more fruitfully be understood as sets of resources called 
into play by social actors under social and historical conditions which both 
constrain and make possible the social reproduction of existing conventions and 
relations as well as the production of new ones 

 
(Heller, 2008, p. 518) 

 
I will resume discussion of linguistic and communicative competences and 

repertoires in Chapter 3 as I explore with two students their expanding “communicative 

repertoires” as they journey through their English language studies.  At present, I pursue 
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this discussion’s notion of access to linguistic resources by turning to states’ 

commodification of and regulation of access to linguistic resources.   
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1.5: Indexicality, performativity, and access to commodified linguistic resources 
 

Language use is indexical of where we are located in the world (Silverstein, 

1998), and of our choices of self-location in the world, given the resources that we have 

enjoyed access to during our lifetimes.  Linguistic choices thus generally arrive to 

individuals as sets of choices which are dictated by access granted to or blocked by state 

institutions (Blommaert, 2005).  A communicative resource based approach to language 

aims to capture the processes of language in society, and how actions in language 

indicate our positioning and our aims to self-position—our etic identities and our emic 

subjectivities (Kramsch, 2009)—which then demonstrate, through language, the 

sociopolitical organization of our local, living contexts.  

What type of person, with what social characteristics, deploys such knowledge by 
using the expressions that normatively and actually index (invoke) it in a 
particular configuration of cotext? With what degrees and kinds of authority do 
interactants use expressions (reflecting knowledgeable familiarity from the social 
structural position of the user with respect to ritual centers of authority that 
“warrant” their use)? To whom is authoritative knowledge ascribed, and who can 
achieve at least a conversationally local state of authority with respect to it, if not 
a perduring authority stretching beyond the instance of interaction?  In such ways 
the variability of linguistic usage presumes upon—and points to (indexes)—the 
nonuniformity of knowledge within a community.  Importantly, nonuniformity in 
what people know or are at least allowed to manifest knowledge of is a function 
of numerous types of social categorizations of people and people’s membership in 
groups of various sorts, of which, then, using certain words and expressions 
becomes a direct or indirect indexical sign.  
 

(Silverstein, 2004, p. 632, italics in original) 
 

A “postmodern performative” approach to language directs a research focus to 

language in situ, as it is performed and semiotized, and provides another approach to 

examining how language policies and ideologies are re-/produced in otherwise mundane 

interactions (Makoni & Pennycook, 2006; Pennycook, 2010).  This approach entails a 
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shift from looking at language to looking at languaging; here the focus is on local 

Englishing in the context of Indonesia.  Joseph describes this shift from language to 

languaging, where the latter is conceived of as a “…verb, of doing things with 

language…This is different from the engagement with…‘the institution of the language, 

the noun-like thing that [speakers] ultimately cannot ignore, but must comprehend, 

grapple with, accept in some respects and resist in others, as they construct their own 

linguistic identities simultaneously within it and in opposition to it” (cited in Pennycook, 

2006, p. 111).  Under this conceptualization of language in use, every time any sort of 

languaging is performed in a local context, it is done so through local ways of being, 

creating, and understanding.  Pennycook’s description of how language is used, like 

Hymes, Blommaert, and Heller in Section 1.3.3, questions the very nature of the entities 

that we call languages, breaking them down into performed chunks, and not the 

syntactical trees of modern language lessons:   

…[A]cts of English identification are used to perform, invent and (re)fashion 
identities across innumerable domains.  English, like other languages, does not 
exist as a prior system but is produced and sedimented through acts of 
identity…What we therefore have to understand is not this ‘thing’ ‘English’ that 
does or does not do things to and for people, but rather the multiple investments 
people bring to their acts, desires and performances in ‘English’.  
 

(Pennycook, 2006, p. 110) 
 
When someone uses a certain systematic way of performing language—or rather, 

of languaging (Pennycook (2006) uses “Englishing”)—this is not just their use of a 

language; it is a performance of a certain status, indexical of a certain amount of access; 

not to language, but to education.  For the context of a developing Indonesia, this has led 

to rapid decline of local language use as well as a double-bind in globalization where 
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English is at once resisted and highly sought after.  In the chapters that follow I will use a 

resource-based approach to examine language performances, and talk about language 

performances, that represent access to the three languages in question in this dissertation: 

Javanese, Indonesian, and English1. 

                                                        
1 It is worthwhile to note that while these are the three languages I have explored for the purposes of 
this dissertation, other languages were present in the research context; primarily Mandarin and 
possibly other dialects grouped under the lable of Chinese.  These language forms are of long‐
standing presence in Java and in Betultujuh, which both have a long‐term population of people who 
are of Chinese ethnicity and who have undergone a collective struggle under anti‐Chinese oppression 
since the New Order regime took hold. 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1.6: Local context and researcher positionality   

 In the summer of 2008 I was admitted to the Consortium for the Teaching of 

Indonesian and Malay [COTIM], a language and culture immersion program intended for 

graduate students planning to carry out future research in Indonesia.  Having for many 

years maintained a passionate interest for languages; language teaching; language 

policies and linguistic human rights; the processes and impacts of nationalization and 

globalization; and trying to make the world a better place through these sets of 

knowledge, I entered the program interested in visiting a pilot functional literacy program 

that UNESCO was carrying out collaboratively with the Indonesian Department of 

Education in a village named Kampung Cibago, in Western Java (UNESCO, 2007). 

During my two month research program, I partook in a crash course, taught primarily by 

the English faculty of Central Java Christian University [CJCU], in the social, political, 

and economic structuration of Indonesian society.  In the middle week of the program, I 

took my field research agenda to Kampung Cibago, and to UNESCO and Depdiknas 

employees who were associated with the functional literacy program.  I learned a great 

deal in that one week about the difficult transitions that communities across Indonesia 

had undergone and that some, like the community of Kampung Cibago, are recently 

undergoing as they are subsumed into the national economy of Indonesia.  In my final 

presentation for COTIM, I suggested that there was a satu titik, or “one drop”, 

phenomenon, wherein as soon as a community was touched by one single drop of 

national, monetarily driven economy—this often first appeared in the form of cigarette 

sales—they were collectively sucked into national citizenship, unable to get back out 
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whether they wanted to or not, and suddenly, therefore, in desperate need to learn basic 

literacy and monetary trade skills that would allow them to survive within this new 

economy.   

I was simultaneously fascinated to learn about this program and horrified to learn 

of the precarious situation into which nationalization had so quickly placed the residents 

of Kampung Cibago.  The program aimed to help local villagers first gain literacy in their 

mother language, Sundanese, and then transition into basic literacy in Indonesian, so that 

parents could be more able to help their children with their Indonesian language school 

homework, and so that they would be able to do things like read prices at marketplaces, 

and perform other basic literacy skills that would at the very least keep them from getting 

taken advantage of in the new economy.  I quickly noticed, however, that I would not 

have the proper skill sets, in terms of knowledge about language and culture locally and 

in terms of teaching skills, to invite myself to participate in and do research about this 

functional literacy program. 

 After the end of the COTIM program, I came home to Tucson not sure where the 

future would take me:  To a research project in the US?—which I was quite resistant to—

Or would something that I felt fitting to my research interests eventually come to pass if I 

kept working on and working out my ideas?  Finally realizing that I have traversed the 

world through study abroad and foreign language learning programs and foreign 

language teaching, I decided to pursue the effects of globalization and nationalization in 

Indonesia, this time through a context where I would fit perfectly:  as an English 

instructor in CJCU’s English Department [henceforth alternately referred to as “English 
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Department”, “ED”, “Fakultas Bahasa dan Sastra” (Faculty of Languages and 

Literatures), and “FBS”], teaching alongside the same faculty members who had taught 

me Indonesian in COTIM 2008.  Long story short, arrangements were made for me to 

return to CJCU for the 2009-10 academic year as a teacher/researcher.  I was provided a 

homestay family, and I remained close with my first homestay family from 2008 as well 

as a few of the English Department faculty members who had doubled as Indonesian 

instructors during COTIM.  Therefore my transition into life in Indonesia in the summer 

of 2009 was relatively smooth and lacking any great culture shock surprises.  I believe 

that my great passion for hand-ground peanut sauce and barbecued duck breasts played a 

large role in enabling this transition to come to pass so smoothly.   

 

1.6.1: Life in Betultujuh  

 I like to walk.  I like to move, a lot.  And so it was my common practice to take 

the fifteen minute trek to and from the ED daily, rain or shine, by foot.  As I also am 

fascinated by food, I would regularly trek to the downtown market, just a five to ten 

minute walk from home and a place where White people were very rarely found.  I point 

out these habits and the rarity of my physical appearance for two reasons:  first, there was 

a great adjustment to the noise of the cars and motorcycles that zoomed by me on even 

the less-traveled streets that I tended to walk; and second, by making my large, White self 

visible on the streets, walking by neighbors and local community members, I was 

constantly reminded of my foreignness within this local context.  It was not always clear 

to me when people addressed me on the street, save for the most blatant instances, as to 
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whether they were doing so because it was their common practice or because I stood out 

to them quite a bit more than local passersby.  On one or two occasions in the ED faculty 

lounge, after having walked to campus, I would mention to someone the ways in which I 

had been addressed on the street—bule! bule! (White person! White person!), for 

instance.  Some faculty members were often shocked to hear that there were “still” local 

residents who would dare say that to a foreigner;  others, who were perhaps more 

accustomed to spending time with the Australian and American study abroad students 

that came through CJCU, were not at all surprised.  I thus felt that by spending time 

walking the streets, I was able to gain a certain exposure to local society that crossed 

classes and walks of life in ways very different from the ways in which local residents 

understood their local communities.  My foreignness and my willingness to make my 

curious self visible, and to converse with strangers, gave me license to chat with bus 

drivers, market vendors, and college professors alike, privileging me to insights that 

perhaps certain local residents would not access due to social and economic class 

barriers.  On the other hand, my lack of long-term residence in Java, as well as my 

marked foreignness and my lack of understanding of the widespread daily language of 

communication, Javanese, simultaneously excluded me from many conversations that a 

locally rooted researcher might have been privy to.  

 Concerning local language ecologies, varieties of Javanese ngoko, a register of 

informal, peer-to-peer communication, was the most commonly used language.  I would 

hear high register Javanese kromo in just bits and pieces; mostly in the form of 

salutations as young adults addressed their elders on the streets in town.  On campus, the 
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Javanese peer-to-peer register ngoko remained the language I heard most commonly in 

hallways outside of the classroom.  I did not notice kromo being spoken to address 

professors on campus; formal address in this context tended to be produced in 

Indonesian.  At the university there was also a great diversity of students from across 

Indonesia.  Interethnic communications tended largely to be in Indonesian as well, save 

for the few non-Javanese students who had lived in Java long enough to pick up ngoko 

from time spent with peers who had grown up on Java.  There was also a large Chinese 

ethnic population locally and on campus. These students tended to speak just as much 

Javanese as most urban-raised Javanese ethnic students.  Chinese identity, however, was 

marked by terms of address that differed from traditionally Javanese forms of address.  

For instance, where Javanese cultural forms of address for older brother and sister are 

Mas and Mbak, respectively, Chinese ethnic terms are Koh and Cik.  One day on campus 

a small group of Chinese ethnic young women sitting together hailed me with the 

greeting “Cik Lauren”.  I got so excited that they had welcomed me into their circle, I 

blurted out, “Yayyy, aku sudah menjadi orang Indonesia!” ((Yayyy, I’ve become an 

Indonesian person!)) and was immediately met with, “Nggaaaak! Orang Cina!” 

((Nooooooo. Chinese person!)), demonstrating a strong will, situated within a very 

tenuous Chinese ethnic history within Java and Indonesia that I will not discuss in this 

dissertation, to maintain a distinct Chinese ethnic identity within Indonesia. 

 The only places English could be expected to be spoken in Betultujuh were at the 

local International School, where foreign families who lived locally sent their children to 

be taught in English, and, occasionally, at higher echelons of any international companies 
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found nearby.  The older sister of one focus group participant, Dian, worked at a 

managerial level in a local Coca-Cola factory, and she conversed with her Indian boss in 

English.  Two local spas as well, very expensive and located on the edges of town, served 

either tourists passing through for a night, or local wealthy residents.  Food menus there 

tended to be only in English save for the names of local dishes (their descriptions, 

however, remained in English), and a sufficient amount of employees at the spas spoke 

enough English to take care of guests’ basic needs.  Elsewhere in town, English would 

only be found behind the closed doors of English language classrooms and occasionally 

at ED extracurricular activities, and on many signs and graffiti texts along the city’s 

central streets. 

 Regarding signs I would see in public as I walked throughout the town, the large 

majority of store signs, campaign banners, doctor and dental offices, were in Indonesian.  

As advertisement signs increased in size and cost, though, English made its way onto 

them in forms flashier and bigger.  Graffiti in town used a mix of Indonesian and English 

(and I did come across one instance of the German phrase “Ich liebe dich” ((I love you))).   

I did not notice Javanese language written in public places in town but once, shown 

below in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.1:  

A typical mie ayam (noodles and 
chicken) stand in town. Prices here 

are very affordable, Rp.4000-
6000. 

 

Figure 1.2:  
A slightly nicer restaurant where prices are a bit 

higher but food is still typically Javanese. 

 

 

Figure 1.3:  
A cigarette advertisement in town. 

Cigarette brands have the most 
money and the biggest 
advertisements in town. 

Figure 1.4:  
English use increases with Western style foods sold. 
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Figure 1.5:  

The one instance of Javanese 
script I have record of, with the 
Indonesian street name below. 

Figure 1.6:  
The presence of English greatly increased on 

graffiti and wall murals. 

 
  
 

1.6.2: Life at CJCU and in the ED 

On campus, employees wore CJCU distributed collared button-down batik style 

shirts every Monday, and the rest of the time the general de facto campus dress code 

consisted of combinations of polo t-shirts, jeans, slacks, and blouses, just like one might 

see in a university in the US, as well as occasional button-down, collared batik shirts on 

male professors.  On our campus, jilbab, Muslim women’s head coverings, were quite 

rare among the campus’s minority Muslim student population (there were about half as 

many Muslim as Christian students on campus).  This lack of jilbab was quite remarkable 

when compared to public universities in the region, where jilbabs were nearly ubiquitous 

and in fact a part of school uniforms for young women on these campuses.  It is unclear 

why CJCU’s young female Muslim students tended not to wear jilbabs—if it was simply 

because students did not wear school uniforms (this argument requires the assumption 
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that other universities’ young female students, off campus, would not wear jilbabs as a 

daily custom), or if it was to fit in with the clothing styles of non-Muslim students.  

Jilbabs are a relatively new phenomenon among Muslim people in Java.  Many attribute 

this to the influence of increasing direct contact with Islam in the Middle East despite the 

religion’s presence in Java for centuries with little deference to the region.  The daily 

wear of ED students, like the general trend I noticed on campus daily, tended to be jeans, 

shorts, t-shirts and shoes or flip-flops, and ED instructors would wear comfortable clothes 

as well.  Many ED students mentioned to me, however, that the department’s student and 

faculty members were known for having a less formal clothing and student-faculty 

interaction style than many of the other departments on campus. 

The curriculum of the English Department at the university was quite progressive, 

inspired by conversational models of classroom interaction, and engaging students with a 

broad range of topics from Drama to Business to Literature to Teaching Practica, as well 

as the Linguistics, Sociolinguistics and Cross-Cultural Understanding courses that I 

taught.  However, curricula seemed to me to remain very “center country” oriented.  

English literature still meant Anglo literature (one professor did share her own English 

language poetry), and theatre performances consisted of Shakespeare and contemporary 

plays hailing from the United States.  A Midsummer Night’s Dream was the drama 

performed for the year I was in residence.  Students’ undergraduate theses focused 

largely on the linguistic aspects of local English language learning; though one student 

did propose a study that would explore a Chinese ethnic dialect of Indonesian, and 

another decided to do his final thesis on Spanish-English debates in the US!  For my 
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interests as a researcher, the ED was fertile ground for an exploration into whether US 

Western English was globalizing, whether students were learning to express local 

identities in English and planning to communicate with other non-native speakers of 

English, or whether some combination of these was taking place. 

Among the English Department faculty, I was one of five full-time foreign 

English instructors, three others hailing from the US and one other hailing from 

Australia.  Perhaps elicited by my own teaching behaviors, perhaps due to the younger 

ages and the generally progressive education ideologies that Western teachers who 

choose to teach abroad enter their classrooms with, students occasionally shared with me 

that there was an expectation that Western teachers would be louder, more interactive, 

and more boisterous in classroom interactions than local professors.  I did not observe 

how other professors, young or old, foreign or local, in the ED conducted themselves in 

class, but the same students who told me that Western teachers were young and 

boisterous also told me that Indonesian teachers tended to be less interactive in classes—I 

do not believe this held across all faculty members, though.  The one thing I can attest to 

is that myself and one other young female Anglo professor prided ourselves on our rather 

wacky and loud natures when standing up in front of our students.  Engaging students, 

joyfully, was a part of our teaching philosophies, and we tended to be known for it.  

Outside of the classroom, the younger faculty members in general in the ED were quite 

active in extracurricular gatherings and events.  The ED as a whole prided itself on its 

cohesiveness among students and faculty alike, and on its organization of a wide range of 

extracurricular activities—conferences, plays, sports and English language 
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competitions—that far exceeded any other department on campus.  It was thus very 

common for ED faculty and students to commingle and so I had a great amount of 

opportunities to gather with students outside of class, and I had a great amount of fun 

while doing it.  I thus gained quite a friendly rapport with many students, within and 

outside of school walls and not exclusive to my eight focus group participants.  From my 

position as teacher-researcher and ethnographer, I thus shared in-depth knowledge of the 

learning context and of English Department faculty and students including research 

participants.   
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1.7: Research questions 

This dissertation’s data analyses answer the following questions: 

• How has globalization impacted local language ecologies in Central Java, Indonesia? 
o How have national language policies since nationalization impacted language 

ideologies and use on the ground in Central Java? 
• What is the place of local English language learners both in this context and within the 

global English community? 
o How does the ability to speak English affect learners’ roles within their local 

communities? 
• What role(s) does English play in globalization? 
o What are the local values assigned to English?  
o How do language and education policies limit or provide access to English 

language in Indonesia?   
 
 

1.7.1: Data collection 

To begin to answer these questions, I recruited focus group participants in my 

Semester 1 Sociolinguistics course.  During the second week of courses, I offered the 

opportunity to all 38 students in the class, to participate in a year-long research project 

with me that would involve my spending time with these students outside of courses as 

well as interviewing them individually and in groups.  Seven students promptly signed up 

for this project, and one of these participants later told a friend—also an ED major, who 

had already taken Sociolinguistics—about the project.  He asked to join the project, 

making my cohort eight participants strong.  The role I played with these students over 

the course of the year was a combination, unique per participant, of researcher, instructor, 

friend, acquaintance, interviewer, foreigner.  Our relationships developed according to 

each student’s extraccuricular availability—some lived with their families locally, others 

lived in boarding houses as their families were located outside of Betultujuh, and some 

were simply more interested in spending time with me than were others.  Each 
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participant, however, generously donated their time to five individual research interviews 

that each lasted anywhere between one and two hours (I was lucky to have some very 

chatty participants!).  I also divided the eight into two groups of four, for four group 

interviews per group, over the course of the year.  I conducted both focus group and 

individual interviews in order to record participants in peer-oriented interactions with 

each other as well as one-on-one with myself, hoping that the different interactions would 

elicit a different set of peer-directed behaviors and thoughts that I was not able to elicit in 

one-on-one interviews.  In total at the end of the year, then, I had recorded 40 individual 

and 8 group interviews.  I also collected some journaling from students who were willing 

to journal.  Journals were rare, and one or two participants eventually told me that it was 

not typical practice for Javanese students to journal, and that that was why I was not 

getting much feedback.  To make up for this dearth of responses to journal prompts, I 

gained permission to collect written course assignments from all of my Sociolinguistics 

students over both semesters.  This resulted in hundreds of pages rich with students’ truly 

engaged reflections about local language repertoires, and presented me with information 

about local language ideologies and attitudes toward local, national, and global 

languages.  After spending 60 minutes on what felt like my first two minutes of interview 

data, I hired a transcriptionist locally—an individual who was trilingual in Javanese, 

Indonesian, and English—to transcribe all of my recorded interviews.  He would 

transcribe the interviews and pass the written files on to me with a flash drive, often 

staying over a while to share his insights on some of the statements offered in the 

interviews by research participants and by myself.   
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1.7.2: Data analysis 

Upon returning to the United States, I worked as a research assistant and 

occasional teaching assistant, in a research project and a graduate level course the topic 

areas of which were quite different from the material I was working with for this 

dissertation.  I therefore slowly reviewed my data by listening to research interviews, 

reading students’ class assignments that I had collected, and reviewing my field notes. 

Constrained by time, I analyzed data conference presentation by conference 

presentation—finding brief interactional chunks of data that spoke to my research 

questions, analyzing them in-depth, and getting feedback for their later improvement and 

re-drafting toward the needs of this dissertation.  This dissertation is thus a collection of 

many small data analyses presented at professional conferences between June 2010 and 

November 2011, accompanied by further analysis to more deeply contextualize the 

global, national, and local atmosphere in which I and my research participants found 

ourselves together during the 2009-2010 academic year.   

In Chapter 2 I will address the impact of post-colonial nationalization since 1945, 

and contemporary globalization, on language policies and use in Indonesia.  The chapter 

will focus specifically on language shift, since nationalization, away from Javanese and 

toward the national official language, Indonesian.  Chapter 3 will present a case study of 

two focus group participants and their linguistic biographies, shifting communicative 

repertoires as students in the English Department, and their motivations to learn English.  

In Chapter 4 I explore values and meanings assigned locally to instances of the English 
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language, and I focus on approach/avoid policies made to curb the spread of the English 

language in Indonesia that have at once enabled a strong Indonesian identity to take hold, 

while at the same time preventing curricula in elite education instititutions from being 

implemented effectively.  Chapter 5 will conclude this dissertation with a summary of 

findings as well as the implications of this research project. 
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CHAPTER 2 
“LOVE” THE LOCAL, “USE” THE NATIONAL, “STUDY” THE FOREIGN:  

MODERNIZATION AND SHIFTING JAVANESE LANGUAGE ECOLOGIES 
 

In the course of my time in Central Java it became apparent to me that the label 

indicating “the Javanese language”—bahasa Jawa—represented either 1), not a 

“language” but the bahasa sehari-hari, perhaps best translated as “daily talk”, that 

everyone spoke with each other every day; or 2) it was a very sophisticated language that 

was too difficult for even local residents to learn.  This inconsistency over the definition 

of language and the definition of Javanese ways of communicating is well represented in 

a conversation that I had one morning over the breakfast table with a close family friend. 

The following is a paraphrase of the conversation that I hastily jotted down after we 

finished our meal together: 

 Then AC2 said something about languages she can and can’t speak and she 
said she can’t speak Javanese.  She said she can’t read the characters [of the 
syllabary].  I said, “But what languages do you use every day with your friends?” 
 “Well yeah that’s Javanese but ‘daily Javanese’.” 
 “Ngoko [informal peer-to-peer register].” 
 “Ah! You know!” 
 “Yeah. So, you can speak Javanese.” 
 “Yeah but I can’t speak the one that’s kromo/alus [high register/less 
formal but respectful register].  There are levels in Javanese—ngoko, kromo, 
kromo alus and one that even I forget!” 
 “But you still use Javanese, right?” 
 “Yeah…” 
                                                         

(Fieldnotes, December 30, 2009) 
  

                                                        
2 In this dissertation I have assigned two‐letter initials to individuals who were in my fieldnotes but 
were not focus group participants.  With my permission, I assigned pseudonyms to six of the eight 
focus group participants; the other two chose their own.  I also use a pseudonym for one professor in 
this dissertation, Rosa, as she was mentioned often enough by my focus group participants that for 
the sake of consistency I deemed it necessary to ask her to choose a pseudonym for herself.  Other 
mentions of ED professors in this dissertation are labeled [prof] for the sake of anonymity. 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Just two days prior to this conversation, other confusing signals were sent as I 

attended the home viewing service for AC’s grandfather’s recent passing.  As we sat at 

the ceremony, held at their aunt’s house nearby, AC’s older sister SJ sat next to me.  As 

the service began, SJ told me that this was about to get boring because she and her 

siblings couldn’t understand the bahasa Jawa kromo—the high register of Javanese—that 

was being spoken at the service.  A couple of minutes later, one of her other sisters 

leaned over and asked me (I again paraphrase), “Are you bored?  Because I am.  I can’t 

understand any of this.”  The message so far was simple:  SJ and her siblings could not 

understand what was being said at this funeral service because it was in a register of 

Javanese that they did not understand.  Yet, no less than two minutes later, SJ was 

leaning over my way and translating for me into Indonesian, the hymns and psalms that 

we the group were reciting in kromo, as we read through them in the program 

(Fieldnotes, December 28, 2009).  A few months later when I attended a Javanese 

language service with SJ and her mother at the church they regularly attended, she did the 

same thing. 
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2.1: Colonization, modernization, nationalization, globalization…and language 

States continue to play a strong role in creating nationalized backdrops for the 

language ecologies that have come to exist within their borders.  Indonesia’s 

nationalization and modernization over primarily this last century (Cole, 2010; Keane, 

2003; Smith-Hefner, 2009), the state’s “creation” of bahasa Indonesia (Foulcher, 2000; 

Heryanto, 2006), and here I argue the simultaneous creation and erasure (Gal & Irvine, 

1995) of local Javanese language forms as well, together set the scene for this analysis of 

language- and nation-hood in Indonesia in its 65th year of official existence.  In this 

chapter I explore ways in which Indonesian national language policies both rhetorical and 

implemented have created languages and created contexts delimiting the spaces in which 

languages may be used inside national confines.  Preceding and throughout post-colonial 

Indonesia’s molding into a modern nation-state, nationalization and modernization have 

shaped access to linguistic and cultural resources through the implementation of language 

policies and the spread of language ideologies.  Below I explore shifting access to 

Javanese linguistic resources and the ideologies that construct some part(-s) of Javanese 

as a language and other part(-s) as “merely a form of communication”.  To do so, I will 

expand Blommaert’s (2005, 2010) use of “access” that individuals have various levels of 

to largely state-driven institutions that gatekeep linguistic resources:  below I expand the 

scope of analysis by speaking of access to any linguistic resources, institutional or 

otherwise, such as in community and family settings, but all shaped by the state’s 

influence on contemporary livelihoods. 
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Discussion in Section 1.3 ended with a descripton of the most recent national 

language policy in Indonesia, UU24/2009, which encourages citizens to “love” their local 

languages, “use” their one shared national language, Indonesian, and “study” foreign 

languages.  This policy is the most recent iteration in a history of nationalist political 

movements that began formally in 1928, when the Sumpah Pemuda (Youth Movement), 

a group of largely Dutch-educated Indonesian elite young adults, assembled to formalize 

their movement for Indonesian independence.   

 

2.1.1: The history of language policy in Indonesia 

Over the course of Indonesia’s independence, the national imaginary of the 

Sumpah Pemuda has been constructed into the story of a seamless decision-making 

process culminating in a concise and uniformly agreed upon declaration that the three 

commonalities that would henceforth unite all citizens were their one shared nationality, 

one shared land, and one unifying language.  This slogan has been stated frequently, with 

slight variations in wording and intention, over the past 80 years.  I borrow the below 

quote from Foulcher’s (2000) description of an address then-president Suharto gave in 

1978 at the 50th annual commemoration of the Sumpah Pemuda:  

Tepat 50 Tahun yang lalu, di Jakarta ini, lahirlah Sumpah Pemuda yang sangat 
terkenal: 
- mengaku berbangsa satu, Bangsa Indonesia; 
- mengaku bertanah air satu, Tanah Air Indonesia; 
- mengaku berbahasa satu, Bahasa Indonesia  

                                                    
(p. 377) 

 
Exactly 50 years ago, here in Jakarta, the famous Sumpah Pemuda [Oath of 
Youth] was born: 
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—(we) declare we are one nation, the Indonesian nation 
—(we) declare we have one homeland, the Indonesian homeland 
—(we) declare we have one language, the Indonesian language.  
                                                                                      

(p. 402) 
 
While these statements have amounted to more or less the same principle 

regarding language use in the nation—that the plurality of Indonesian citizens are united 

by one single unifying language, Indonesian—the statements surrounding this 

monolingual principal during the Sumpah Pemuda movement and ever since have varied 

regarding the amount of recognition explicitly given to local languages.  Foulcher’s 

historical synthesis of the Sumpah Pemudah’s development over time into a national 

“symbol” indicates that the early 1900s nationalist movement’s intention, based on the 

three principals above, began as a pointed statement by its leaders that the principal of 

one unifying language among all Indonesians did not represent an attempt to place more 

importance on Indonesian and less on local or foreign languages; it was simply a 

statement that across such a diverse population of citizens speaking a multiplicity of 

languages, Indonesian would be used in formal national spaces and interethnic 

communications.  One of Indonesia’s instrumental language planners (see Section 1.3.2), 

Anton Moeliono, points out: 

…[In] Soekarno’s speech of August 15, 1928 in Jakarta, one year after the 
founding of the Perserikatan Nasional Indonesia (Indonesian National 
Association)…he stated that language differences between ethnic groups would 
not hinder unification, but the sooner Malay (Indonesian) bacame widespread, the 
sooner Indonesia would achieve independence.  

 
(Shrieke, 1929, as cited by Van der Wal, 1963, as cited by Moeliono, 1986, p. 26) 
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The national unifying language would thereby help citizens to bypass any 

potential miscommunications that presumably would occur without it, and it would help 

them to do so while simultaneously expelling their colonizers’ Dutch language from 

Indonesian territory.  However, Moeliono’s own discussions of diglossia in Indonesia 

concern only the different forms of Indonesian.  He even states that if someone takes their 

institutional Indonesian into the marketplace s/he will be met with a different type of 

Indonesian.  This statement leaves me wondering if Moeliono was born and raised in 

Jakarta, where Indonesian truly is the daily medium of communication, or if he never 

entered into a marketplace, as in my own observations of local marketplaces it was local 

languages and not Indonesian that were the languages of transaction.  It might be said 

then that despite the ideologies explicitly promoted regarding Indonesia’s linguistic 

plurality, there was very little intent or awareness from the very beginning of 

nationalization of what it would truly take to promote local languages’ continued 

existence and use. 

Throughout Suharto’s presidency (1967-1998), the rhetorical and ideological 

recognition of Indonesia’s diversity of languages and people was completely erased from 

explications of Indonesia’s three unifying emblems above as his New Order regime 

undertook to greatly centralize state operations and to create an incorporated body of 

national citizens who all served a singular national “self”.  It was not until the 

Reformation period, beginning in 1998 with much social and political upheaval and a 

grave economic downturn in the country, that President Habibie’s government undertook 

to restore the nation’s emphasis on the pluralism underlying its one unifying language:  
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Persatuan dan kesatuan yang dibangun itu tidak pernah dimaksudkan untuk 
meniadakan kemajemukan masyarakat. Kemajemukan masyarakat sama sekali 
bukan merupakan kendala atau hambatan bagi persatuan dan kesatuan.  

 
(Republika Online, 1998a, cited in Foulcher, 2000, p. 400) 

 
The unity and one-ness we are building is never intended to deny the plurality of 
our society. Social plurality in no way represents a restriction of or an obstacle to 
unity and one-ness.  

 
(ibid., p. 405) 

 
Foulcher points out that never before, throughout the Sukarno and Suharto regimes, had 

such an emphasis on pluralism been described by an Indonesian president in 

commemoration of the Sumpah Pemuda.  Now, however, “the call for greater openness 

was part of a widespread rejection of the New Order's emphasis on conformity, 

standardisation and centralisation in the interests of a de-centred and localised social and 

political pluralism” (Foulcher, 2000, p. 400).  It was also an image of the state’s 

participation in a “public political culture” that emphasized the development of the 

nation’s youth as quality, efficient, and economically competitive national and global 

workers.  This emphasis inserted the country into broader globalizing economic 

ideologies that aim to make states’ citizenries as economically profitable as possible (see 

DaSilva & Heller, 2009). 

 

2.1.2: Language policy in contemporary Indonesia 

Pluralistic and economically driven rhetorics continue in the government’s most 

recent language policies.  UU 24/2009’s slogan that citizens should “love” their local 

languages, “use” their one national language, and “study” foreign languages (English 
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being at a great advantage among these) speaks specifically of the following six out of 

twenty-one articles in UU 24/2009’s section legislating language use (the other sections 

of the law legislate use and appearance of the national flag, the national emblem, and 

citizens’ rights to use these):  

Pasal 35 
(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan dalam penulisan karya ilmiah dan publikasi 
karya ilmiah di Indonesia. 
(2) Penulisan dan publikasi sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) untuk tujuan atau 
bidang kajian khusus dapat menggunakan bahasa daerah atau bahasa asing. 
 

Article 35 
(1) The Indonesian language shall be used in the writing of scientific papers and 
scientific publications in Indonesia. 
(2) Writings and publications for the purpose of specialized areas of study, as 
referred to in paragraph (1), may use local languages or foreign languages. 

 
Pasal 36 

(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan dalam nama geografi di Indonesia. 
(2) Nama geografi sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) hanya memiliki 1 (satu) nama 
resmi. 
(3) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan untuk nama bangunan atau gedung, jalan, 
apartemen atau permukiman, perkantoran, kompleks perdagangan, merek dagang, 
lembaga usaha, lembaga pendidikan, organisasi yang didirikan atau dimiliki oleh warga 
negara Indonesia atau badan hukum Indonesia. 
(4) Penamaan sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) dan ayat (3) dapat menggunakan 
bahasa daerah atau bahasa asing apabila memiliki nilai sejarah, budaya, adat istiadat, 
dan/atau keagamaan. 

 
Article 36 

(1) The Indonesian language shall be used for geographic names in Indonesia. 
(2) The geographic names as referred to in paragraph (1) only have one official name. 
(3) The Indonesian language shall be used to name buildings or building premises, 
streets, apartments or housing complexes, offices, commercial complexes, trademarks, 
business institutions, educational institutions, and institutions founded or owned by 
Indonesian citizens or Indonesian legal entities. 
(4) The naming as referred to in paragraph (1) and paragraph (3) may use local or 
foreign languages where they are of historical, cultural, customary, and/or religious 
value. 

 
Pasal 37 
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(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan dalam informasi tentang produk barang atau jasa 
produksi dalam negeri atau luar negeri yang beredar di Indonesia. 
(2) Informasi sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) dapat dilengkapi dengan bahasa 
daerah atau bahasa asing sesuai dengan keperluan. 

 
Article 37 

(1) The Indonesian language shall be used in information about goods or the 
production of goods domestic or foreign circulating in Indonesia. 
(2) The information referred to in paragraph (1) may be supplemented with local or 
foreign languages as necessary.  

 
Pasal 38 

(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan dalam rambu umum, penunjuk jalan, fasilitas 
umum, spanduk, dan alat informasi lain yang merupakan pelayanan umum. 
(2) Penggunaan Bahasa Indonesia sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) dapat disertai 
bahasa daerah dan/atau bahasa asing.  
 

Article 38 
(1) The Indonesian language shall be used for public signs, street signs, public 
facilities, banners, and other information tools considered to be public services. 
(2) The use of Indonesian as referred to in paragraph (1) may be accompanied by local 
or foreign languages.  

 
Pasal 39 

(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan dalam informasi melalui media massa. 
(2) Media massa sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) dapat menggunakan bahasa 
daerah atau bahasa asing yang mempunyai tujuan khusus atau sasaran khusus. 

 
Article 39 

(1) The Indonesian langauge shall be used in information distributed via mass media. 
(2) Mass media as referred to in paragraph (1) may use local or foreign languages for 
special purposes or objectives. 

 
  

These articles effectively oblige citizens to speak Indonesian, only permitting use 

of other languages when absolutely necessary for understanding explanations of services 

and products (Pasal 37), street signs and public facilities (36 & 38), special information 

shared through mass media (39), or in specific areas of study (35).  In a section of UU 

24/2009 titled “Pengembangan, Pembinaan, dan Pelindungan Bahasa Indonesia” 
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((Development, Expansion and Protection of the Indonesian Language)), one more article 

speaks to the status of local languages in service of national displays of a rich and unique 

Indonesian culture among a world community of nations made of their own unique 

cultural groupings:   

 
Pasal 42 

(1) Pemerintah daerah wajib mengembangkan, membina, dan melindungi bahasa dan 
sastra daerah agar tetap memenuhi kedudukan dan fungsinya dalam kehidupan 
bermasyarakat sesuai dengan perkembangan zaman dan agar tetap menjadi bagian dari 
kekayaan budaya Indonesia. 
(2) Pengembangan, pembinaan, dan pelindungan sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) 
dilakukan secara bertahap, sistematis, dan berkelanjutan oleh pemerintah daerah di 
bawah koordinasi lembaga kebahasaan. 
(3) Ketentuan lebih lanjut mengenai pengembangan, pembinaan, dan pelindungan 
sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) diatur dalam Peraturan Pemerintah. 
 

Article 42 
(1) Local governments shall develop, enhance, and protect local languages and 
literatures so that they may continue to fulfill their social positions and functions in 
community life according to the development of the era and in order to maintain its 
place within Indonesia’s cultural richness. 
(2) The development, enhancement, and protection as referred to in paragraph (1) shall 
be performed gradually, systematically, and sustainably by local governments under 
the coordination of language institutions. 
(3) More precise provisions for the development, enhancement, and protection referred 
to in paragraph (1) shall be stipulated by Government Regulations. 

 
 

In the interest of nation building, local languages and literatures are to be 

developed, cultivated, and preserved in order to display the unique richness of 

Indonesia’s local pluralism, presumably to a nation-external audience via this highly 

translatable and transparent modern Indonesian language that opens the nation up to the 

world of modern nation-states while maintaining its unique national identity among 

modern nation-states (Keane, 2003).  At the same time, Indonesian will be used nation-
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internally to reflect a unified national identity back onto the collectivity of Indonesian 

citizens; an identity in which who and what Indonesian people are—or were—as a 

diverse and unique set of “proto-modern” cultures is shared through their one nationality 

(Bauman & Briggs, 2003; Errington, 1998). 

Elsewhere in UU 24/2009, Indonesian mass media and private businesses are 

obligated to communicate only in Indonesian (Pasal 33), and compulsory national 

schooling is required to do the same:  

Pasal 29 
(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan sebagai bahasa pengantar dalam pendidikan 
nasional. 
(2) Bahasa pengantar sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) dapat menggunakan bahasa 
asing untuk tujuan yang mendukung kemampuan berbahasa asing peserta didik. 
(3) Penggunaan Bahasa Indonesia sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) tidak berlaku 
untuk satuan pendidikan asing atau satuan pendidikan khusus yang mendidik warga 
negara asing. 

Article 29 
(1) The Indonesian language shall be used as the language of instruction in national 
education. 
(2) Language of instruction as referred to in paragraph (1) may be a foreign language 
for the purpose of supporting students in learning foreign languages. 
(3) The use of the Indonesian language as referred to in paragraph (1) does not apply 
to foreign education organizations nor to education organizations that specifically 
teach foreign nationals. 

 
The very declaration that Indonesian was to become the national language is said 

to have been made through Dutch, a language spoken by the elite indigenous classes of 

the colonized islands, largely a result of their Dutch primary and secondary educations, 

which fed them into tertiary educations in the Netherlands’ universities (Errington, 1998; 

Heryanto, 1995; Sneddon 2003).  The declaration that they would have a national 

language of their own in order to erase colonization from their land was in fact a move 

that the Sumpah Pemudah’s members had learned through their very colonizers’ 
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education system.  Below I intend to show that the good intentions both tacit and explicit 

in the rhetoric of 1928’s movement leaders and during the last 13 years aim to encourage 

Indonesian pluralism both linguistic and cultural, but that these good intentions are 

undercut by the very models that they function within:  state ideologies typical of 

modernism and the current globalization era.  Because of the very framework within 

which these good intentions function, language shift is rapidly taking place, both in Java, 

where discussion at hand focuses, and throughout Indonesia more broadly (Bertrand, 

2003, Florey & Bolton, 1997; McConvell & Florey, 2005).   
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2.2: Modernity’s diglossic dreams and shifting realities   

The discursive constructions created at state level and distributed through 

Indonesian education systems and mass media participate in the creation of a view in 

which distinct and separate language codes exist, emblematize identity, and can live, 

shift, or die.  These ways of talking and thinking about language are a hegemonized 

legacy of modernity and colonization that continues contemporarily (Bauman & Briggs, 

2003; Errington, 1998; Makoni & Pennycook, 2006), and that I and my research 

participants could not but use in order to talk about language use while trying to think 

beyond these modernist frameworks.  Through conversations with government officials 

and a group of highly educated young adults in Central Java, as well as through readings 

of state and regional level language legislation that I have explored above and will further 

explore below, these data come together to signify present ideas about language use, 

inheritances from the past, and desires for linguistic futures in Central Java.  Broader 

lines will be drawn to relate these conversations and policies to global trends in policy 

making and to the legacies that colonization, modernization, nationalization, and 

globalization might leave for even the most widely spoken and presumably non-

endangered local languages. 

Errington (1998) emphasizes the teleological nature of many assessments of 

language shift in progress, where language contact phenomena are seen to presuppose a 

singular and certain finality:  the demise of the minoritized language.  Scholars who have 

taken such approaches, he claims, have been too quick to label language contact 

phenomena as clear processes of languages’ shift and imminent death.  In Indonesian 
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contexts this would lead to readings of Indonesian influences on an autochthonous 

language like Javanese as harbingers of the end of the Javanese language altogether.  

Like Errington, I do not enter this analysis assuming that the Javanese language’s death is 

nigh.  Currently, Javanese is by far the most widely spoken LOTI in Indonesia, and with 

“84,300,000 [speakers] in Indonesia (2000 census)….69,000,000 on Java,” and with a 

total population of speakers estimated at 84,608,470 individuals.  It is ranked the 11th 

most widely spoken language in the world (Ethnologue, 2011).  The language is, 

numerically speaking, nowhere near extinction or even endangerment.  In this chapter I 

therefore explore more specifically how discourses and policies at state and community 

levels combine to create spaces in which languages might be born, intermingle, thrive, be 

marginalized, or die at all.  I cannot assume a certain telos—that “the Javanese language” 

will “die”— based on the conversations below and the policies cited throughout this 

chapter.  The evidence I describe here does, though, speak to the mechanisms, at the 

levels of of policy and of talk about language use, of what I interpret as large-scale 

language and culture shift.   

 

2.2.1: Javanese: a difficult language and not a language at all 

Some wider-reaching implications of the state-sponsored creation of bahasa 

Indonesia have been the organization of local language ideologies and the ecologies of 

culture and communication that they are epiphenomal to into time- and place-bound 

hierarchies of “imagined languages” and/or “non-language” forms of “daily talk” (bahasa 

sehari-hari).  Below, I explain how such language creation and hierarchization 
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exemplifies in situ the global hegemonic spread of modernization based on the model of 

the modern nation-state (see Bauman & Briggs, 2003; Duchêne, 2008) and distributed 

throughout the world over centuries of Western colonization.  It coincides with an 

ongoing history of iconization of some languages, and effective erasure of others (Gal & 

Irvine, 1995), as well as a blinding to awareness, among citizens and policy makers alike, 

of the state-driven factors influencing access to resources within local sociolinguistic 

ecologies that have shifted within nationalization and continue to do so in globalization 

(Blommaert, 2010; Heller, 2010; Hornberger & Hult, 2008).  These language ecologies 

have drastically shifted in what Indonesian legislators and perhaps even large numbers of 

Javanese citizens may have otherwise intended to turn into an ideal diglossic situation 

(below I have replaced “High/Low variety” below with “High/Low language”, as 

justified elsewhere in Ferguson’s work): 

Diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the 
primary dialects of the language (which may include a standard or regional 
standards), there is a very divergent, highly codified (often grammatically more 
complex) superposed variety [(H)igh language], the vehicle of a large and respected 
body of written literature, either of an earlier period or in another speech 
community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used for most 
written and formal spoken purposes but is not used by any section of the 
community for ordinary conversation [(L)ow language].  
 

(Ferguson, 1959, cited in Schiffman, 1999) 
  

Relying on the concept of diglossia, Moeliono claimed that  

…even recognised language differences need not be divisive in a well-established 
diglossic, or polyglossic situation.  In a nation like Indonesia, with hundreds of 
languages, it would surely be impossible to carry on government administration, 
education, and business in hundreds of different languages.  Thus there must be a 
division of labour between the national language and the regional languages of 
various ethnic groups. 
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 In a multilingual situation…there is a tendency for the languages used side by 
side to take on separate functions, so that a stable situation develops in which the 
languages are no longer in competition.  
 

(1986, p. 30) 
 
Sociolinguistic research has elsewhere provided evidence, however, that the stable 

situation that Moeliono hoped for cannot exist (Errington 1998; Florey & Bolton, 1997; 

McConvell & Florey, 2005).  I argue here that diglossia tends to represent language shift 

in process, and here Javanese, though it is a language spoken by an enormous sum of 

people, is being subjected to the overwhelming forces of nationalization, modernization, 

and globalization that typically push L languages into increasingly marginal locations in 

time and space.   

 

2.2.2: Javanese is not a language: ngoko 

 To resume the anecdote that this chapter opened with, when I asked young adults 

in the community if they could speak Javanese, the general answer was no.  When I asked 

for clarification, pointing out that they spoke Javanese every day all the time, the answers 

I got back indicated that actually, ngoko is not a language—it’s just daily talk—and 

“Javanese”, implicitly kromo, is a language that is more or less learnable—mostly less 

learnable—but it would be super cool if they could speak it (this sense of “coolness” I 

explore further below).  Gal & Irvine’s (1995) “erasure” speaks to this situation and these 

beliefs in the sense that the definition of “the Javanese language” and of language per se 

in the modern nation-state of Indonesia, requires standards, formality, and written form.  

Errington (1998) points out that this creation of Javanese is not just a fact of 
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modernization post-nationhood:  Dutch colonists in the 19th century, upon realizing that 

to meet their preferred ends they would have to learn how to communicate with the local 

elite classes, undertook to codify high Javanese using the rubrics that other Western 

codified languages were already described with3.  If those colonial efforts to describe 

Javanese kromo are taken to represent the birth of “the Javanese language” in modernity, 

it is the case then that ngoko, on the other hand, has for just as long not been assigned the 

standards, formality, and prescriptive written form that would be necessary for its 

qualification as a language.  This has effectively excluded ngoko from the local language 

ecologies that local residents explicitly describe, despite their ubiquitously speaking it—it 

is the ‘zero’ form:  the default language of self-talk; one’s least monitored form of 

language used (Errington, 1998).   

 

2.2.3: Javanese is a difficult language: kromo 

In a focus group interview with Novita, Satriya, and Nisa, the topic of prestige 

arose when we talked about both English and Javanese.  These had come across to me in 

previous conversations as different types of prestige, and so I asked further about the 

“coolnesses” associated with the ideas of being able to speak Javanese, and being able to 

speak English.  The group’s co-constructed response conveyed common modern 

linguistic ideologies of inherent difficulty and ease in learning languages.  These 

                                                        
3 Errington describes high Javanese as básá, divided into two distinct High levels, but because the term 
students and I used together to describe higher registers of Javanese was always kromo, I use kromo to refer 
to the multiple, nebulously defined, higher registers of Javanese throughout this dissertation.  There are also 
more distinct variations of ngoko that I do not explore here—one which AC mentioned above: ngoko 
alus—but the distinction we regularly and consistently relied on in talk about the different registers was 
ngoko—informal, versus kromo—formal. 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ideologies erased, yet appeared right alongside, students’ subtle awareness of factors of 

access to the resources that they would need to be able to speak kromo (See Appendix A 

for transcription conventions): 
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1  Lauren:  so: what’s the difference in the cːoolness of  
2           speaking kromo inggil=  
3  Nisa:  u-huh 
4  Lauren:  and the cːoolness of speaking english?  
5           what’s the difference? 
6  Nisa:    o[h!= 
7  Novita:      =be[cause you can<] 
8                  [if we can] speak english [then we can go] 
9  Novita:                                   [the difficulty] 
10 Nisa:    to foreign country. 
11 Novita:  the difficulty. 
12 Nisa:    the difficulty.   
13 Satriya: the difficulty.   
14 Nisa:    /↓a[::/] 
15 Lauren:     [bagaimana?]  
16             ((how so?))  

      17 Satriya:  more sophisticated [in:  
      18 Nisa:                        [kromo inggil?=   
      19 Satriya:                                   =kromo inggil.] 

20 Lauren:  oh= 
21 Nisa:      =ya?= ((looking at Satriya))  
22 Lauren:        =kay 
23 Nisa:             =o [ya] ((turning head towards Lauren)) 
24 Satriya:             [ya] ((gives single nod)) 
25 Novita:  ((turns to me nodding))  
26          because it’s more difficult to speak if= ((scrunches 
27          face, nodding)) 
28 Satriya: =different person, with different, 
29 Nisa:                                      [opinions]   
30 Satriya:                                     [words]= 
31 Nisa:                                               =o:  
32          >o [ya ya<]           
33 Satriya:           [>er ↓no.] (we learn [the) difference] 
34 Nisa:                                 [different] pronoun. 
35          ((Nisa turns head to look at Satriya)) 
36 Lauren:  m-hm   
37 Satriya: pron[ouns diff]erent, 
38 Nisa:        [referent]       
39          corr↑ection ((smiles at Satriya))    
40 Satriya: some verbs-  
41          yeah correction. ((smiles)) 
42 Nisa:    @@[@@]   
43 Novita:    [uh] (the verbs) ((tapping Nisa on shoulder, then  
44          laughs))  
45 Nisa:    uh maybe many many=  
46 Satriya:                   =[different expressions]  
47 Nisa:                       [many things] to memorize. 
48          ºin learning javanese.º    
49 Satriya: many things to memorize. 
50          [but-]   
51 Nisa:    [in e]nglish we have also memorized a lot of things,    
52 Satriya: but when you can speak english,  
53          it’s- (too m-) uh: for us it’s already common.  
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54          but then we can sophisticated javanese ºthen that  
55          will be so cool right?º    
56 Nisa:    yeah.    
57 Satriya: for example if you speak to me in english,  
58          ((taps Nisa on the shoulder and directing speech  
59          to her)) 
60 Nisa:    [kok] ((turns head to Satriya) 
61 Satriya: [then] I say SO ↑WHA:T.  
62 Nisa:    ↓uh: 
63          but then you can speak kromo inggil to me.  
64          [ºwha:º] 
65 Novita:  [(now ayo)]  
66 Nisa:    [REALLY?]  
67 Satriya: [@@@@]  
68 Nisa:    then I will learn! 
69          the- @@@ then you’ll be sophisticated of ↓me ·h:  
70          >mungkin nggak tahu ya. kromo inggil itu sudah-  
71          ((maybe I dunno yeah. kromo inggil it’s already)) 
72          it’s very (forgettable). 
 

(Satriya, Nisa, Novita, Interview 4, May 24, 2010)  
 

In this conversation, Nisa and Satriya initially took their explanations about the 

difficulties of learning Javanese in different directions.  I understood Nisa’s “opinions” 

(line 29) comment to intend that the “experts” in kromo had differing and difficult to 

please opinions about how Javanese should be spoken—thus her initial statement referred 

to the fact that even when she and her peers do try to speak “Javanese”—read kromo—

right, there is somebody right there waiting to correct you.  When she revisited that idea 

with the word “correction” (line 39), intending that people correct her and her peers a lot 

when they try to speak in Javanese, Satriya agreed; however, he had intended to take his 

explanation in another direction equally exemplary of modernistic notions of language:  

grammatical complexity (lines 28, 37).  And Nisa was right there with him as well to 

throw out a few grammar terms exemplary of why Javanese is inherently difficult to learn 

based on its linguistic structure (lines 34, 38, 47):  multiple pronouns to refer to different 

referents, different expressions that are appropriate at different times and with different 
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interlocutors, and so many formal aspects of the language to memorize.  Thus for them, 

“the Javanese language” was inherently more complex than others, making it obviously 

more difficult to learn than other languages like Indonesian and English; and every time 

they tried to speak it, their interlocutors expressed hyper-attention to and correction of 

their speech, which inevitably eased their transition to using solely Indonesian with 

community elders, since they didn’t expect to be corrected in that language.  Returning to 

language ideologies and the erasure of access to linguistic resources then, the comments 

in this conversation hinted at the amounts of access that Satriya and Nisa seemed to have 

to spaces where kromo was spoken.  The gist of the conversation, on the other hand, 

clearly centered around the fact that Javanese, “the language”, is more difficult than most, 

that their elders constantly correct them when they speak it, and that is why today’s 

younger generations do not or cannot speak it, regardless of how many generations before 

them may or may not have been fluent kromo speakers.  To continue further with the 

topic of correction, I turn to Dian’s description of a time when she tried to speak in 

kromo to an elder but was met with more correction than conversation. 

 

2.2.4: Correction 

As I pointed out in the above section, there is some evidence that these youth who 

have “lost their love to Javanese” and “forgotten” how to speak it, still do try to speak 

kromo.  But the heavy correction by interlocutors is embarrassing and makes fluid 

conversation difficult.  Dian recounted a situation to show what it looked and felt like to 
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try her hardest to address an elder in kromo only to be rigorously corrected by him 

throughout the conversation: 

     [C]an you imagine, what happened with me when I am at the Elementary School? I 
am the youngest teacher, that means I have to speak in “Kromo Inggil” to respect the 
head master and all the teachers. Since then, I really realize how my own culture and its 
value are. My culture is very unique and it is extremely different from other cultures in 
Indonesia, even other countries. Javanese requires us to respect others, especially older 
people, have a good attitude. For instance, we have to bow when we meet others and say 
“nyuwun sewu” (Excuse me), we have to speak in a good manner (Soft, slow, but clear), 
we have to speak in “Kromo Inggil” with older people, and so on. I had an embarrassing 
experience when I made a conversation with one of the teachers in the Elementary 
School. Here, was my conversation : 
 

Mr Tomo : “Sugeng enjang, Mbak”. 

   ( Kromo ) ( good morning, miss)  

Dian  : “Sugeng enjang, Pak”. 

             ( Kromo ) 

Mr Tomo : “Mbak, kalawingi sinten ingkang sedo “? 

                ( Kromo ) 

    ( Kromo ) ( Miss, who was died yesterday ? ) 

Dian  : “Oh, sing sedo kalawingi, moro tuone Pak Zam”. 

       Ngoko        Kromo        Ngoko 

    (Oh, someone who passed away yesterday was, Mr Zam’s father in law) 

Mr Tomo : “ Oh, ingkang sedo kalawingi, moro sepuhipun Pak Zam ”. 

    ( Kromo )     

                          ( Oh, someone who passed away yesterday was Mr Zam’s father inlaw ). 

Dian  : “ Injih Pak, hmmm lha njenengan mboten layat ?” 

              Kromo    Ngoko 

   ( Yes, sir. Hmm, Did you come to the funeral ? ) 

Mr Tomo :“Kulo malah mboten takziah, lha kulo kalawingi tindak dateng 

                          Semarang”   

  ( Kromo )     
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                        ( I did not come to the funeral, because I had to go to Semarang  ) 

     From the conversation above, we can conclude that I am not a good speaker of 
“Kromo Inggil”. Actually I have tried my best to speak in “Kromo Inggil”. 
Unfortunately, I did not know the words in “Kromo Inggil”, so I mix my speech in 
“Ngoko” suddenly. Below, the words that I mix: 
 

No Ngoko Kromo English 

1 Sing Ingkang Who (Relative Clause ) 

2 Moro tuo Moro sepuh Father / Mother inlaw 

3 Layat Takziah Come to the funeral 

 
     In addition, one thing that made me more embarrassing was that, Mr Tomo corrected 
my words directly when he replied my questions. You can imagine, how shy I was at that 
time. However, there was a good side of it. Although I was embarrassing, but at least I 
could improve my “Kromo Inggil ability”. 

 
(Dian Sociolinguistics Assignment 3) 

 

Dian certainly had an attitude of perseverance, but for many young adults who are 

fluent in Indonesian and who have grown up speaking Indonesian to their elders in at 

least instititutional settings, why try speaking kromo, a language they are less 

comfortable producing, when by speaking Indonesian there will be no misunderstandings 

and no correction?  By speaking Indonesian the risk for embarrassment or shaming is 

greatly lessened—save for the situation where an elder might scold the younger for using 

Indonesian instead of kromo in the first place (stories like these were often told by 

students raised in urban environments who went to visit rurally situated family members).  

These students might regret the Javanese that they have “lost”, but there might be no 

going back, especially considering peer norms that form around their identities as non-

speakers of kromo, as decribed in the next section. 
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2.2.5: Peer pressure?: conforming to a non-kromo norm 

Just prior to the conversation excerpt explored in Section 2.2.3, from my 

conversation with Nisa, Satriya, and Novita, the three participants co-constructed an 

explanation for Javanese’s current (lack of) place in their lives.  This brought up a brief 

negotiation of Novita’s level of expertise in Javanese.  Novita had expressed to me in 

individual interviews that she grew up speaking primarily Indonesian at home, but that 

she definitely had an interest in learning more Javanese and incorporating its use into her 

life.   

Novita: …kadang-kadang, e, perasaan bersalah itu ada. maksudnya, saya fasih berbicara 
maksudnya saya bisa berbicara bahasa inggris, tetapi, e waktu orang tanya pakai 
bahasa jawa, tentang bahasa kromo, saya nggak bisa menjawab itu sesuatu yang 
tidak membanggakan sama sekali buat saya. tapi, akan lebih bangga, akan lebih 
bangga kalau bisa dua-duanya, (inaudible). buat saya.  

Lauren: okay. ya dan sekarang, sekarang sedang mencoba belajarnya lebih atau,  
Novita:  sedikit-sedikit kan, seperti kalau ada orang ngomong, coba didengarkan, “oh 

tadi ngomong apa”, misalkan “kulo badhe tanglet.” uh, apa, artinya apa, begitu 
seperti itu sedikit-sedikit, belajar sedikit-sedikit. belum- karena orang di 
sekitarku jarang ngomong seperti itu. ngomong bahasa jawa. 

 
Novita: …sometimes, uh, i do feel guilty. i mean, i’m fluent i mean i’m fluent in english, 

but uh when people ask if I speak javanese, about kromo, i can’t answer and 
that’s really not something to be proud of in my opinion. but, i’d be more proud, 
i’d be more proud if i could speak both of them, (inaudible). in my opinion.  

Lauren: okay. yeah and now, now are you trying to learn it more or,  
Novita:  a little bit you know, like if there are people speaking it, i try to listen, “oh what 

did they just say”, for instance (in kromo:) “i would like to ask”, uh, what, 
what’s it mean, like that just little by little, learning it little by little. i haven’t 
yet- because people around me rarely talk like that. speak javanese. 

 
(Novita, Interview 3, February 12, 2010) 

 
Novita’s general self-assessment as she described it to me was that she could not 

speak kromo very well at all but that she was presently making efforts to learn it by 
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tuning in when it was spoken and trying to figure out what was being said.  However, just 

prior to Nisa and Satriya’s explanation of Javanese’s difficulty in the above transcript, 

Novita shared some more about her respect for people her age who did make efforts to 

learn Javanese.  Nisa and Satriya agreed with her and stated that it was nothing special if 

one could speak Indonesian; but if a young adult “like them” (which I wish to point out 

among these three students points to:  born and raised in Betultujuh, highly educated, and 

along a range of middle class socioeconomic backgrounds) can speak Javanese kromo, 

now that was something to be respected because most Javanese youth like them had, as 

Nisa said, “lost their love to Javanese”. 

1  Novita:  because uh one of my friend uh learn javanese and I  
2           thought it’s very cool.  
3  Lauren:  oh okay 
4  Novita: because (.) for myself it’s difficult to learn in  
5           javanese and my friend entered. 
6           at uh UI university to learn javanese in in school.  
7   so why don’t uh what is it we uh:  
8           uh: menanamkan ((instill)) from now  
9           from the children to uh like Indonesian?  
10 Lauren:  [okay] u-huh 
11     (.) 
12 Nisa: yeah= 
13 Satriya:     =yeah.  
14  <but the case is javanese yes if we learn javanese  
15          that will be sound cooler.  
16  but indo↑nesia: 
17 Nisa:  indonesian= ((shaking head)) 
18 Satriya:      =soun:ds ((looking at Nisa and wobbling  
19          hand back and forth in air))  
20 Lauren:  ↓huh (.)  
21 Satriya: ↓yeah for example in my age if i can speak some kromo  
22          inggil that will be ↑so: ↓cool.  
23 Lauren:  real[ly?] 
24      [<but] then indonesia [will be] a /m:/=  
25          ((wobbling hand back and forth in the air)) 
26          ((Nisa waves hand in air like shooing from ear))  
27 Nisa:                            [(Ah that’s-)]  =@@@@@  
28  yeah yeah it’s cool, it’s cool  
29          <becau:se ·h most of us cannot speak javanese  
30          kromo again- a- anymore,  
31  becau:se we have lost our dimension in-  
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32  ((group laughter and overlapping talk))  
33  lost our love to: javanese. 
 

(Satriya, Nisa, Novita, Interview 4, May 24, 2010) 
 
Nisa continues from here to explain that it’s easier to switch from ngoko into 

Indonesian in situations of formality or deference than to switch from ngoko into kromo, 

also exemplified in the experience that Dian narrated in the previous section.  Interesting 

following Nisa’s description, though, below, is 1) Novita’s non-verbal reaction to Nisa’s 

explanation, 2) Nisa’s ensuant reaction to Novita’s gesture, wherein Nisa tells me that 

Novita is a speaker of kromo, and 3) then Novita’s very animated denial that she has any 

ability to speak kromo.  After Nisa explains that it is no longer important to be able to 

speak kromo (lines 1-10), Novita turns her head down and away from Nisa with a smirk 

of the right corner of her mouth and takes a sip from a juice box straw that sits on her 

desk.  Nisa, upon noticing Novita’s gestural performance, interrupts her own explanation 

to me, in order to acknowledge Novita’s gesture and point out to me that what Nisa 

herself is saying does not apply to Novita: “kalau Novita pakai bahasa kromo kalau dia 

dia pakai bahasa kromo” ((if Novita she uses kromo if her she uses kromo)) (lines 19-23).  

At this, Novita squeals in denial and protest that no, she is in fact not a speaker of kromo 

(lines 24, 26, and 30).  The conversation from this point moves on, away from the topic 

of Novita’s proficiency, returning to the participants’ co-construction of the use and value 

of Javanese locally that was discussed in Section 2.2.3.  In its entirety the conversation 

proceeded as follows: 

1  Nisa:    <I mean apa ya tidak  
2           penting lagi untuk bisa  
3           berbahasa kromo.    
4  Lauren:  ya=    

<I mean what yeah it’s not 
important anymore to be able  
to speak kromo. 
ya= 
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5  Satriya:   =iya   
6  Nisa:    karena: mungkin kita    
7           bisa menggunakan  
8           bahasa: indo↑nesia:,  
9           to replace ºapa ya (.) 
10          bahasa kromoº        
11          ((Novita turns head to  
12          right, away from Nisa)) 
13       <mungkin ·h dalam<  
14       ((Novita leans down to  
15          take a sip from the  
16          drink box on her desk  
17          with a smirk on her  
18          face)) 
19       >kalau Novita pakai  
20          bahasa kromo kalau dia  
21          ((turning to Satriya))  
22          [dia pakai: bahasa  
23          kromo]<  
24 Novita:  [/ow:::/] 
25 Nisa:    @@[@@@] 
26 Novita:    [no[:::   ] 
27 Satriya:      [but it’s][it’s] 
28 Lauren:   ((to Novita))[pa]kai?=    
29 Satriya: =it looks so 
30 Novita:  ((shaking head))↓NO= 
31 Nisa:    =ya [it looks great<] 
32 Satriya:     [great if]                       
33 Nisa:    it looks great  
34          if we can speak<=  
35 Satriya: =Ja[van-]  
36 Nisa:       [in] our age if we 
37          can speak kromo inggil  
38          it will, 
39          wow: keren= 
40 Novita:  ((looking up at  
41          ceiling with big grin  
42          on face)) 
43          [um] 
44 Nisa:  [HOW][CAN YOU SPEAK]    
45 Satriya:        [>just because]  
46          it’s so sophisticate-  
47          it looks so 
48          sophisticated< and,= 
49 Novita:  =u-uh: 
50 Satriya: attractive. 
51 Novita:  [um] 
52 Nisa: [ka]rena emang, 
53          I myself admit that I:  
54          I have l- I have °<lost 
55          my love>°,  
56 Novita:  but >what is it<  
57          [uh:] 

  =iya 
because: maybe we 
can use 
Indo↑nesian:, 
to replace ºwhat ya (.) 
kromoº 
((Novita turns head to  
right, away from Nisa)) 
<maybe ·h in< 
((Novita leans down to  
take a sip from the  
drink box on her desk  
with a smirk on her  
face)) 
>if Novita she uses 
kromo if her she 
((turning to Satriya)) 
[she uses:  
kromo]< 
[/ow:::/] 
@@[@@@] 
  [no[:::   ] 
     [but it’s][it’s]  
((to Novita)) [you]use?= 
=it looks so 
((shaking head))↓NO= 
=ya [it looks great<] 
    [great if] 
it looks great 
if we can speak<= 
=Ja[van-] 
   [in] our age if we 
can speak kromo inggil 
it will, 
wow: cool= 
((looking up at 
ceiling with big grin 
on face)) 
=[um] 
 [HOW][CAN YOU SPEAK] 
       [>just because] 
it’s so sophisticate- 
it looks so 
sophisticated< and,= 
=u-uh: 
attractive. 
[um] 
[be]cause even, 
I myself admit that I: 
I have l- I have °<lost 
my love>°, 
but >what is it< 
[uh:] 
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58 Nisa:  [>in java<]= 
59 Novita: =s:ometimes I feel what  
60          is it,  
61          guilty when I can speak  
62          indone- I s- I can s-  
63          uh learn indo- english  
64          un- I can understand  
65          more english than  
66          indonesia, 
67  sometimes I feel guilty  
68          because,  
69          ya this is my my own  
70          language but- 
71          ((Lauren’s cell phone  
72          falls to floor and  
73          interrupts  
74          conversation)) 

[>in java<]= 
=s:ometimes I feel what 
is it, 
guilty when I can speak  
indone- I s- I can s- 
uh learn indo- english 
un- I can understand 
more english than  
indonesia, 
sometimes I feel guilty  
because, 
ya this is my my own 
language but- 
((Lauren’s cell phone  
falls to floor and 
interrupts  
conversation)) 

 
(Satriya, Nisa, Novita, Interview 4, May 24, 2010) 

 
 
 What I intend to point out in this excerpt is the negotiation of proficiency in 

kromo in a negative sense.  This goes directly against what the group had agreed upon in 

Section 2.2.3, where Satriya stated and Nisa concurred that it would be quite an 

admirable thing if any of them were proficient in kromo.  The goal in this present 

interaction for Novita, in contrast, was to downplay her proficiency in kromo.  It is not 

clear to me whether she made this move in order to honestly correct her peers—to tell us 

all that their perception of her proficiency is truly wrong—or if it was rather a peer-

oriented behavior where more social benefit is expected if one downplays her proficiency 

in the shifting local language in order to maintain a certain positive face among her peers 

as perhaps “not morally superior” to them, as they themselves openly admit that they are 

participants in a somewhat deplorable shift away from that language.  This move to save 

face is captured in McCarty et al.’s statement: 

Within their peer groups and interactions with adults, youth may…cloak their 
language abilities or their interest as heritage-language learners. The hybridity of 
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their communicative repertoires may also give rise to linguistic insecurities. The 
net effect of this sociolinguistic complex is to curtail opportunities for rich, 
natural, peer and child-adult interaction in the Indigenous language—and to 
construct a de facto policy that the Indigenous language is “better left unspoken”  
 

(2009, p. 80, citing Pye). 
 

If what McCarty et al. suggest is the case, then, Novita, despite having described 

to me twice as seen above that she has a great interest in being able to speak kromo and is 

trying more to learn it, negotiates her position differently among peers.  In the present 

context she must navigate peer pressure to be like Nisa and Satriya—to not to be a 

proficient speaker of kromo—and in other contexts she experiences pressure from 

perhaps her community elders, perhaps her family, perhaps Javanese cultural discourses 

that shame young adults for not being able to speak kromo to their elders.  As the 

mechanisms of language shift would have it, Novita’s attempt to position herself in this 

one brief instant of interaction speaks more broadly to ambivalence that younger 

generations may feel toward heritage languages (Nicholas, 2009), and the micro-level 

social negotiations among peers that encourage shifts in language usage, here, away from 

high Javanese and into Indonesian in situations of formal interaction.  In order to further 

explore the issue of shaming by elders of today’s youth who do not properly enact their 

Javanese selves with “proper” ways of languaging, I now turn back to another description 

given by Dian, this time about her inability to speak kromo and what her mother thinks 

about this. 

 

2.2.6: When language shift means culture shift 

Dian expressed her concern about her Javanese proficiency to me multiple times:  
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nah, sebenarnya i want to uh, in english department i will surely will learn english 
uh, further, deeper. but actually i wanna learn english and also i wanna preserve 
my identity that is javanese. but, apa ya, there’s no support. nggak ada support 
yang mendukung supaya saya bisa belajar bahasa jawa lebih dalam. begitu. di 
rumah orangtua juga. they never communicate with me in kromo. so that i’m, i’m 
not able to acquire kromo inggil well at home. jadi society-nya nggak 
mendukung. di kampus pun juga nggak mungkin. karena in class we usually uh, 
discuss everything in english. sometimes we switch in bahasa indonesia never, 
apa ya jarang sekali di, bahasa jawa. apalagi kromo inggil. jadi seperti itu. 
 
now, actually i want to uh, in the english department i will surely will learn 
english uh, further, deeper. but actually i wanna learn english and also i wanna 
preserve my identity that is javanese. but, apa ya, there’s no support. there’s no 
support that supports me to learn javanese more deeply. like that. at my parents’ 
house too. they never communicate with me in kromo. so that i’m, i’m not able to 
acquire kromo inggil well at home. so our society does not support us. even on 
this campus it’s not possible. because in class we usually, uh, discuss everything 
in english. sometimes we switch into indonesian never, what yeah very rarely into, 
javanese. nevermind kromo inggil. so it’s like that. 

 
(Dian, Interview 2, January 12, 2009) 

 
In this next description below she claimed, however, that she had learned a lot 

during her studies in the English Department about who was to blame for the fact that she 

was not a proficient speaker of formal Javanese.  In a Sociolinguistics class assignment 

Dian explained to me that she had confronted her mother about her lack of proficiency in 

kromo.  As they were about to discuss an article that I had invited students to discuss with 

two elders of their choosing for a class assignment, Dian asked her mom “mengapa saya 

tidak bisa berbicara dengan Bahasa Kromo Inggil, saya hanya bias [sic] berbicara dengan 

Bahasa Jawa Ngoko” ((why I can’t speak with kromo inggil, I can only speak with the 

Javanese ngoko)).  Dian’s mother replied in Javanese (which Dian wrote in Indonesian): 

Kamu gak sopan, kalau bicara sama orang tua kok kasar, gak bisa halus, padahal 
kamu perempuan. Seharusnya kamu bisa berbicara dengan halus dan lembut 
dengan bahasa jawa kromo inggil, supaya kamu gak malu-maluin kalau di dengar 
orang lain. 
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You’re impolite, if you speak with elders why are you crude, you can’t be refined, 
whereas you’re a female. You should be able to speak delicately and softly with 
Javanese kromo inggil, so that you don’t get embarrassed if you’re overheard by 
others. 

 
(Dian, Sociolinguistics Assignment 2) 

   
Dian narrated her disdain at being told that she was crude, indelicate, and 

unladylike just for not being able to speak kromo inggil:  “Inilah hal yang paling saya 

benci dari orang tua saya, tiba-tiba berkata bahwa saya tidak sopan dan saya rasa jawaban 

ini tidak nyambung dengan pertanyaan saya” ((This is the thing that I most hate from my 

parents, all of a sudden say that I’m impolite and I think this answer is not related to my 

question)).   

Dian then thanked her studies in the English faculty for helping her to understand 

why it was that she had the kromo proficiency levels she perceived herself as having and 

that her mother so harshly scolded her for.  Over the course of her language studies in the 

English Department, she was able to remove much blame from herself for her lack of 

kromo proficiency, having learned that in the non-institutional community settings that 

formal Javanese has been relegated to, her parents and community elders didn’t really 

help her at all to learn the language: 

     Sebelum masuk ke FBS, saya selalu menyalahkan diri saya, kenapa saya tidak bisa 
berbicara kromo inggil, kenapa saya tidak sopan. Tetapi setelah menjadi mahasiswa FBS, 
apalagi tahun ini adalah tahun terakhir di Kampus ini, saya mulai menyadari bahwa ini 
bukan kesalahan saya 100%. Di Fakultas ini, saya belajar bagaimana anak belajar 
berbahasa dan berkomunikasi dengan bahasa tersebut. Seperti yang saya pelajari, anak 
belajar bahasa dengan mendengarkan ucapan – ucapan yang dilontarkan orang – orang 
yang ada disekitarnya, terutama keluarga. Setelah itu, anak – anak akan menirukan 
bahasa tersebut, meskipun mereka tidak mengetahui arti kata – kata yang mereka 
ucapkan ( Listening  Imitating  Experiencing ).  Selama ini, orang tua dan orang di 
sekitar lingkungan rumah saya, selalu berinteraksi dengan menggunaan Bahasa Jawa 
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Ngoko,apalagi berinteraksi dengan anak – anak mereka. Orang tua selalu menggunakan 
Bahasa jawa ngoko, karena seperti yang kita tahu bahwa ngoko digunakan untuk 
berbicara dengan orang yang lebih muda. Jadi orang tua beranggapan bahwa hal ini syah 
– syah saja. Inilah hal yang tidak pernah saya mengerti, kenapa orang tua selalu 
berkomunikasi dengan menggunakan Bahasa Jawa ngoko, sementara orang tua selalu 
mengharapkan anak – anaknya untuk merespon dengan menggunakan Bahasa Jawa 
Kromo Inggil. Jika anak – anak merespon dengan menggunakan Bahasa Jawa Ngoko, 
mereka akan berkata bahwa anak mereka tidak sopan, bahkan marah – marah. ( In other 
words, every day we are listening to them communicate in Ngoko, so we are acquiring 
ngoko everyday. As the result, we are just able to speak in ngoko. Is it possible for us to 
master kromo inggil, in fact we just acquire ngoko from our parents everyday ? After 
getting experiences, in FBS I suggest to my parents, to communicate with their children 
in kromo inggil if they want their children to be able to speak in Kromo inggil. It is 
because we can listen to them and imitate them, hopefully we will be able to speak in 
kromo inggil). 

 
     Before entering the English Department, I always blamed myself, why can’t I speak 
kromo inggil, why am I not polite? But after become an ED student, what’s more this 
year being my last year on this campus, I started to become aware that this is not 100% 
my fault. In this department, I have learned how children learn to speak and 
communicate with given languages.  From what I learned, children learn languages by 
listening to statements made by the people around them, especially their families.  After 
that, children will imitate that language, even though they don’t know the meaning of the 
words that they’re saying (Listening  Imitating  Experiencing). All this time, parents 
and the people in my home’s surroundings, always interact using Javanese ngoko, 
especially with their children. Elders always use Javanese ngoko, because as we know 
ngoko is used to speak with younger people. So elders think this is just no big deal.  This 
is something that I never understand, why elders always communicate using Javanese 
ngoko, while elders expect their children to respond with Javanese kromo inggil.  If the 
children respond in Javanese ngoko, then they’ll say that their children are impolite, and 
even get mad. ( In other words, every day we are listening to them communicate in 
Ngoko, so we are acquiring ngoko everyday. As the result, we are just able to speak in 
ngoko. Is it possible for us to master kromo inggil, in fact we just acquire ngoko from our 
parents everyday ? After getting experiences, in FBS I suggest to my parents, to 
communicate with their children in kromo inggil if they want their children to be able to 
speak in Kromo inggil. It is because we can listen to them and imitate them, hopefully we 
will be able to speak in kromo inggil). 

 
(Dian, Sociolinguistics Assignment 2) 

 
However, while Dian now understood that it was not her fault alone that she could 

not speak Javanese kromo, what she learned in her schooling taught her that exposure to 
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a linguistic code gets an individual fluency in that linguistic code (nevermind debating 

any points about “imitation” in language development), and so she suggests a tactic for 

learning kromo that within Javanese culture is a flat out impossibility:  that her elders 

speak to her in kromo.  Within the registered structure of the language, an elder may not 

and cannot speak a register of deference to someone in an inferior position, as one’s 

speaking of those words would represent a sincere performance of their assumption of 

subordinate positionality in relation to their interlocutor (Errington, 1998).  Regarding 

Dian’s mother’s comments, when she responded to Dian with an attack on her politeness 

and moral character with not a single mention of language itself, Dian was clearly 

perplexed as to why, when she had only asked about her inability to speak “the kromo 

language”, her mother didn’t answer her at all with a direct explanation of why she 

couldn’t speak that code.  Instead, her mother went on a non-modernistic tirade about 

Dian’s manners and gender-appropriate behavior.  This was a direct attack on Dian’s 

whole personal self instead of, in Dian’s opinion, an answer to why she was not 

proficient in bahasa Jawa kromo.   

Neither of these two women’s explanations for why Dian did not speak kromo 

fluently enabled them to locate the precise reason for which this state of affairs was 

possible.  Her mother’s commentary on Dian’s inability to speak kromo represents a non-

modernistic take on languaging, where language represents a person’s embodiment of 

their place in the world:  personal traits based on social positions require certain words to 

be uttered.  If they are not, it is not a mere lack of knowledge of a language code; it is a 

misrepresentation of one’s self (Errington, 1998).  In Dian’s mother’s statement, she 
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seems to claim that Dian is not enacting what she is:  her words actually misrepresent her 

age- and gender-defined position in the community.  Dian herself, on the other hand, was 

able to locate, based on what she had learned in that bastion of modernist thought, the 

university, that she could not learn kromo if she was not exposed to it.  It wasn’t a matter 

of who she was; it was a matter of language exposure that she had not received and thus 

could not imitate and hence acquire.  Her blame then went right back to her elders, who 

had not properly exposed her to kromo like they needed to have done for her to properly 

learn it.  In both parties’ rationalizations of the situation at hand, however, what seems to 

have been erased as a possible explanation was the probability that the situations 

themselves in which Dian was raised did not consist of communal spaces where Dian 

could or would have developed proficiency in kromo (Errington (1998) explains that 

much parent-child language socialization into more polite forms of talk takes place 

through speech modeling).  The kromo linguistic resources that she would have needed 

access to as a child and now as a young adult did not exist in the first place in Dian’s 

lifetime. 

 

2.2.7: Discussion: the loss of kromo and the erasure of ngoko 

As Errington (1998) points out, the state has seeped its way from government and 

urban centers into local community affairs and daily lifestyles over the years.  By 

bringing students into a nationalized curriculum distributed through obligatory (though 

very unevenly distributed) attendance in state educational institutions, the languages and 

the ideologies about languages learned there travel back into the community, perhaps 
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proportionate with how much time citizens spend in those state institutions (inevitably 

less in rural areas and among lower socioeconomic classes).  Students attending schools 

bring home in their backpacks and their school-found relationships, community extrinsic 

ways of interacting and seeing the world.  These students bring these different ideas 

home and then sit down to watch nationalized television shows, also in Indonesian and 

providing nationalized, prestigious popular culture icons to look up to, and regional, 

national, and international news transmitted through the medium of a very standardized 

and stylized, “educated” Indonesian.  In terms of access and resources, Dian has enjoyed 

great access to the resources that make her a proper Javanese Indonesian citizen.  She is 

highly educated and thus has lived daily since childhood through institutionalized 

interactions that consist in large part of the Indonesian language and of learning the 

proper Indonesian citizenship that leads to school success.  On the other hand it seems 

that she has had little access to the daily interaction-based resources that an individual 

would require in order to attain the levels of proficiency and “correctness” required of a 

proper Javanese young woman of her social location within her home community.  As 

explained in the previous section, and above in Dian’s statement regarding her use of 

English and Indonesian, and not kromo, in the classroom, it is not simply that this 

language kromo inggil is disappearing; I argue, rather, that it is the community 

interactions that are and were spaces where kromo inggil would be spoken and passed on 

to younger generations are decreasingly coming to pass.  Formal interactions have moved 

to institutions like the Indonesian language classroom, formal conversations in 

nationalized media take place in Indonesian, and pop culture prestige takes place in a 
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multi-ethnic (yet Javanese dominant) Indonesian national speaking community.  The 

entire linguistic ecology of Central Java has shifted drastically since nationalization. 

Remarks in my conversation with Satriya, Nisa and Novita also spoke to access to 

linguistic resources in both Javanese and English.  Satriya spoke to the amounts of 

contact that they had each had with English—whether this meant as highly educated 

people, as English majors, as Indonesian citizens, was not quite clear—when he said, “for 

us it’s already common.”  Nisa pointed to a certain, albeit nebulous, amount of access to 

Javanese at the end of this segment by stating that kromo is “very forgettable”, as in easy 

to forget.  I take this “forgettable-ness” to indicate that there are not enough contexts in 

which they might be able to practice kromo enough to gain fluency.  However, their 

comments about others’ frequent correction of their language when they do try to speak it 

indicate that they are using the language to some extent in their daily lives, and that there 

are speakers fluent enough in kromo to feel justified in correcting them. 

With decreasing spaces where kromo is spoken, however, and the impossibility of 

elder to younger communication in kromo, kromo is becoming simply “forgettable”, and 

the contexts where kromo would be spoken are being sent to an iconized past and to rural 

communities.  For the middle, educated class of Indonesians in Java, contexts that would 

consist of kromo communication have been replaced by formal interactions in 

institutionalized settings, which leak back out into youths’ interactions with elders 

outside of these institutions.  While it is possible that there is a two-way negotiation 

between what goes out of these institutions and what comes back into them (how much 

local culture in Central Java exerts its own influences on schools and the Indonesian 
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language locally), it seems that the scales are tilted in favor of dominant and prestigious, 

state-informed practices and languages.  
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2.3: Language policy: modern erasure and the peripheralization of languages 
 

With some of the ideologies “on the ground” in Central Java, Indonesia laid out, I 

now return to the language policies that ratify this situation and enable it to be so.  The 

national government has made attempts to decentralize since 1998, and in this process it 

has given localities priority over what their own muatan lokal (local content) curricula 

look like.  The national Department of Education’s Permendiknas (Peraturan Menteri 

Pendidikan Nasional ((National Ministry of Education Regulation))) 22/2006 requires 

two hours per week of muatan lokal study, the content of which is left to the discretion of 

province level governors:  

Muatan lokal merupakan kegiatan kurikuler untuk mengembangkan kompetensi yang 
disesuaikan dengan ciri khas dan potensi daerah, termasuk keunggulan daerah, yang 
materinya tidak dapat dikelompokkan ke dalam mata pelajaran yang ada. Substansi 
muatan lokal ditentukan oleh satuan pendidikan. 

 
Muatan lokal is curricular content intended for the development of competencies that are 
tailored to the region’s characteristics and potential, including regional specialties that 
cannot be grouped into course subjects already available.  The substance of muatan lokal 
will be decided by the educational department. 
 

Central Java’s own prescription for muatan lokal, as described in Keputusuan 

Gubernur Jawa Tengah ((Resolution by the Governor of Central Java)) 423.5/5/2010, 

presents a curriculum for the teaching of Javanese language specifically to students 

throughout primary and secondary schooling.  It draws out goals for students to become 

conversant in both “literary” and “nonliterary” forms of expression in Javanese, and it 

aims for them to understand “huruf Jawa”, or the Javanese syllabary (hánácáráká or 

carakan in Javanese, the basic category of which are also referred to below as nglegena).  

These are positive aims toward the maintenance of local languages; however, the 
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curriculum written as Keputusan 423.5/5/2010 presents a syllabus that looks much like 

the foreign language education programs that reify and stereotype cultures, and that early 

language planners endorsed (see Alisjahbana, 1971, 1974; Moeliono, 1986).  While these 

muatan lokal classes are legislated at two hours per week, students regularly told me they 

attended just one hour per week in school (Smith-Hefner (2009) claims one hour as well).  

In my experiences talking to both high school and English Department students, the 

classes have a reputation as immensely boring and as a place where students who daily 

speak Javanese go to get told they cannot speak Javanese.  It seems apparent that this 

attempt to inspire a “love” of local Javanese language and culture has, despite good 

governmental intentions in both rhetoric and legislation, served to reify local “high” 

culture and to place it in the past and out of touch with today’s youth, who, like Nisa, 

learn that they can “no longer” speak it.  The love that they do feel for it is one of 

nostalgia—for high poetry (geguritan), culturo-religious mythology through wayang kulit 

(leather shadow puppet shows, also termed Panakawan), music practices with gamelan, 

and learning a script that is largely used for symbolic purposes at present (“huruf Jawa 

nglegena” in the curriculum, also known as hánácáráká).  Further, the classes have 

eliminated ngoko from the field of languages by not including it past Grade One in the 

curriculum.  Ngoko is thus perhaps outside of the scope of “the Javanese language”, or it 

is simply the Javanese language of children, and thus older students, who speak ngoko 

throughout large parts of their days, learn that they do not speak Javanese, or at least do 

not speak it well.   
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Despite the overwhelmingly poor reception of muatan lokal classes on the part of 

students, though, it still seemed enough, in both the opinion of a government 

representative I paraphrase below as well as of some of my informants, to do the job of 

keeping Javanese language alive and well:  

[Today at the] Depdiknas ((Department of Education)), I met with Pak X, director 
of [X] section of the Depdiknas Semarang.  I asked him about the laws that are 
put out by his office and he said that SBI [International Standard Schools] stuff 
comes from national, muatan lokal comes from a Surat Keputusan Gubernur 
[Governor’s Decree] concerning muatan lokal.  He said that the point of muatan 
lokal is for people to appreciate local culture…He mentioned at one point that 
Japan has a good culture of maintaining respect for their own culture.  This is one 
thing that muatan lokal is there to promote—what’s called Etika in Indonesian, 
sopan-santun in Javanese...   

 
(Fieldnotes, April 11, 2010) 

 
The goal of muatan lokal was clear, and this government representative’s faith in 

it seemed certain.  Muatan lokal in Java will be enough to uphold the Javanese “ethic”. 

And the same students who had taken and generally been bored in their own muatan 

lokal classes had just as much faith that these classes would maintain and preserve 

Javanese culture and language as did Pak X.  In the following—and slightly confusing—

group conversation, Dewi, Ayu and Dian all explain why Javanese is not under threat:   

Dewi:  kalau bahasa local ditinggalkan juga nggak bisa, ya? soalnya pakai- 
sekarang mulai dari SD sampai SMA itu anak dapat pelajaran di sekolah 
dapat pelajaran bahasa jawa. jadi kalau ditinggalkan nggak mungkin.  

Ayu:  terus misalnya di rumah diajari bahasa jawa, secara simple, seperti saya, 
dulu saya waktu kecil belajarnya bahasa jawa kromo. dari kecil saya 
tahunya kromo. tapi setelah saya masuk sekolah, as long kindergarten and 
elementary school uh, i forget my kromo and then I switch into ngoko 
sampai sekarang. jadi saya itu sudah lupa kromonya karena like TK itu 
saya sudah interact sama teman-teman dan teman-teman pakai javanese 
semua. dan saya ikut-ikutan pakai bahasa indonesia, sudah nggak pernah 
pakai yang kromo lagi. 

Lauren:  okay. so what language will you use with your children at home? 
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Ayu:  home? 
Dian:  at home? 
Lauren:  at home. 
Dian:  javanese.  
Lauren:  javanese?  
Dian:  javanese. i think i agree with ayu. if we teach bahasa indonesia and 

english in fact uh, their grand mother and father speak in javanese, the 
children will be able to adapt.  

Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  kan bisa sendiri gitu lho.  
Lauren:  okay. 
 
Dewi:   it’s not possible for local languages to be left behind. because they use- 

now starting from elementary to high school kids get studies at school get 
javanese language studies. so it’s not possible for it to be left behind.  

Ayu:  then for example at home i was taught javanese, in a simple way, like I, 
first when I was little I learned javanese kromo. from when I was little I 
knew kromo. but after I entered school, as long kindergarten and 
elementary school uh, I forget my kromo and then I switch into ngoko 
until now. so I like already forgot kromo like at kindergarten I already 
interacted with friends and my friends all used javanese. and I joined in 
using indonesian, already I never used kromo again. 

Lauren: okay. so what language will you use with your children at home? 
Ayu:  home?  
Dian:  at home?  
Lauren:  at home. 
Dian:  javanese. I think I agree with ayu. if we teach indonesian and english in 

fact uh, their grandmother and father speak in javanese, the children will 
be able to adapt. 

Lauren:  okay. 
Dian:  you know they can do it on their own like that. 
Lauren:  okay. 
 

(Lidya, Ayu, Dian, Dewi, Interview 4, May 20, 2010)  
  
This conversation is framed with students’ statements that Javanese will not be lost.  

Dewi, herself a descendant of Javanese royalty who was raised in an urban environment 

and claims to speak only Indonesian, starts out by explaining that it’s not possible for 

Javanese to be lost because it’s taught in muatan lokal courses. The excerpt closes with 

Dian’s claim that her future children’s Javanese proficiency will be guaranteed as they 
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will speak Javanese with only their grandparents, and Indonesian and English with her 

and her future husband.  However, right in between these two statements Ayu, in which I 

understood to be her attempt to convey agreement with Dewi and Dian that muatan lokal 

classes are enough to maintain Javanese, contradictorily tells us all the story of how, from 

the moment she started going to school she shifted her own language use away from 

kromo (which a child of that age would not be expected to speak much of anyway) and 

into ngoko and Indonesian.  Amid their very own strong claims to language loss or shift 

toward Indonesian, these three students maintain beliefs that Javanese won’t be lost 

because it is being safeguarded in muatan lokal classes that seemingly quite ineffectively 

teach students Javanese, and because their children will speak the language with only 

their grandparents.  

By relegating the only ratified speaking of Javanese to a two-hour maximum per 

week language class modeled on “Culture with a big C”, foreign-language-as-national-

icon classes that are actually to be taught through the primary medium of Indonesian (UU 

24/2009 Article 29, see Section 2.3.1 below) and that scholars of second and foreign 

language teaching take increasingly critical approaches to (see Block, 2007; Canagarajah, 

2001; Kramsch, 2009; Pennycook, 2001), the government has thus created more and 

more contexts where Indonesian becomes the primarily acceptable mode of 

communication and high Javanese the language of local heritage.  These actions 

accumulate to work actually against Javanese’s maintenance and toward more spaces for 

a Javanese dialect of Indonesian to become the widely preferred mode of daily 

communication and a distinctly localized marker of Javanese-Indonesian citizens’ 
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identities (see Cole, 2010).  In school-based attempts to preserve local cultures based on 

the language ideologies of modernism, state endorsed ideologies about learning language 

do not necessarily lack an understanding that there are connections between language 

performance and cultural ways of interacting; it seems, however, that their attempts to 

preserve these “culturings”—to expand Pennycook & Makoni’s “languaging” (2006) and 

Pennycook’s “Englishing” (2006) in Section 1.2.1—function under the naïve assumption 

that cultures can be upheld by the same institutions that exclude them instead of by the 

entire community fabrics within which they have lived.  In order for it to gain any 

recognition at all, the Javanese language has been pulled into a system of beliefs about 

language that necessitates its own marginalization.  

 

2.3.1: Language of the past: nationalization, modernization, and the necessitation of  
        Javanese’s marginalization 
 

According to UU24/2009, in the interest of nation building, local languages and 

literatures are to be developed, cultivated, and preserved as they serve external displays 

(with an “eye to the global”—to the international community of nation-states, as Keane 

(2003) points out) of the richness of Indonesia’s local pluralism.  The cultivation of this 

richness has been decentralized since the Reformation era began so that each of 

Indonesia’s 32 regional governments takes under its purview the upkeep of its own local 

culture(s).  As nationally legislated, though, the school week’s 32-39 hours of instruction 

are to take place through bahasa Indonesia, save for where foreign languages will further 

students’ educational development (repeating Pasal 29 from Section 2.1.2): 

Pasal 29 
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(1) Bahasa Indonesia wajib digunakan sebagai bahasa pengantar dalam pendidikan 
nasional. 
(2) Bahasa pengantar sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) dapat menggunakan bahasa 
asing untuk tujuan yang mendukung kemampuan berbahasa asing peserta didik. 
(3) Penggunaan Bahasa Indonesia sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) tidak berlaku 
untuk satuan pendidikan asing atau satuan pendidikan khusus yang mendidik warga 
negara asing. 

 
Article 29 

(1) The Indonesian language shall be used as the language of instruction in national 
education. 
(2) Language of instruction as referred to in paragraph (1) may be a foreign language 
for the purpose of supporting students in learning foreign languages. 
(3) The use of the Indonesian language as referred to in paragraph (1) does not apply to 
foreign education organizations nor to education organizations that specifically teach 
foreign nationals. 
 

 
In fact, even the muatan lokal courses themselves are to be carried out through the 

medium of Indonesian, and the majority of resources given to Languages Other Than 

Indonesian [LOTI] (see Cole, 2010; Goebel, 2008) then, are increasingly given to foreign 

languages; namely English, as will be discussed in the next chapter.  

In Indonesian nationalization, intra-national formalized languages other than 

Indonesian serve only to create an image of cultural pluralism under Indonesian unity; as 

such, formalized LOTI can only exist in the margins of Indonesian time and space, as 

support mechanisms to keep the Indonesian image of unity in diversity alive and well.  In 

this research context, Javanese language and lifestyles have been antiquated in the 

interest of singular nationhood—for the sake of unity, this symbol of old-fashioned 

Javanese culture and ethnicity has been brought into the modern space of languages for 

the sake of categorization and legislation, but it has not been modernized like Indonesian, 

and thus cannot be associated with the modern marketplaces of schooling, government 
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institutions, corporate employment, and general Indonesianness.  Languages like 

Javanese ngoko, left outside of the definition of languages in modernity, are erased 

completely from the category of language.  Ngoko is nothing more than “daily talk”, as 

described by my college-educated research participants, and it is relegated to the talk of 

children in the Central Javanese muatan lokal curriculum.  These ideologies make ngoko 

an unremarkable, unstandardized, and largely unwritten, communicative practice that the 

vast majority of the Javanese population happens to speak with each other every day, and 

ever more syncretically with Indonesian (Errington, 1998; Goebel, 2008; Hassall et al., 

2008).   

The above collection of data draws an image of a shifting language ecology in 

Java, where the spaces and contexts for language use, shaped by nationalized ethno-, 

media-, techno-, finance- and ideoscapes (Appadurai, 1996), have severely limited the 

spaces where bahasa Jawa kromo would be used, and are currently instrumental in 

ngoko’s constricting place in Javanese life and with increasing uses for Indonesian. The 

examples above have collectively demonstrated a seemingly common belief, learned 

through nationalized education and the modernist philosophies of language passed down 

through them, that Javanese/kromo represents Javanese identity, and therefore individuals 

would better represent their Javanese (sub-)nationality if they properly spoke the 

Javanese language that represents who they are.  However, an understanding that the 

contexts that previously framed the use of certain language forms are disappearing seems 

much less evident.  The modern, schooled Indonesian students of today in large part lack 

access to the contexts needed for them to become speakers of kromo.  To speak kromo 
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fluently would essentially require these students to be different people from a different 

time and/or place:  the past or in a rural location, both located on the margins of 

contemporary Indonesian state and societal institutions and discourses.  The rules and 

behaviors of kromo have not been passively dropped from the present, from cities, from 

education; acts of active nationalization and the modernization of exclusively Indonesian 

and no other LOTI have simultaneously led to the active marginalization of local 

languages, no matter how much love citizens and policy makers alike might feel toward 

them.  
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2.4: Modernity marches forward: novel literacies invite novel languages 

This chapter has discussed Javanese:  its status as a language or not, its “splitting 

in two”, and the erasure of awareness of the reasons for which it is decreasingly spoken 

among highly educated Javanese Indonesian citizens.  As we shift away from the topic of 

Javanese and of Indonesian citizens’ shifts away from speaking at least some forms of it, 

I wish to briefly point out the role of new spaces for language use in the language 

ecology of Java:  computer and internet technologies and communication platforms.  This 

brief examination of Indonesian and English in new literacies, such as text messaging and 

computer and internet technologies—as well as the near impossibility of Javanese’s 

widespread use in these spaces—bridges the previous discussion of shift away from 

Javanese, into Indonesian, and now on to the contemporary role of English on Java. 

 

2.4.1: Modern languages in new literacies 

Expanding communicative outlets in contemporary cosmopolitan societies around 

the globe such as text messaging and internet social media communications, require 

primarily written forms at present, and are usually spaces for informal talk in modernized 

and widely literate languages (Mills, 2010).  One afternoon, Dian explained to me that 

even though she spoke almost entirely in Javanese ngoko with her friends, it was typical 

to write text messages to each other in Indonesian. 
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Dian:   dan anehnya lagi, contohnya sekarang SMS. eh, people, nowadays 
people cannot live without, a cell phone right? 

Lauren:   u-huh.  
Dian:   nah kita orang jawa, uh nggak tahu kenapa kalau kita SMS dengan 

teman, sending an SMS we always use bahasa indonesia.  
Lauren:   oh, ya?  
Dian:   yes.  
Lauren:   selalu?  
Dian:   iya, selalu. kebanyakan orang. dan nggak tahu kenapa ya kalau kit- kita, 

misalnya saya sama Ayu,  
Lauren:   yeah.  
Dian:   sama Ayu sehari-hari kita pakai bahasa jawa, kan?  
Lauren:   u-huh.  
Dian:   pakai ngoko. tapi nanti kalau SMS, nggak tahu kenapa pasti, bahasa 

indonesia. keseharian kita bahasa jawa tapi ketika kita, sending SMS, 
bahasa indonesia 

… 
Dian:   banyak sekali anak-anak muda, coba di-interview. mereka pasti apa 

namanya, kalau ngomong keseharian bahasa jawa tapi kalau di SMS 
pasti, kebanyakan, bahasa indonesia.  

Lauren:   okay.  
Dian:   dan saya, apa ya. selalu seperti itu dengan semua teman-teman. hampir 

semua teman-teman saya kalau SMS pasti bahasa indonesia. jarang 
sekali yang bahasa jawa.  

Lauren:   mm. menarik. bagaimana di facebook?  
Dian:   di facebook, ada sih yang bahasa apa, bahasa jawa, tapi kebanyakan 

bahasa indonesia.  
Lauren:   oh, yeah?  
Dian:   ya. kalaupun pakai bahasa jawa, we never use kromo inggil.  
Lauren:   yeah.  
Dian:   because uh, apa ya no one will understand what we are talking about.  
Lauren:   okay.  
Dian:   pasti dalam ngoko.  
Lauren:   yeah. 
 
Dian:   and the other weird thing, for example texting. uh, people, nowadays 

people cannot live without, a cell phone, right?  
Lauren:  u-huh.  
Dian:   now we javanese people, uh i dunno why if we’re texting with our 

friends, sending [a text] we always use bahasa indonesia.  
Lauren:  oh, yeah?  
Dian:   yes.  
Lauren:   always?  
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Dian:   yeah, always. most people. and i dunno why you know if we- we, for 
instance me and Ayu, 

Lauren:   yeah. 
Dian:   with Ayu daily we use javanese, right?  
Lauren:   u-huh.  
Dian:   we use ngoko. but then later on if we text each other, i dunno why 

exactly, indonesian.  
Lauren:   oh.  
Dian:   day to day we speak javanese but when we, sending texts, indonesian. 
… 
Dian:   tons of young kids, try interviewing them. the for sure what is it, if they 

daily speak javanese but in their texts for sure, most of them, 
indonesian.  

Lauren:   okay.  
Dian:   and i, what yeah. it’s always like that with friends. almost all of my 

friends when they text it’s in indonesian. really rarely does anyone use 
javanese.  

Lauren:   hm. interesting. what about on facebook?  
Dian:   on facebook, there are you see people who use javanese, but most use 

indonesian.  
Lauren:   oh, yeah?  
Dian:   yeah. but even if we use javanese, we never use kromo inggil.  
Lauren:   yeah.  
Dian:   because uh, what yeah no one will understand what we are talking 

about.  
Lauren:   okay.  
Dian:   we for sure use ngoko.  
Lauren:   yeah. 
 

(Dian, Interview 2, December 1, 2009) 
 

On Facebook, she claimed, there was a bit more Javanese than she noticed 

circulating in text messages (In my own observations of her and her peers’ Facebook 

interactions I noticed ngoko usage as well as Indonesian and English), but still very little, 

and certainly no formal kromo Javanese, as “no one will understand what we are talking 

about.” 

She went on to explain in formal language structure terms, why it made sense that 

Indonesian would be used for texting and not Javanese.  
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Dian:  mungkin, kalau menurut saya kalau mungkin bahasa jawa itu, kalau 
SMS, itu kan kita ingin me-,  apa ya. kalau satu karakter kan lebih 
murah. tapi kalau dua apa namanya itu? dua karakter itu akan lebih 
mahal.  

Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  nah jadi, uh kata-katanya itu disingkat-singkat.  
Lauren:  ya.  
Dian:  kalau disingkat-singkat dalam bahasa indonesianya is more 

understandable, tapi kalau, bahasa jawa kayanya nggak mudeng. dan 
panjang. kalau disingkat-singkat.  

Lauren:  oh. panjang, masih, kalau disingkat-singkat?  
Dian:  kalau bahasa indonesia itu disingkat-singkat masih mudah dimengerti.  
Lauren:  mhm.  
Dian:  contohnya, kamu di mana.  
Lauren:  mhm.  
Dian:  we will tend to, uh type you di mana. /ju di ɛm ɛn/.  
Lauren:  /ju/?  
Dian:  /ju/, /u/? /ju/?  
Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  uh, /di ɛm ɛn/. that means kamu di mana.  
Lauren:  yeah.  
Dian:  instead of kowe neng ngendi ha. kowe neng ngendi means uh, where 

are you.  
Lauren:  yeah.  
Dian:  nah, kalau kowe neng ngendi, di apa di SMS, apa disingkat, itu, susah 

dimengerti.  
Lauren:  okay.  
 
Dian:  maybe, according to me if maybe javanese, if a text message, that you 

know we want to- what is it? two characters will be more expensive.  
Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  now so, uh the words are all abbreviated.  
Lauren:  yeah.  
Dian:  if they’re abbreviated in indonesian it’s more understandable, but if, 

Javanese [we] won’t understand. and it’s long. if it’s abbreviated. 
Lauren:  oh. it’s long, still, if it’s abbreviated?  
Dian:  for example kamu di mana [Ind: where are you]. 
Lauren:  u-huh.  
Dian:  we will tend to, uh type you di mana [Ind: at where]. /ju di ɛm ɛn/.  
Lauren:  /ju/? 
Dian:   /ju/, /u/? /ju/? 
Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  uh, /di ɛm ɛn/. that means kamu di mana [Ind: where are you].  
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Lauren:  yeah.  
Dian:  instead of kowe neng ngendi [ngoko: where are you], in what in a text 

message, if it’s abbreviated it’ll be hard to understand. 
Lauren:  okay. 
 
Dian rationalized the use of Indonesian over Javanese in text messages because 

Indonesian written language was simply more amenable to abbreviation than was 

Javanese, and abbreviations made text messaging more cost-effective (texting in 

Indonesia is charged by number of characters sent).  However, one of the characters she 

described to me in /ju di ɛm ɛn/ was actually “U”, a borrowed English abbreviation, and 

not “km”, which is the typical abbreviation for kamu (informal Indonesian “you”).  No 

alternatives were offered to show what the longer Javanese texting abbreviations Dian 

spoke of would look like; however, my own impression of ngoko abbreviations I 

regularly see on Facebook is that they are, contrary to Dian’s claim, quite efficiently 

shortened.  I thus argue that the reason for Dian’s assertion that she does not use Javanese 

in texting might not be because Javanese abbreviations are longer—that Javanese’s 

spelling structure is inherently less amenable to its shortening—nor can this necessarily 

be justified by a lack of textuality in ngoko to the point where few abbreviations have 

been made.  They are quite present in Facebook ngoko messaging.  Her texting may be 

much more syncretic than she describes—with more ngoko than she professes—however, 

she has made it clear in explicit terms that Javanese structurally cannot be used in these 

media because it is not appropriate for these language contexts; what’s more, kromo, 

whether it is linguistically appropriate in novel media contexts or not, is automatically 

excluded due to its cultural inappropriacy, as no one in her generation is fluent in 
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speaking/writing it.  Novel and informal modes of textual communication currently 

exemplify and further reinforce the power and prestige that modernized languages hold 

among users of these technologies, and thus the increasing peripheralization of Javanese.   

Javanese’s presence on the internet is not impossible, however.  As technologies 

expand and interactions increasingly take place in written forms, expanding 

communicative outlets do hold space for ngoko.  There is potential—or at least there are 

efforts—to make this situation otherwise:  for instance, Google, in 2009, had already 

established a homepage in bahasa Jawa, and Javanese language websites do exist on the 

internet.  The problem of Javanese’s co-expansion with Indonesian and English into 

internet spaces is thus in large part found in users’ language ideologies.  When I asked 

students if they had ever used Google basa Jawa or knew anyone who did or would, most 

of them said no:  it would simply feel awkward to use Javanese in internet contexts 

(Fieldnotes, October 15, 2009; Lidya, Interview 5, May 18, 2010).  Furthermore, 

regarding Javanese language websites, Arps & Supriyanto (2002) pointed out their great 

dearth at the turn of the 21st century, commenting that this was quite possibly due to 

hugely uneven distribution of access to internet resources among the Javanese population.  

They found, in fact, that the majority of the Javanese language websites that did exist 

were administered by individuals living outside of Indonesia in countries such as “Japan, 

Europe, the United States, and Australia” (p. 2).  

Moving on to the presence of English on the internet, Satriya wrote in a 

Sociolinguistics essay that his having the “tool” of English gave him opportunities to 

enjoy a wider variety of computer-based resources than most local citizens might have 
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access to.  These included technologies and media such as Internet sites, video games, 

and graphic design programs (see Section 3.3.1.1).  Indonesian prestige, the exclusion of 

Javanese from written fora, and the momentum of expansion of communicative 

technologies for which it is often quicker, easier, and more desirable to adopt and 

distribute original English versions than to import and translate programs and games, all 

work together to favor increased usage of modernized languages that are already much 

more at home in printed mediums and on the internet.   

The examples above accumulate to exemplify the multi-flow hold that hegemonic 

forces have on language shift.  Hegemonized language ideologies trickle throughout and 

down from institutions of power mostly associated with the state, including if not 

primarily so education, and they act complicitly with mass media, internet technologies, 

and international corporatization, none of which function separately from the state as they 

are still largely state-controlled (UU24/2009 Pasal 39, see Section 2.1.2, obligates mass 

media to use Indonesian only, and Pasal 33 obliges private enterprises to do the same).  

Societal discourses of language use and language preference within idealized models of 

Indonesianness, which aim to keep the foreign foreign, are not immune to—in fact they 

are entirely interdependent with—flows and scapes that privilege use of modern and 

global languages.  Indonesian in Indonesia is the ideologically dominant linguistic form, 

Javanese is relegated to the peripheries and the past, and English flows increasingly 

through Indonesian “center” and prestigious, aspired-to contexts.  With this talk of shift 

to national and international languages, I now turn to the significance of English in 
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Indonesia.  In Chapter 3 I discuss the impacts of English language learning on two 

English majors’ lives in Central Java. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LINGUISTIC BIOGRAPHIES, EXPANDING REPERTOIRES, AND MOTIVATION  

IN GLOBAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
 

 The critical teaching of languages must take into consideration the social spaces 

both in and outside of the classroom where students accept, negotiate, subvert and assess 

societal structures through language learning and learning about language (Canagarajah, 

1999, 2006; Pennycook, 2001, 2010).  In this chapter I rely on the formal and informal 

experiences I shared with research participants in order to highlight attitudes and 

motivations toward language use locally, as well as these language learners’ attitudes 

towards English in particular.  This exploration will describe two students’, Angelo’s and 

Satriya’s, “linguistic biographies” (Blommaert & Backus, 2011), their negotiations of 

their own and others’ current “linguistic” and “communicative repertoires” (Garcia et al., 

2007; Martin-Jones and Jones, 2000; McCarty et al., 2009; Rymes, 2010), and their 

attitudes toward English language use as it informs their motivations to continue to shape 

their unique identities in and through language.  The chapter will conclude by relating 

language attitudes and motivations to debates about English target models for non-native 

speakers of English in expanding circle locations (Kachru, 1985, 2005).  First, I return to 

the discussion in Section 1.4.3 of communicative competence and motivation in language 

use, in order to apply these theories to the data analyses that follow. 
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3.1: Communicative repertoires and linguistic biographies 

Blommaert & Backus (2011) recently revisit Dell Hymes’ and John Gumperz’ 

investigations of sociolinguistic systems, language functions, and fashions of speaking.  

Their approach to language aims to capture the processes of language in society by 

examining actions in language, as such actions indicate our positioning and our aims to 

self-position within the sociopolitical organization of our local, living contexts (Kramsch 

2009; Pavlenko 2007; Silverstein 2004).  Blommaert & Backus describe: 

Repertoires are…indexical biographies, and analyzing repertoires amounts to 
analyzing the social and cultural itineraries followed by people, how they 
manoeuvered and navigated them, and how they placed themselves into the various 
social arenas they inhabited or visited in their lives.  

(2011, p. 22) 
 

 The sociolinguistic term repertoire, early encountered in the works of Gumperz 

and Hymes (see Hymes 1972, 1985; Gumperz 1971, 1972) is regularly used to explore 

the resources people deploy and have access to in terms of stylization, use of linguistic 

codes, and literacy practices (Blommaert, 2005, 2010, 2011; Martin-Jones & Jones, 2000; 

Rampton, 1995, 2003).  Blommaert & Backus revisit notions of linguistic and 

communicative competence in an effort to shed light on the nature of language 

acquisition and language skills assessment:  

[L]inguistic and communicative competence should not be separate concepts, 
but…linguistic competence should be conceptualized as communicative 
competence, including everything that has always been included in linguistic 
competence as well as discourse patterns and cultural behavioral patterns.  

(2011, p. 7) 
 

In this dissertation I use the phrases communicative repertoire (Martin-Jones & 

Jones 2000; McCarty et al. 2009; Rymes 2010), and linguistic biography (Blommaert & 
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Backus, 2011) to describe individuals’ pasts, presents and futures in language.  I 

differentiate these terms, choosing to address “communicative” instead of “linguistic” 

repertoires, because I found through my data analysis that talk of language in the past 

often referred to linguistic codes and the activities that they co-occurred with, while 

explorations into learners’ motivations and talk about current and future language use 

included factors far beyond mere language codes.     

Communicative repertoires build on the notion that repertoires are hybrid, 

translingual, and plural (“pluriliteracies”) (Martin-Jones & Jones, 2000; McCarty et al., 

2009), and that language and literacy resources are deployed by individuals across 

languages and in strategically diverse ways within individual and group norms of 

communication (Garcia et al., 2007; Gumperz, 1971; McCarty et al., 2009; Rymes, 

2010).  Our shared contexts consist of sets of possible worlds, possible identities, and 

possible futures that apply uniquely to every individualized cross-tabulation of time, 

space, place, and scale under their scope, and actions through language provide a map of 

how we circulate through these contexts.  To map individuals’ linguistic biographies and 

communicative repertoires, then, is to draw out how they each experience and calculate 

their own movements in society, with language use indicating the complex, multilayered 

and fluid situations that Hymes and Gumperz originally described individuals and groups 

to move through. 
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3.2: Motivation in second or other language acquisition 

In Section 1.4.2 I explored theories of individual’s extrinsic (“What I should be.”) 

and intrinsic (What I would like/desire to be.”) motivations to achieve certain identity 

characteristics.  Narrative approaches to such present, possible and future selves 

demonstrate individuals’ reflections on how and who they are and would like to be 

through the different linguistic codes and communicative resources they acquire as they 

move through language learning trajectories (Kramsch, 2009; Pavlenko, 2007).  

Negotiations of identities in writing and in conversation present how individuals see 

themselves as members of their local social groupings, why they believe they find 

themselves in the subjectivities that they inhabit at present, and how they see those 

subjectivities changing in the future.  The above theoretical frameworks have led me to 

examine Satriya’s and Angelo’s biographies, repertoires and futures in language by 

examining their reflective narratives as well as analyzing our interactions and how they 

positioned themselves toward myself, their peers, and their professors. 
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3.3: Angelo and Satriya: linguistic pasts, communicative presents and motivated  
      futures in language 
 

The analysis below presents Angelo’s and Satriya’s linguistic biographies and 

current communicative repertoires, and the attributes that they were motivated to pursue 

as their English Department (ED) experiences moved them to expand their 

communicative repertoires beyond the options that they saw as available to them in their 

home communities.  It is understood here that learners’ narratives and self-descriptions 

are social (co-)constructions and highly dependent on the narrators’ interlocutor—here, 

myself as researcher, ED teacher, friend, foreigner, interviewer.  My positionality in 

receiving participants’ messages was highly influential in the images of people and things 

that they described to me, and the stances they took toward me and toward others they 

talked about (Duff, 2011; Pavlenko, 2007).  I also point out that while this chapter 

addresses the topics of developing English language proficiency and expanding 

communicative repertoires, I by no means intend to assess these language users’ 

proficiencies in any particular language (Duff, 2011); I instead examine learners’ 

experiences and beliefs regarding learning English as a Foreign/Global Language and 

using language in communicating throughout their daily lives.  

 

3.3.1: Satriya’s linguistic biography 

Early in life, Satriya told me, he had wanted to be an artist. He said he had 

excelled in drawing competitions in elementary school but then was made to turn his 

focus away from it in order to focus on his studies.  His mother discouraged him from 

pursuing art as it would not guarantee him a regular salary and a secure future as, for 
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instance, working for the government would.  During our year together, Satriya told me 

that he dreamt of being an ambassador to the US, though he doubted that this was an 

achievable goal.  He disidentified with upwardly mobile and upper class, metropolitan 

styles often marked by English to convey a sense of high class and attractive fashion, and 

he mentioned an affinity for skateboarding and for punk music and its political messages, 

both in Indonesian and English.  

Throughout my interactions with Satriya over the course of the school year, I 

gathered a sketch of the linguistic atmosphere in which he had grown up.  He described 

Javanese ngoko and Javanese-Indonesian to be the primary two forms of communication 

locally, with English as a prestige and high education marker, and Javanese kromo as a 

local and ethnic prestige marker.  He grew up speaking primarily ngoko at home and with 

friends, with Indonesian functioning as mostly an academic and pan-ethnic intra-

Indonesian language, and the language of Indonesian national media and television 

shows.  Satriya chose to major in English, he said, because he simply loved English.  As 

he explained to me, he did not know that he loved English until about high school, when 

he realized that learning and speaking English was not about grammar; rather, it was 

about use and conversation.  Before that point, Satriya had believed, as most other people 

continued to do through high school and beyond, that the English classroom was a place 

where students were forced to study something that would not be of any use in their own 

lives, or that they would never achieve enough proficiency in to make use of.  He 

described that upon reuniting with his high school class, when he told them he was now 
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an English major, his former peers agreed that he had made a choice that was very 

appropriate to the interests that he had displayed in high school. 

Satriya described to me that nowadays, his communication took place largely in 

Indonesian, in most of his daily activities such as talking to his college friends, his 

girlfriend, who hailed from another island of Indonesia, his English Debate students, and 

quite regular interethnic interactions and academic transactions at CJCU.  Satriya claimed 

that he regularly spoke in English with his ED and Debate Club peers.  With regard to 

Javanese, while Satriya expressed the value of being able to speak its multiple registers, 

he also justified the fact that nobody his age really does speak them:  shifting notions of 

Javanese identity currently commingle with a higher scaled national identity (addressed 

in depth in Chapter 2), where Indonesian is largely replacing Javanese kromo in many 

formal situations.  He stated: 

I see that the Javanese elders have become so understanding about the degradation 
of Javanese nowadays. They do not mind if the young people talk using Ngoko 
alus [refined ngoko] to them as long as it is not Ngoko lugu [lower ngoko] which 
is considered as the most impolite one…  

 
(Satriya, Sociolinguistics Assignment 3) 

 
In a conversation one day, he expressed to me that the two forms of language he 

would be most proud to be able to speak are kromo and English.  He stated that 

Indonesian, on the other hand, is there “just to communicate” (Fieldnotes, October 19, 

2009).  

 Satriya explained his own increased use of Indonesian to be a result, therefore, of 

his institutional and academic life and the people with whom he developed relationships 

within these institutions.  This included his girlfriend, as stated above, who was 
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Torajanese.  She spoke little to no Javanese, having migrated to CJCU from Toraja, 

another Indonesian island with different local languages and ethnicities; and little 

English, as she was not an English major.  This made Indonesian the obvious choice 

between the two.  However, Satriya claimed that she made fun of his medhok (“country 

bumpkin”) accent whenever he tried to express himself in Indonesian.  It became clear at 

other times as well that Satriya understood “his Indonesian” to be strongly ethnically 

marked, in a way that placed his accent low on a nationalized scale of language value.  

This became apparent beyond time spent with his girlfriend when he described to me an 

interaction that he had experienced with debate participants from Jakarta and other 

universities on Java. Satriya explained that he felt, during this interaction, that non-

Javanese, elite university students he encountered at a regional debate competition did 

not want to get close to him and his other Javanese peers. As he wrote in an assignment: 

Even though they speak Indonesian I feel easier to get close with them compared 
to other debaters from UI [Universitas Indonesia, in Jakarta], STAN [Indonesian 
State College of Accountancy, in Jakarta], and UGM [Universitas Gadjah Mada, in 
Yogyakarta]. At that time, I felt that students from Jakarta and UGM do not want 
to close with my friends and me from [CJCU]. I think that the main reason why I 
can easily get close to them compared to other universities from Jakarta is because 
their accent is still close to my Javanese accent so it makes our communication 
easier although all of us speak using Indonesian.  

 
(Satriya, Sociolinguistics Assignment 3) 

 
In this way, Satriya located the three universities he mentioned, and their students, 

from two of the larger cities on Java, to be located higher on a scale of national prestige 

and worth than his Javanese and smaller-university peers.  The Indonesian language 

served as a language that unified participants in an “Indonesian space” beyond their 

separate localities; however, within this space a Javanese variety of Indonesian united 
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Javanese students under a sort of “pan-Javanese” identity that Satriya felt was lower on a 

nationalized value scale and that students from Jakarta’s higher scaled universities, 

speaking varieties of Indonesian closer to the standardized form of the language and thus 

located higher on national value scales as well, must have held a certain disdain for. 

 

3.3.1.1: English in Satriya’s repertoire 
 

As described in the previous section, Satriya presented his former high school self 

to me as different from his high school peers, who had felt intimidated by English. 

Satriya:  …there is reuni, then I said, “aku masuk FBS.” mereka katanya, “yah, 
kalau kamu lumrah.” gitu…“that’s that’s the place for you- belong to 
you.” because I love english from- 

Lauren:  dari dulu? 
Satriya:  from senior high school gitu, sudah suka. jadi kaya mereka, “ya, 

memang tempatmu, kamu memang bagus di situ.”  
Lauren:  okay.  
Satriya:  jadi, ya. tapi nggak ada kaya, “what’s for?” gitu.  kalau mereka 

bilangnya, “aku tu nggak mudeng.”  
Lauren:  okay.  
Satriya:  kayanya kesane gini, “I would love to, to join ED, but I cannot speak 

english.” gitu.  
 
Satriya: …there is a reunion, then I said, “I entered [the english faculty].” they 

said, “yeah, for you that’s appropriate.” like that. …“that’s the place 
for you- that belongs to you.” because I loved english from-  

Lauren:  from the beginning?  
Satriya:  from senior high school like that, I already liked it. so they were like, 

“yeah, indeed that’s your home, you really fit there.”  
Lauren:  okay.  
Satriya:  so, yeah. but nobody is like, “what’s [english] for?” like that. for them 

they say, “I don’t understand.”  
Lauren:  okay.  
Satriya:  the impression they give is like, “I would love to join the ED, but I 

cannot speak english.” like that.   
 

(Satriya, Interview 3, February 05, 2010) 
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It was during high school when Satriya discovered English to be a friendly subject 

if one approached it as another way to communicate instead of a useless set of grammar 

rules to memorize and recite.  He did not feel the same intimidation many of his peers 

had felt early on, and at certain times over the course of our school year together he did 

explain how English was useful in his life and also in the lives of local non-English 

majors.  Many of these uses were related to the use of internet and computer applications:  

English also has significant influence in a lot of interest, especially teenagers’ 
interests. For example; if I want to update my status in Facebook, I have to 
understand some English words in Facebook, if I want to play Mafia Wars, or 
Grand Theft Auto, I must be able to read the instruction in English, and if I learn 
Adobe Photoshop to edit and design graphic, I must read the tutorials first which 
are, again, in English. Everyone can see how English connects to teenagers lives.  
 

(Satriya, Sociolinguistics Final) 
 
Upon entering the ED, and after some early discouraging feedback on his 

pronunciation from someone he described as an inexperienced teacher, Satriya got 

himself involved in the English Debate Society (EDS).  In EDS he did become an 

adjudicator, a position in which he judged the quality of other debators’ performances.  

By the time he got through his year as adjudicator and finally felt skilled enough to 

become a debator, he had essentially aged out of the possibility of doing so.  The team 

was already passing opportunities down to the newer EDers instead of older classmates 

like him.  Satriya remained active in the group, though, and he also became a coach for 

the debate team of a high school neighboring the university. 
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3.3.1.2: Satriya’s expanding communicative repertoire 

Satriya’s participation in English language related activities shaped his 

communicative repertoire far beyond the addition of an English language code.  The 

spaces where Satriya used English in daily life remained limited to the few contexts 

associated with interactions with ED and EDS peers, and some internet resources and 

computer applications.  Through Satriya’s descriptions I also noted, though, that these 

contextually limited uses for English also remained specific to certain functions of self-

expression; functions which he claimed he had never been able to carry out in the 

languages in which he grew up.  English was a language in which Satriya could perform 

speech acts of opining, rejecting, disagreeing, debating, as he explained to me in our first 

research interview together.  He described how these behaviors had been strongly 

disallowed while he was growing up, in both home and school contexts.  Over the year it 

became clear, however, that these new behaviors learned in English language contexts 

were expanding for Satriya beyond his English language communications.  In our final 

interview of the year, Satriya described to me how the critical thinking skills that he had 

learned through the ED and EDS could sometimes backfire if he tried to employ them in 

contexts outside of English language and his EDS peers:  

Lauren:  do you think that that way of critical thinking is, apa ((what)). where 
you can apply that in your life outside of FBS atau ((or)), will it be 
accepted by other people in your life? gitu? who maybe haven’t learned 
like that or- 

Satriya:  things that I don’t like is that some people still not open minded. I 
mean, when we give suggestion like that then it will be considered an 
offended- eh, an offen- an offense to them. for example, when I have a 
karang taruna uh- village meeting…forum, but by the teenagers there. 
when I offer a suggestion, not, direct- eh- not- instead of they 
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understand it first- instead of understanding my point first, but that 
there will be that, they said, I’m trying to show off. like that.  

Lauren:  oh do they really?  
Satriya:  for example if I fix something but too direct cut to the point then- then 

they will said “ya why don’t you do it then?” then just, they just give it 
to me. I give the suggestion for uh- one of the committee but they dare 
me like that. okay, you- and then I will say “you don’t want it then just 
give it to me.” like that. so it’s not more mutual understanding or 
mutual suggestion from both of us but, it become more kind of conflict 
between us.  

 
(Satriya, Interview 5, May 16, 2010) 

 
When describing these situations to me, Satriya did not question whether he had 

been right or wrong; he simply found that the way his peers acted was unacceptable.  I 

presume that he felt a safety in describing the situation this way in conversation with me 

because I was a person with whom he associated those same “critical thinking skills” that 

he was trying to deploy but having rejected by his neighborhood peers.  Our shared 

beliefs allowed him to stabilize himself in a way of thinking that to many of his 

community members was foreign.  His critical thinking skills, Satriya came to find out, 

were not welcome everywhere, and this one time in his village meeting, when he tried to 

employ those skills within a different context and a different language from where he had 

learned them, his comments were received as snobby and unwelcome.  Satriya’s peers 

rejected his violation of communicative custom in a language in which he was fluent.   

In the spaces where critical thinking skills were acceptable in communication, 

however—generally in interactions with ED and especially EDS members—Satriya came 

upon another road block.  In these instances, it was then the English language that ended 

up making him feel disempowered.  As he described, it was harder for him to feel 

empowered when his “attention is just right on my tongue” as it was when he spoke 
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English (Satriya, Sociolinguistics Assignment 3).  Furthermore, this laborsome language 

production through English was not just physically difficult; Satriya mentioned in our 

third interview that it even made him feel emasculated.  He pointed out to me that he felt 

like he sounded girly when he spoke English: 

 

1  Lauren:  dan apakah kamu merasa  
2           seperti,(.)  
3           apa (.) berubah kalau  
4           pakai bahasa inggris?  
5           berubah: perasaan kamu  
6           atau,    
7           like personality atau,   
8           [kebanggaan:]  
9  Satriya: [I feel like] oh- no.  
10          when I speak like  
11          somehow,  
12          <I don’t know.>  
13          like gir↑ly too gir↑ly  
14 Lauren:  like apa?  
15 Satriya: cewek terlalu cewek 
16          [kayak]  
17 Lauren:  [girly?]  
18 Satriya: iya.  
19          ngomongnya kaya-  
20          iramanya-  
21          *when I ↑speaking: this  
22          is my into↑nation* 
23          then I will like  
24          *slowing down and up  
25          and like ↑tha:t* 
26          kayak cewek.  
27          terlalu cewek.  
28          I don’t know.  
29 Lauren:  @@@  
30 Satriya: iya,  
31          itu kayak-  
32          gimana ya bu.  
33          this is my indo↑nesian,  
34          jadi,  
35          >ngomongku kalau- kalau  
36          indonesia gi↓ni:  
37          intonas↑i↓nya.<  
38          but when I speak in  
39          english somehow,  
40          my intonation will  
41          ↑change (.) 

and do you feel  
like, (.)  
what (.) you change if  
you use English?  
change: your feeling  
or,  
like personality or,  
[pride]  
[I feel like] oh- no.  
when I speak like  
somehow,  
<I don’t know.>  
like gir↑ly too gir↑ly  
like what?  
girl too girl  
[like] 
[girly?]  
yeah.  
my speech is like-  
the intonation-  
*when I’m ↑speaking: this  
is my into↑nation*   
then I will like 
*slowing down and up 
and like ↑tha:t*  
like a girl. 
too girl. 
I don’t know. 
@@@ 
yeah,  
it’s like-  
how do I explain it ma’am.  
this is my indo↑nesian,  
so,  
>my speech if- if  
indonesian like ↓this  
the into↑na↓tion.<  
but when I speak in  
english somehow,  
my intonation will  
↑change (.)  
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42          I don’t know.  
43          it goes up and *down* 
44          and,  
45          it sounds so,  
46          *not ↓me:*  
47          ºgitu [like th]atº  
48 Lauren:        [↑oh:= 
49 Satriya:       =kayak= 
50 Lauren:  =[kay]  
51 Satriya:  [bukan] aku kayak,  
52          terlalu cewek  
53          (kayae)(.)  
54          apa >probably because<  
55          the teacher,  
56          most of us are in:  
57          uh are f-f-↑female.  
58 Lauren:  o:kay  
59 Satriya: then they *speak like  
60          ↑thi:s an(h)*@@ 
61 Lauren:  o:kay 
62          kayaknya gitu.  
63          I don’t (know) what’s  
64          the cause.  
65          terlalu- iya  
66          kayak kecewek-cewekan. 
67 Lauren:  okay 
68 Satriya: terlalu  
69          mungkin karena dosennya  
70          yang ngajar cewek  
71          semua ja[di:]  
72 Lauren:          [o(h)]kay(h)  
73 Satriya: aku terlalu ngikutin  
74          mereka,  
75 Lauren:  @@@@ 
76 Satriya: kebanyakan cewek  
77          dosen di FBS. 
78 Lauren:  betul ya= 
79 Satriya:         =ºyaº  
80          dan (.) most of- in  
81          girl intonation right  
82          so,  
83          I don’t know,   
84          because my (.) uh role  
85          model (h)is a g(h)irl,  
86          then I (.) don’t  
87          realize that I have  
88          already followed them.  
89          >but after ↓all<  
90          my- because of my  
91          english is medhok,  
92          then it help me to 
93          show:  
94          like< >I still man<.  

I don’t know.  
it goes up and *down* 
and,  
it sounds so,  
*not ↓me:*  
like that [like th]atº  
          [↑oh:=  
               =like=  
=[kay] 
 [it’s not] me like, 

  too girl  
  (it seems) (.)   
  what >probably because< 
  the teacher,  
  most of us are in:  
  uh are- f-f-↑female. 

o:kay  
then they *speak like  
↑thi:s an(h)*@@ 
o:kay 
it seems like that. 
I don’t (know) what’s 
the cause. 
too- yeah 
like acting girly. 
okay 
too 
maybe because the professors 
who teach are girls 
all of them s[o:] 
             [o(h)]kay(h) 
I too much join 
them, 
@@@@ 
most of them are girls 
professors in the ED. 
true yeah= 
         =ºyeahº 
and (.) most of- in 
girl intonation right 
so, 
I don’t know,  
because my (.) uh role  
model (h)is a g(h)irl,  
then I (.) don’t  
realize that I have  
already followed them.  
>but after ↓all< 
my- because of my  
english is medhok,  
then it help me to  
show: 
like< >I still man<.  
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95          (.) 
96 Lauren:  [ah]  
97 Satriya: [ka↑ya]knya gitu.  
98          >walaupun for me a l- 
99          little bit like gir↑ly,  
100         but <somehow my> 
101         javanese help me to  
102         show that I am (.) 
103         me↓dho:k and like<(.)  
104         >because medhok is  
105         considered<  
106         for me,  
107         a little bit (.) rough,  
108         ºyaº jadinya agak ↓ya  
109         this is a man.  
110         gitu.  
111 Lauren: okay so kalau bicara  
112         bahasa inggris medhok=  
113 Satriya:=u-uh 
114 Lauren: itu: (.) merasa lebih:= 
115 Satriya:=jantan  
116 Lauren: ↑jantan ºgituº  
117 Satriya:iya lebih lebih cowok.  
118 Lauren: cowok.  
119 Satriya:but if totally using   
120         (.) uh >english  
121         intonation< then so-  
122         EH: ↓ya  
123         will be sound so girly. 

(.)  
[ah] 
[it ↑seems] like that. 
>even though for me a l- 
little bit like gir↑ly,  
but <somehow my> 
javanese helps me to  
show that I am (.)  
me↓dho:k and like<(.) 
>because medhok is 
considered< 
for me,  
a little bit (.) rough,  
ºyaº so it makes it somewhat ↓ya  
this is a man. 
like that. 
okay so if you speak  
medhok english=  
=u-huh 
i:t (.)feels mo:re= 
=masculine.  
↑masculine ºlike thatº  
yeah more more guy.  
guy.  
but if I’m totally using  
(.) uh >english  
intonation< then so-  
EH: ↓ya  

will be sound so girly. 
 

(Satriya, Interview 3, February 05, 2010) 
 

 
He hypothesized that this characteristic of his English speaking could be due to 

the fact that the majority of his English Department teachers were female (lines 69-70, 

84-88).  However, and interestingly, the same medhok-ness that Satriya had claimed that 

his girlfriend had demeaned him for, and that he felt created distance between his peers 

and students from more prestigious universities on Java, here gave him a sense of value, 

strength or rootedness when speaking English. In English, his medhok-ness asserted his 

worth as a Javanese man (lines 98-117).   
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The addition to Satriya’s communicative repertoire of not only English, but also 

of the critical thinking skills that he had learned through English language educational 

spaces, presented some destabilizing forces to Satriya’s local identity.  He tried to 

incorporate his new critical thinking skills outside of the spaces where he’d learned them, 

but found that he was not welcome to do so.  And when he spoke a language that would 

allow him to freely express these skills, he found himself clumsy and effeminate.  

 

3.3.1.3: Analysis of Satriya’s repertoire: stabilizing the self in an expanding  
            communicative identity 
 

The spaces where Satriya found that he could use his critical thinking skills were 

largely associated with the ED and EDS; however, at these times the unwieldy English 

language itself undercut the force with which he had wanted to convey his sentiments.  

When Satriya did not fully achieve this ideal sense of empowerment, he then stabilized 

his identity with another aspect of the same quality that in Indonesian he was demeaned 

for presenting.  His imperfection as medhok Javanese Indonesian subject now served to 

counterbalance a felt sense of effemination by tapping into his sense of masculinity as a 

Javanese man speaking in English, a language that outscaled the intranational ideologies 

that pitted Satriya’s Javanese identity against him.  

Despite this felt lack of control that Satriya conveyed to me over the English 

language, he shared with me that even though he had difficulties in producing English, a 

certain piece of his identity might very well be at home as a speaker of the English 

language:  
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I feel so comfort when I speak Javanese. However, I often feel awkward when I 
speak Indonesian to people who are especially skilled Indonesian speakers 
because I do a lot of code switching from Indonesian to Javanese whenever I 
think the Indonesian words cannot bring my expression as good as Javanese. As 
the result, they seem to get difficulties to get my messages. I think Javanese is the 
language where I belong to. Nevertheless, I also feel so comfort when I speak 
English as long as I speak English in certain context. I also feel that English can 
carry out my intention or feeling compared to Indonesian. For example, I can 
translate English to Javanese and Javanese to English rather than English to 
Indonesian and vice versa in translation class. Is English also the place where I 
belong?  

 
(Satriya, Sociolinguistics Assignment 3) 

 
In our year together, Satriya continued to develop an aptitude at navigating his 

expanding linguistic and communicative repertoires. He was shaping and re-shaping the 

ways in which he used languages in his local context, the ways that he conveyed 

messages through those languages, and the ways in which he viewed himself in relation 

to local others.  Through English he maintained a unique cohort of friends, peers, and 

students with whom he could speak English, largely in contexts behind closed doors, in 

academically-related (including and especially in Debate) spaces that were 

simultaneously within and outside of his local Javanese- and Indonesian-language 

dominated spaces.  As he advanced through schooling, the presence of Indonesian and 

English increased in his daily life.  Indonesian seemed just a language of circumstance 

for him, garnering, as he described it to me, little affective attachment and even a sense of 

being demeaned for being his Javanese self in Indonesian, while at the same time there 

was strong motivation by necessity for its use as the common academic and inter-ethnic 

Indonesian language.  Satriya maintained a strong pride in being Javanese, however, and 

although it could devalue his sense of identity in a national marketplace, when he spoke 
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English, his medhok masculinity actually helped him to feel more secure. He wanted 

English in his life:  he would continue to include it as a part of his repertoire, but he 

would remain fully Javanese, medhok, and Indonesian while speaking it.  

Satriya was, for all intents and purposes, a modern middle-class Javanese speaker 

of English, not necessarily looking to model himself after any hegemonically formed 

language standards, but simultaneously forced to participate in these standards as a 

member of the global English speaking community (see Section 3.4.1, below).  The 

critical thinking skills that Satriya gained in ED and EDS activities made him feel 

empowered and useful in situations that merited “critical thinking”.  However, this style 

of interaction was not always a welcome addition in his local Javanese society, and so he 

found that sometimes this skill set pushed him to the periphery of his home culture.  His 

developing critical thinking skills, learned in English Department-related activities and 

through the medium of English language, had blended across all of his languages, 

demonstrating how his education in the English faculty, in expanding his repertoire of 

linguistic codes, had done much more:  it had changed his outlook on life and his ways of 

communicating and thinking in his local Javanese and Indonesian communities. 

 

3.3.2: Angelo’s linguistic biography  

Though Angelo had not necessarily anticipated majoring in English in college, he 

demonstrated that he was drawn to it early in life because of its affective allure in media 

and advertising outlets, among others.  Having grown up in a fairly large city and in a 

Chinese-Indonesian family, the forms of language he grew up speaking were informal 
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Indonesian and Javanese, and mixtures thereof, with occasional Chinese terms employed 

as well4.  Due to this and an absence of Javanese language in written forms, popular 

culture, and the formal interactions in which Angelo participated, he claimed that he had 

never had much interest in learning formalized registers of Javanese.  Indonesian was his 

preferred language for formal interactions with elders (whereas traditional Javanese 

culture would expect the use of formal registers of Javanese that are currently declining 

in use), and mixtures of Indonesian and Javanese were suitable for other Indonesian 

friends across ethnicities.   

English held for Angelo a certain prestige from early on.  When he described to 

me some of his early classroom language learning experiences, he claimed that he’d 

always been motivated to learn English and to excel in English courses. Learning 

Javanese in the classroom, however, seemed utterly irrelevant, as what was taught there 

(largely formal kromo language) was not the Javanese language that people actually used 

in his communities (informal ngoko).  

Angelo:  memang dari awal memang udah suka dulu.  
Lauren:  okay. lebih suka bahasa inggris?  
Angelo:  apanya?  
Lauren:  jadi lebih suka bahasa inggris?  
Angelo: ya. dari dulu.  
Lauren:  apakah kelasnya sendiri lebih menarik atau apa? Kenapa berbeda? 
Angelo: nggak juga sih. kalau aku, pengalamanku pribadi memang karena 

mindset-nya. 
Lauren:  okay. 

                                                        
4 I cannot speak to the frequency of these terms as he only twice relayed any to me: once in a journal piece 
where he quoted elder family members speaking in Javanese-Indonesian but using the Chinese terms 
Zhongguo ren and Indi ren for Chinese and Indonesian ethnicities, respectively (Angelo, Journal entry, 
01/19/2010); and one time he spoke to me in Mandarin, which I did not understand but which did not seem 
fully fluent to me (Angelo, Interview 5, 05/15/2010). 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Angelo: dari awal itu udah nganu- jadi pelajaran bahasa jawa waktu kecil, yang 
pertama kali aku dapat itu udah nggak enak.  

Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo: udah nggak enak, jadi dipaksa harus bisa menulis jawa, dipaksa harus 

tahu bahasa krama, terus bahasa gini, gini, gini itu jadi nggak suka.  
Lauren:  ya. okay.  
Angelo: tapi kalau bahasa inggris, bahkan sebelum belajar, sebelum tahu 

pelajarannya itu sendiri tu udah nggak asing tho. kan aku, soalnya aku 
apa ya, suka main game. suka nonton film. jadi sebelum tahu pelajaran 
bahasa inggris itu sendiri, exposurenya udah ada.  

Lauren:  okay.  
Angelo: kalau main game pasti pakai bahasa inggris, kan? “new game.” 

“continue.” atau judul-judulnya itu pasti exposurenya sudah ada.  
Lauren:  ya  
Angelo: film kan juga. “the end.”  
Lauren:  u-huh  
Angelo: terus misalnya apa ya, dulu film apa sich, “the apa” gitu. terus sampai 

aku tanyakan, “‘the itu’, apa artinya?”  terus uh, “‘mommy’ itu apa?”  
“‘mommy’ itu ini.”  “bedanya sama ‘mother’ apa?” gitu.  

Lauren:  okay, okay. the exposure.  
Angelo: hu-uh exposurenya…dari sebelumnya udah ada exposure ke sana jadi 

kan nggak asing kan.  
Lauren:  iya  
Angelo: justru dan justru karena nggak asing itu, mempelajarinya juga, “lho, ini 

kan yang waktu itu aku pernah baca,” “ini kan waktu itu yang aku 
pernah lihat.”  

Lauren:  okay. tetapi juga ada exposure bahasa jawa?  
Angelo: sangat minim.  
Lauren:  okay. 
Angelo: sangat minim.  karena di keluargaku nggak ada yang bisa bahasa jawa 

one hundred percent. termasuk yang sampai aksara Jawanya dan 
sampai, termasuk bahasa krama-kramanya yang ini itu nggak ada yang 
seratus persen bisa. dan itu memang aku pertama kali belajar itu murni 
baru, sangat bener-bener baru.  

Lauren:  okay  
Angelo: diperkenalkan dengan huruf jawa baru. dan aku nggak merasa 

interested, merasa, “useless lah belajar ini semua.” so, I learned that not 
because I want to but because I have to.  

 
Angelo: indeed from early on I already like [English].  
Lauren:  okay. you preferred english?  
Angelo: what?  
Lauren:  so you like English more?  
Angelo: yeah. from the beginning.  
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Lauren:  were the classes alone more interesting or what? why was it different?  
Angelo: not that either. for me, my own personal experience was indeed because 

of my mindset. 
Lauren:  okay.  
Angelo: from the beginning already- so javanese classes when I was little, from 

the very first time it already didn’t feel good.  
Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo: it already didn’t feel good, so I was forced, had to be able to write in 

javanese, forced to know kromo, forced in language this, this, this like 
that so I didn’t like it. 

Lauren: yeah. okay.  
Angelo: but for english, even before studying it, before knowing the class 

material alone it already wasn’t foreign. you see for me, the thing is I 
what, liked to play games. like to watch films. so before I knew about 
english class material, I already had exposure to it.  

Lauren: okay.  
Angelo: when playing games for sure they use english, right? “new game.” 

“continue.” or titles like that for sure there was already exposure.  
Lauren:  yeah.  
Angelo: films, too. “the end.”  
Lauren:  uh-huh.  
Angelo: then for example what yeah, early on whatever film, “the what”, like 

that. that to the point where I would ask, “‘the that’, what’s that 
mean?”  then uh, “‘mommy’, what’s that?”  “‘mommy’ that’s this.”  
“what’s the difference between that and ‘mother’?” like that.  

Lauren: okay, okay. the exposure.  
Angelo: uh-huh, the exposure.  from beforehand there was already exposure in 

that vein so like it wasn’t foreign, see.   
Lauren:  yeah.  
Angelo: and directly because it wasn’t foreign, studying it too was like “hey, 

this I’ve read this before,” “this I’ve seen before.”  
Lauren:  okay but there was also exposure to javanese?  
Angelo: so minimal.  
Lauren:  okay.  
Angelo: so minimal. because in my family nobody can speak one hundred 

percent javanese. including javanese script and kromo that’s like this 
or like that, nobody can one hundred percent. and that the first time I 
studied it pure, it was truly really new.  

Lauren: okay.  
Angelo: introduced to new javanese script. and I didn’t feel interested, I felt, 

“well this is useless studying all of this.”  so, I learned that not because 
I want to but because I have to.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 2, November 27, 2009) 
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 Angelo did not come from a family of Javanese L1 speakers, and had never seen 

Javanese in print before entering a classroom.  Nobody spoke the language he was being 

taught there.  It was a formal register of Javanese, and a writing system that was barely in 

use currently, and he saw no purpose for its use.  English, on the other hand, was 

everywhere in little bits and pieces.  On TV, in films, in video games.  Seeing those 

words in such attractive places piqued Angelo’s curiosity, and with that Angelo was able 

to take off and excel in an English language classroom. On the other hand, Javanese class 

was just a drag; a forced and unwelcome lesson; a place where he got bad grades.  

 Despite having pursued the language learning focus stream in his high schooling, 

Angelo entered the ED not entirely of his own will.  He had first preferred to go to Bali or 

Jakarta to enter a hospitality school, but his family had wanted him to stay closer to 

home.  Then, upon picking the only university close enough to home to please his family 

but still not in the same town, Angelo had wanted to major in Arts, with a focus on 

music.  However, his family vetoed this as well, claiming that arts were for private 

lessons; they were not a substantial nor lucrative enough topic area for him to take on as a 

major.  So Angelo stuck with English and pursued his musical interests outside of 

coursework, eventually managing to add in a Performing Arts minor alongside his 

English major.  While at university, Angelo was highly motivated to be involved 

academically and in extracurriculars, from his choral clubs to ED leadership and 

organizational activities, as well as volunteer English teaching in the community.   
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3.3.2.1: Angelo’s motivation 

 Throughout many of our conversations I deduced some of Angelo’s motivations 

based on his statements about preferred habitus and styles that he described to me 

through his descriptions of other people, which included, similar with Satriya’s 

expanding repertoire, much more than language per se.   

Lauren:  um: do you think that uh, caranya yang kamu sekarang belajar untuk 
menjadi guru, apakah cara mengajar sama dengan cara mengajar guru-
guru yang kamu pernah, pernah punya di,  

Angelo: well I was influence by some of the teachers I have ever, some teachers 
who have ever taught me. by means of the way I speak.  the way I, the 
way I speak, the way I teach, the way I prepare the materials it was like, 
ya somehow influenced by them.  

Lauren: by who?  
Angelo: many people said that the way I speak ya, you know uh, the, the way I 

speak especially in, ya in speaking, I sound like [prof 1]. Because ya-
iya like this one. I’m not as fluent as her, but ya, ya, the “ya, ya”.  

Lauren:  oh, okay. alright. okay.  
Angelo: it was very [prof 1]. terus very [prof 1]. and teaching style, I mean how 

I act in classroom is like uh you know, a mixture between, I don’t 
know, maybe [prof 2] and Rosa. ya. I should say yes. I admire Rosa’s 
speaking. Rosa being a person actually. Rosa being a teacher, Rosa 
being a manager, Rosa being a director. and I admire also [prof 1]. not 
admire actually but, ya, because I’m like, like quite close to [prof 1].  

Lauren: okay, okay. so, itu lebih ke personal?  
Angelo: personal, karena, karena merasa dekat, jadi mengambil kelasnya. dan 

sering mengambil kelasnya.  
Lauren: okay. what do you admire about [prof 1]?  
Angelo: admire not really sih.  not really admire but-  
Lauren:  kenapa bisa dekat?  
Angelo: uh- maksudnya apa ya? uh, ya, she talks fluently, and- very very 

fluently and apa ya. explanation itu clear enough gitu lho. very clear. 
jadi, ndak apa namanya- ya explanation-nya itu gampang diterima, 
mudah diterima. 

 
Lauren:  do you think that the way that you now study to become a teacher, is 

your way of teaching the same as the ways of teaching of teachers that 
you’ve ever had in.. 

Angelo: well I was influence by some of the teachers I have ever... some 
teachers who have ever taught me. by means of... the way I speak. the 
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way I, the way I speak, the way I teach, the way I prepare the materials 
it was like, ya somehow influenced by them.  

Lauren:  by who?  
Angelo: many people said that the way I speak ya, you know uh, the, the way I 

speak especially in, ya in speaking, I sound like [prof 1]. because ya-
iya like this one. I’m not as fluent as her, but ya, ya, the “ya, ya”.  

Lauren:  oh, okay. alright. okay.  
Angelo: it was very [prof 1]. terus very [prof 1]. and teaching style, I mean how 

I act in classroom is like uh you know, a mixture between, I don’t know, 
maybe [prof 2] and Rosa. ya. I should say yes. I admire Rosa’s 
speaking. Rosa being a person actually. Rosa being a teacher, Rosa 
being a manager, Rosa being a director. and I admire also [prof 1]. not 
admire actually but, ya, because I’m like, like quite close to [prof 1]. 

Lauren:  okay. what do you admire about [prof 1]?  
Angelo: admire not really sih. not really admire but-  
Lauren:  how come you’re close?  
Angelo: I mean what ya, ya she talks fluently and- very very fluently and what 

yeah, explanation it’s clear enough, like that. very clear. so, it’s not 
what is it, yeah the explanation is easily received, easily received.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 5, May 15, 2010) 

 
 We spoke many times over the year about Rosa, and I would say that she was one 

of Angelo’s most admired ED faculty members.  My friendship with her may have 

primed Angelo to talk about her more with me than he would have about other members 

of the faculty, but she did stand out among faculty to many students.  Angelo admired 

Rosa’s habitus—the ways in which she presented herself.  To him, Rosa was somebody 

who had high standards, who did not put up with anybody’s “stuff”, and who I myself as 

a “Westerner” could have direct, Western-style confrontations with, instead of the 

indirect communication style commonly attributed to Javanese culture and which he 

distanced himself from ideologically: 

Angelo:  Sementara kalau orang, orang di budaya timur seperti di, di Ambon, 
atau di Poso, atau mungkin di Western culture, mereka cenderung lebih 
direct.  

Lauren:  uh:  
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Angelo: dalam artian- 
Lauren:  I think sangat tergantung.  
Angelo: if there is a conflict or ada sesuatu nggak suka atau apa, nggak disuka 

dari seseorang, for example, we have a problem, then you as- sebagai 
orang dari budaya western apakah akan nggrundel with Rosa or [prof] 
or et cetera, and said Angelo is like this or Angelo is like that atau you 
just talk to me directly? “I feel irritated because you uh-uh-uh-uh-uh.” 
gitu. 

Lauren:  kalau saya sendiri, biasanya lebih direct.  
Angelo: the second one, kan?  
Lauren:  iya.  
Angelo: nah, I myself prefer the same method...  
 
Angelo: all the while if people, people in Eastern culture like in Ambon or in 

Poso, or maybe in Western culture, the tend to be more direct.  
Lauren:  uh:  
Angelo: in the sense- 
Lauren:  I think that really depends.  
Angelo: if there is a conflict or there’s something they don’t like or what, 

something someone they don’t like about someone, for example, we 
have a problem, then you as- as a person from a western culture are 
you going to talk behind their back with Rosa or [prof] or et cetera, 
and say Angelo is like this or Angelo is like that or you just talk to me 
directly? “I feel irritated because you blah blah blah.” like that.  

Lauren:  for me personally, usually more direct.  
Angelo: the second one, right?  
Lauren:  yeah.  
Angelo: now, I myself prefer the same method.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 2, November 27, 2009) 

 
 Another time when Rosa came up as the topic of conversation, he described her 

very positively, using such adjectives as “tough”, “elegant”, and “mandiri” 

((independent)), and he also stated (more than once over the course of the year) that he 

admired Rosa because of a response she had once given to a class he was in, where she 

claimed, as I paraphrased in my fieldnotes, “There are 20,000-30,000 people here.  Do 

you think I’m gonna spend my time making sure every one of them likes me?” 

(Fieldnotes, Jan 10, 2010; Interview 4, March 16, 2010). 
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3.3.2.2: Analysis of Angelo’s motivation 

 I highlight in Angelo’s positioning of Rosa, and of himself in relation to her, an 

aspect of his “Ideal Self” (Dornyei & Ushioda, 2009).  This is a characteristic that he 

already may see himself as possessing to some degree, but that he wishes to increase in 

himself.  The discrepancy between his current self and an ideal, or “possible” Self 

(MacIntyre et al., 2009) that still kept his own self-perceived identity somewhat wanting 

for what he saw in Rosa’s, formed a potential source of motivation for Angelo.  This 

motivation indeed went beyond, but encompassed English.  Angelo admired Rosa’s “high 

standards” (Interview 2, November 27, 2009), but he also wanted to acquire perhaps a bit 

of “English the way Rosa does it”.  This English was represented to a small extent in the 

form of language Rosa used as an English instructor, but Angelo more often addressed 

the ways that she acted when she spoke both English and Indonesian.  Rosa presented 

herself, in local contexts, speaking both Indonesian and English (with only some 

Javanese as she was raised on a different island of Indonesia), as a member of the local 

and national communities as well as with globalized or Western, elite sensibilities:  

independence, impressive standards, comfort in the fact that it is probable that she will 

displease some people; and these are the qualities that Angelo wished to emulate in any 

language. 
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3.3.3: Discussion: Expanding repertoires and motivation 

The intent of this analysis has been to examine language use and motivation in 

expanding linguistic repertoires.  As seen in this analysis, these participants’ language use 

and also the habitus characteristics (Bourdieu, 1991), presentations of self (Goffman, 

1959), and new and different ways of thinking that they learned through their experiences 

in the ED interwove, and formed individuals not just with new languages but with new 

repertoires that included and transcended clearly defined linguistic code-bound notions of 

languages and of second language acquisition.  This analysis has shown that when second 

language acquisition takes place, a socialization complex that is at once uniquely 

individual, strongly influenced by prior socialization, and simultaneously tied to 

collective ED, Javanese, and Indonesian experiences informs language acquisition and 

the expansion of communicative skills across linguistic codes.  ED students take most of 

the same classes, share the same professors and geographical location; but all have 

diverse biographies, current interests, and future desires, and it is these individual forces 

that shape their motivations, desires for continuing socialization, and expanding 

communicative repertoires, which are based partly in and inseparably from explicit 

choice among language codes. 

The above analysis is relevant to language acquisition and its influences to a 

broader extent on individuals’ communicative resources across contexts.  In the specific 

case at hand, where participants are learners of English, their attitudes and motivations as 

English language learners and speakers tie directly into conversations surrounding the 

nature of the spread and teaching of English in EFL contexts and globally as well.  I here 
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turn to a brief analysis of how Angelo and Satriya presented their thoughts to me with 

regard to who speaks English and how it should be spoken by themselves as non-native 

speakers of the language who live outside of “center” English countries (Kachru, 1985, 

2005). 
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3.4: English in globalization: an Indonesian perspective 

Current debates of how English should be taught in periphery and expanding 

circle (Kachru, 2005) countries range from adamant support of standardized native 

speaker target varieties (usually General American or Received Pronunciation, see 

Jenkins (2007)), to attempts at standardizing a Lingua Franca Core that contains the basic 

amount of characteristics necessary for speakers to come together from anywhere around 

the world and communicate successfully with each other (Jenkins, 2000, 2007).  Critical 

pedagogies of English language education in peripheral countries promote learner choice 

of English target language form based on learners’ specific needs and individual interests 

(Canagarajah, 1999, 2006; Jenkins, 2007).  They acknowledge, however, the daunting 

amount of gatekeeping mechanisms holding in place a system of global English 

hegemony where learners, teachers, and researchers, in central, peripheral, and expanding 

circle locations, both tacitly and explicitly endorse native-speaker (NS) models of English 

and of English speakers (Jenkins, 2007). 

 A rather urgent topic in current ESL literature, then, revolves around whom the 

English language belongs to, who English language learners should sound like or model 

their speech after, and whether and how much English’s spread can really be treated as 

globally democratizing, locally meaningful, or hegemony in full force.  Many models 

have theorized the spread and impact of English (Bolton, 2000; Gupta, 1998; Kachru, 

2005; Phillipson, 1992, 2008), whether English language learners identify with a global 

English community (Lamb, 2004, 2009; Ryan, 2006), and many suggestions have been 

offered regarding who should teach English and how it should be taught to non-native 
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speakers (Canagarajah, 2006, 2007, 2008; Jenkins, 2007; Pennycook, 2001).  In this 

section I turn to Satriya and Angelo’s statements concerning the importance that they 

place on who English belongs to and how English should be used.  

 

3.4.1: Satriya 

 As described in the previous section, until high school Satriya had joined his peers 

in really not taking much interest in English.  It was just another course requirement that 

seemed irrelevant to the actual life skills they might make use of.  It was not until high 

school that Satriya learned that English was not a set of rules to be followed, but rather a 

communicative resource.  As such, his change in attitude toward the language allowed 

him to take more command of it and to seek out ways to be a successful communicator 

through it.  Satriya largely sought out this communicative fluency in the Debate Society, 

where the focus as he explained it to me lay largely in getting one’s point across clearly 

and in the format required for debate competitions.  

…coherence…the main point if people speak utterance they right is, the point is 
that being uh reader or hearer oriented, right? people will get their points. so, uh, I 
learn it from english department that I use- I had to use this, uh, these urutan, 
these steps first. to make it become, uh, more- make people understand you. I ever 
learned that people- when people, couldn’t und- from their expressions when they 
didn’t understand me, then if I don’t, uh if I- if the people cannot understand that, 
then I have to change my uh, my what. my speaking- no, not my speaking. my, 
mengganti caraku ((change my way)). the way I share it.  

 
(Satriya, Interview 5, May 16, 2010)   

 
This was a rule that Satriya had learned both generally for speaking to any interlocutor, as 

well as a teaching strategy as he went through his student teaching practicum: “…we 

don’t force the students to understand us, but we make ourselves become, uh, make 
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ourselves understandable for the students.”  It was also a strategy he adopted in his role 

as high school debate club coach: “this debate club, it is not a grammar club, so I allow 

them to make a mistake in grammar” (ibid.). 

 Satriya recognized that grammar was not where it was at because he was a non-

native speaker:  “my grammar still me- messed up. u-huh. for the accuracy, um, ya, 

basically because we are not native, I think that, that’s okay for me. I’m not person who 

bother on the matter of grammar.”  In fact, he located a role model among the ED faculty 

who had been able to demonstrate to him that English does not belong to “native 

speakers”.  

because he is not a native-oriented. I mean that we should have- use western as 
our bible. I mean, western kind of the bible but, we have our own language, we 
has our own english. that’s why, as lo- he believe that as long our meaning is 
intelligible then that’s okay, totally okay then. that’s why I like his english. atau 
((or)), we are- the english is intelligible but that doesn’t mean we can say, uh, say 
without- uh say whatever instead of we want but still there is a rule. I mean, still 
there is- coherence is still important. then content is still important. so, it is not 
totally that you can make your own english but, you should still follow the rules 
of english. that’s the point of learning english i guess. that’s- that’s why I feel that 
he is a good learner of english. that, ya, we are not- we don’t have to follow the 
western, but ya we have to follow on the certain aspect.  
 

(Satriya, Interview 5, May 16, 2010) 
 
This professor had made a very strong impression on Satriya by conveying that 

learning English does not mean sounding like a Westerner—“we have our own 

English.”  English, while still a formalized language with rules that need to be followed 

in order for basic understanding to take place, belonged to English language learners and 

native speakers alike.  Contradictorily, however, Satriya admitted later in the same 

interview that he wanted to learn from native speakers.  An assistant debate coach, who 
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was a guest teacher from the US, really impressed Satriya with her “explanations”, 

“analog[ies]”, and “supporting evidence”, given with such “coherence”.  He pointed out: 

and compared to me, I only speak on the second level, only about until the 
explanations, but I cannot bring the analogy really down to earth because, ya, my 
students are senior high school. they don’t really understand uh, uh, the 
explanation of why Century Banks should not given uh, any bail out.  
 

(Satriya, Interview 5, May 16, 2010) 
 

 It seems that Satriya felt limited from achieving a Western and NS proficiency 

and argument structure not only by his limited English language skills but also by the 

understanding level that his students had regarding the topic material (Indonesia at the 

time was undergoing the same bank bailouts that the US and many other governments 

around the world were carrying out.).  He couldn’t express the message he wanted with 

the clarity he wanted because he felt limited by both his own non-native English 

production capabilities as well as the non-native receptive capacities of his audience.  

 In a final statement, Satriya reveals a belief that Western forms of argumentation, 

and communication in general, are superior to local norms:  

Satriya:  so [US assistant] can really give us more analogy- I don’t know 
probably the just your own method. the method of westerners? I don’t 
know. that’s what-  

Lauren:  the method of westerners, the debate method?  
Satriya:  no, not debate. the, ya, when you speak or when you write or when you 

convey your points to the people. is that the way you compare it? 
because it makes me, “bingo. ya, we got it.”  

Lauren:  your debate style?  
Satriya:  no, not the debate style, no. I mean, every day. the writing style-  
Lauren:  okay.  
Satriya:  the way you speak.  
Lauren:  like, are you asking is our-  
Satriya:  those native speakers-  
Lauren: right  
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Satriya:  have a same method as you, or same procedures when they speak to 
others or write for others?  

Lauren:  mungkin tidak semua [maybe not everyone].  
 

(Satriya, Interview 5, May 16, 2010) 
 
While Satriya was clearly willing to declare an ideology concerning language use 

where US English is not in hegemonic control of English as it globalizes, when it came 

down to conveying one’s point, it seems that Satriya still believed US styles to reign 

supreme.   

 

3.4.2: Angelo 

…I think kalau indonesia jadi, mastery priority nggak juga. kalau bahasa inggris 
jadi mastery priority, mungkin. mungkin, karena, in-school curriculum bahkan 
dari elementary kan juga pasti orang, se- sekarang setiap sekolah pasti ada 
pelajaran bahasa inggris. gitu lho. itu mungkin a- itu mungkin juga karena, uh, 
they realize the role of english as a- an international language.  
 
…I think as for indonesian, mastery priority no. but english as a master priority, 
maybe. maybe, because in-school curriculum even from elementary also for sure 
people, now every school for sure has english. like that. that’s maybe- that’s 
maybe also because, uh, they realize the role of english as an international 
language.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 2, November 27, 2009) 

 
 Angelo recognized that English is clearly an instrument that people must procure 

in order to get a leg up in the professional world.  However, the coolness factor in 

English is not to be dismissed:  much English use among his fellow Indonesians, he 

claimed, was because it was a cool tool to be able to show off.  

Lauren: kalau belajar bahasa inggris apakah itu terlihat mem- 
mewesternisasikan diri atau apakah itu terlihat uh- belajar bahasa 
inggris saja?  
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Angelo:  ya, sebenarnya tergantung orangnya sih. ada yang mem- belajar inggris 
karena ya mem- memang butuh. ingin dan butuh. ada yang ingin supaya 
terlihat wah. tergantung orangnya. 

 
Lauren:  study english is that seen as westernizing oneself or is it seen as study 

english only?  
Angelo:  ya, actually it depends on the person. there are some who study english 

because ya, they really need to, want and need. there are some who 
want to so they’re seen as flashy. it depends on the person.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 5, May 15, 2010) 

 
 When I asked Angelo questions revolving around the ownership of English, he, 

much like Satriya, claimed that English is not the property of “native speakers”, that there 

were local Indonesian models of English speakers that he preferred to model himself after 

for reasons both of personal closeness and personal and professional style. 

Lauren: in terms of a person, who would you like to sound like kalau bicara 
bahas- kalau ngomong bahasa Inggris uh, who would you like to sound 
like? 

Angelo:  excuse me?  
Lauren:  like, mungkin kalau dosen-dosen FBS atau kalau nonton televisi...is 

there like an accent or way of speaking yang kamu mau mengimitasi- 
berimita- imitate atau-  

Angelo:  no, tapi kalau fluency mungkin ya [prof1], [prof2], Rosa ya.  
Lauren:  is it important to you to sound like a native speaker atau-  
Angelo:  no.  
Lauren:  no? kenapa tidak?  
Angelo:  yang penting fluent dan yang, yang penting, yang penting uh, people 

can understand what- what I say.  
 
Lauren:  in terms of a person, who would you like to sound like if speaking- if 

talking in English. who would you like to sound like?  
Angelo:  excuse me?  
Lauren:  like, maybe if the FBS professors, or if you watch TV…is there like an 

accent or way of speaking that you want to imitate or-  
Angelo:  no, but if fluency maybe ya [prof1], [prof2], Rosa ya.  
Lauren: is it important to you to sound like a native speaker or-  
Angelo: no.  
Lauren:  no? why not?  
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Angelo:  what’s important is to be fluent and what’s important, what’s 
important, people can understand what- what I say.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 5, May 15, 2010) 

 
However, his belief about this democratic state of English was, like Satriya’s, 

rather permeable, where a sense of “proper English” is still deferred specifically to 

speakers of US standardized English over other NS varieties:  

Angelo:  learning english misalnya, learning english or learning foreign language 
kan selalu diajarkan bahasa Indonesia--bahasa inggris yang baku, kan?  

Lauren:  u-huh  
Angelo:  termasuk pronunciation atau aksen kan juga diajarkan, proper 

american--proper english. not, not apa, australian english yang “ya, you 
know lah,” just like this. and just like what [Australian visiting 
professor] said. [Australian visiting professor]’s accent is australian, 
kan?  

Lauren:  ya.  
Angelo:  and when she said “you perform” and “will you perform /tudaɪ/?” okay. 

“/tudaɪ/. /daɪ/. /daɪ/.” “oh /tudeɪ/.” I mean /tudeɪ/- okay he means 
“/tudeɪ/.” okay.  

Lauren:  @@@@  
 
Angelo:  learning english for example, learning english or learning foreign 

langauge see it’s always proper english that’s taught, right? 
Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo:  including pronunciation or accent, it’s also proper american—proper 

english that’s taught. not, not what, australian english that’s “ya, you 
know lah,” just like this. and just like what [Australian visiting 
professor] said. [Australian visiting professor]’s accent is australian, 
right?  

Lauren:  ya.  
Angelo:  and when he said “you perform,” and “will you perform [tudaɪ]?” 

okay. “/tudaɪ/. /daɪ/. /daɪ/.” “oh /tudeɪ/.” I mean /tudeɪ/- okay he means 
“/tudeɪ/.” okay.  

Lauren:  @@@@ 
  

(Angelo, Interview 2, November 27, 2009) 
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 In part due to Australia’s proximity and closer relationship among the four 

primary English language nations with Indonesia, the presence of Australian visiting 

scholars and teachers was common in our department (with US teachers no less present).  

However, Angelo was not the only focus group participant over the course of the year to 

express to me his difficulty in understanding Australian accents.  The ideology 

surrounding this difficulty tended to be that Australian English is “weird” or difficult to 

understand (Dian, Interview 3, February 2, 2010); however, I assert that this clearly 

relates to amounts of exposure to speaking styles, where standard forms of Western 

hemisphere and especially North American Englishes are taught and flow through 

Indonesian media, entertainment, and internet resources with much greater frequency 

than do Australian dialects.  

 

3.4.3: Global English and the regulation of linguistic form 
  
 The last bit of evidence I offer with regard to hegemony in English globally is that 

the TOEFL, used worldwide, is a standardized test that relies on US and UK standards 

for English proficiency (Jenkins, 2007).   

…English itu pentingnya karena gini aja. Sebatas- itu bahasa internasional. If you 
can master English or if you know English, it will be- it will be easier for you to 
get a job, atau, to pass TOEFL, karena kan, sekarang institution apa pun kalau, 
job qualification kan paling nggak TOEFL. jadi, tolak ukur kepentingannya itu, 
diukur dari, e, itu. the- what is it- the advantages you will get if you can master 
English.  
 
….English its importance is because of just this. to the point where- it’s an 
international language. if you can master English or if you know English, it will 
be- it will be easier for you to get a job, or, to pass TOEFL, because see, now any 
institution if, their job qualification is especially TOEFL. so, the benchmark of its 
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importance, measured by that. the advantages you will get if you can master 
English.  

 
(Angelo, Interview 2, November 27, 2009) 

 
It is clear that regulation of English still resides largely in the control that obligatory 

TOEFL examination exerts over English language learners’ proficiency targets, thus 

guaranteeing “General American English’s” necessity as the model standard for English 

language learning globally.  

 

3.4.4: Discussion: attitudes and motivation toward global English 

The two focus group participants highlighted here presented ambivalent attitudes 

toward target speaker models that they gravitated to.  They tried to reconcile the 

hegemonic power of US Standardized English with native Indonesian and local ways of 

speaking English; and teacher role models who transcended the limitations of local 

cultural norms and those who consciously inserted those norms into their Englishing. 

Angelo and Satriya clearly were motivated to learn English and to learn it well, and in 

their statements to me about language use this motivation was directed little toward 

Western standards.  For Satriya, English created new spaces in which he could express 

himself:  it opened up new worlds in terms of technology and education, and it was a 

language in which he had learned to express himself in ways that had previously been 

discouraged in his lifetime.  For Angelo, English was perhaps a means to an end:  a 

secure way to get through college, as well as a foot still in the door were he to return to a 

“humanistik” career, as he described to me his interests in the fields of music, 

entertainment, or maybe even education (in opposition to a non- 
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“humanistik” career like, for example, business, which he strongly asserted that he would 

like to avoid).  These students’ needs, goals, and the changes they underwent with 

English in their lives remained neatly within Indonesian borders and Indonesianness; 

however, they were also impossible to separate from historically Western, and especially 

contemporary US-origin, forms of and uses for English. 
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3.5: Conclusion: repertoires, biographies and motivation in global English 
 

This chapter’s data analysis has explored communicative repertoires as they 

represent what a person does with and through language, when, where, why, and how.  

Stances taken (Jaffe, 2009), identities presented, and subjectivities negotiated in each 

interaction with my informants gave me insight into how their linguistic biographies and 

communicative repertoires informed their current ideologies and motivations, and how 

through stances taken they not only relayed their present selves to me but also laid out 

plans, or at least expressed desires, for who their future selves would become.  In our 

conversations, Satriya and Angelo demonstrated their motivations to use certain 

languages in certain places and spaces, and beyond but still inclusive of language, they 

described the people and characteristics that they did and planned to identify with in 

order to achieve their future ideal selves, as language users as well members of local, 

national, and global societies.  

The aim here has been to explore how language users’ reflections on and 

descriptions of their own linguistic and communicative repertoires can convey the 

possible functions of language in a historically situated locality.  Individuals’ repertoires 

are clearly unique:  individuals move, feel, and find inspiration emotionally, relationally, 

and contextually through languaging in multiple languages.  Their repertoires are similar 

in a macro sense:  Angelo and Satriya live within shared histories in Indonesian, 

postcolonial and global contexts that have laid before them possible language codes and 

possible ways of communicating through those languages.  At a meso level, the two 

students participated in the same faculty, reading from the same learning materials, with 
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the same peers and professors.  Within these contexts, however, their individual 

repertoires and motivations were quite unique:  peer groups in English Debate Society 

and the performing arts; professors who inspired them to be more Javanese, Indonesian, 

or Western; different ethnic affiliations; and different career goals and aspirations.  

Angelo and Satriya’s own unique permutations of past linguistic biographies, current 

interactions, and decisions made toward their imagined future selves, formed these two 

participants into unique individuals with different ways of using language and imagining 

themselves in relationship with and to their local society. 

In their daily lives, much of the skills taught through these two students’ English 

Department courses and extracurricular experiences with English provided them with 

critical thinking skills that offered a different lens through which to examine their local 

cultures and their own places within them, enabling them to approach local issues in new 

and critical ways.  Their exposure to Indonesian professors of English from different 

places and cultures, as well as to US and Australian origin faculty members and teaching 

assistants, exposed them to habituses and attitudes that were novel, inspiring, and 

challenging to their notions of locally possible ways of being and relating to others.  

Furthermore, while these new ideas were often appropriated within the context of an 

English language education, they bled across languages and became a part of these 

learners’ routine ways of thinking and doing—of their summative communicative 

repertoires.  
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3.5.1: English in globalization 

By exploring these two English majors’ motivations to speak and act in certain 

ways in their expanding linguistic and communicative repertoires, this analysis has also 

provided insight into attitudes toward English in globalization. While I found 

Western/US hegemonic control over the English language to be well in place, its local 

and personal usefulness to these two learners also portrayed nuanced complexities in their 

local contexts.  The English language created a space (one among many not limited to 

English language use) for them to imagine themselves as members of a global English-

speaking community, and to assert their own locally grounded identities amid the 

hegemonic forces of globalization; it was also a place to expand their identities and 

communicative repertoires beyond—to scale out of (Blommaert, 2010)—the options 

available in Javanese and Indonesian national spaces.  At CJCU, professors conveyed to 

students their personal attitudes about many life issues, including their attitudes toward 

localized ways of deploying English.  Regarding the latter, these two students assumed 

ideological stances claiming that locally marked uses of English are desirable and 

welcome as part of the global English speaking community, while also conveying that in 

Indonesia, English is cool and attached to images of sophistication, intelligence, prestige, 

and wealth, whether those be Indonesia-specific or specific to White and US/Western 

images.   

In my research I encountered beliefs that Western/US styles of conveying 

arguments—learned in English language environments—were much more effective than 

local ways of argumentation; that native speaker dialects of English other than US 
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standard English were generally hard to understand and generally not to be imitated; and 

that the TOEFL reigned as the primary test of Indonesian learners’ English proficiency.  

Thus, while some teachers and learners of English are critically moving to encourage its 

democratization, it appears that center and native-speaker English (Kachru, 1985, 2005), 

controlled by the few and learned and used by millions more, remains English learners’ 

and periphery speakers’ target model.  As a field of critical applied linguists and language 

educators, we may be heartened to know that critical awareness among teachers and 

learners of English is spreading; however, the agenda of curricula and critical pedagogies 

that encompass the teaching, learning, and politics of English (Canagarajah, 1999, 2008; 

Jenkins, 2007; Pennycook 2001, 2010) must continue to be pushed as far as the reach of 

the language itself. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FROM LANGUAGE OF THE MARGINS TO LANGUAGE OF THE CENTER:  

THE INTERNATIONAL IN INDONESIAN NATIONALISM 
 

In a blog post I came across mid-year during my time in Java, an Indonesian 

expatriate who had recently returned to the country expressed his dismay at the uses of 

English he was encountering, when there were plenty of Indonesian words available to 

convey what were, in his opinion, the same meanings: 

One thing which recently made it into my reverse-culture-shock impact list is 
the widespread use of incomprehensible (read: broken), mixed-language 
expressions, potentially due to many reasons (to name a few: innocent show-
off, following the mainstream, or just trying to look more "educated"). It starts 
with an easy one, like denoting the printer cartridge types as "black" and 
"color", i.e. in English, although we have good Indonesian words for that 
("hitam" and "warna", in case you can't recall). The worse part is yet to come, it 
kills me when someone starts to sprinkle English words in an otherwise perfect 
sentence, e.g. "tapi you mesti ngajak aku to follow your, ehm [can't find the 
English words], kegiatan, which is sebenarnya quite interesting". This 
wonderful fragment is ridiculously non-sense for both foreigners who never 
learned Indonesian and for my fellow countrymen who do not know English at 
all. 

(english vs indonesian, November 4, 2009) 
 

The use of English in signs and in talk in Indonesia is clearly remarkable, as it is 

often the case that these words are publicly presented without readers’ and listeners’ 

necessarily understanding their denotative meanings (Sneddon, 2003).  Students I spoke 

with over the course of the year admitted that English is not something for local 

Indonesian people to use when they are out and about in public places.  As Angelo stated 

in our second research interview, when Indonesian people speak English together in 

public it is completely inappropriate.  He relied on his Sociolinguistics course 

terminology to describe his disapproval of two girls he had seen speaking English to each 
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other in the town’s mall:  “Pokoknya kecerdasan dia mungkin dalam mempelajari bahasa 

tinggi tapi sociolinguistic competencenya yang kurang” ((The bottom line is maybe she 

has high intelligence for learning language, but it’s her sociolinguistic competence that’s 

lacking)) (Angelo, Interview 2, November 27, 2009).  In a later interview Angelo took 

advantage of his awareness of my insatiable appetite for culinary adventures in order to 

provide the following analogy to describe local citizens’ motivations for speaking 

English in public:  

Angelo:  …menurut aku, orang-orang yang ini. mereka baru awal-awal bisa 
bahasa inggris. 

Lauren:  okay.  
Angelo:  baru awal-awal bisa. jadi, merasa baru bisa: terus wah. mau dipamer-

pamerkan. ya seperti halnya gini lah. uh: kau baru bis- baru menguasai 
satu resep masakan. 

Lauren:  satu apa?  
Angelo:  satu- menguasai resep masakan. chinese food misalnya. no. not chinese 

food. indian food. yang bumbunya macem-macem itu kan?  
Lauren:  mhm.  
Angelo:  and you master it. (dalam arti) kan setiap hari masak itu terus and: ingin 

orang-orang melihat semuanya. sehingga yang biasanya cuma masak 
untuk untuk eh: maybe, ya ma- usually you only cook for MD and MI.  

Lauren:  u-huh  
Angelo:  sekarang jadi masak untuk untuk, [prof]. and you cook and you bring it 

to common roo:m, for for everyone to, um: to take uh uh give a taste. 
and: like later when you have group interview you cook and you share 
it with us.  

Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo:  mereka hanya seperti itu, karena, menguasai sesuatu yang di mata 

orang kebanyakan sulit. india. indian indian cuisine. itu kan bumbunya 
macam-macam. bumbunya ada yang, sampai sepul- uh the ingredients 
and the seasoning is very complicated. and once you master it well, 
pinginnya ya itu tadi.  

Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo:  everyone, everyone should see wah. I can. I’m mas- I’m mastering it.  
 
Angelo:  …in my opinion, people that here. they are just starting to be able to 

speak english.  
Lauren:  okay.  
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Angelo:  just starting to be able to. so, feeling like they newly can: then wow. 
they want to show it off. yeah the thing it’s like this see. uh: you have 
just- have just mastered a food recipe.  

Lauren:  a what?  
Angelo:  a- you’ve just mastered a food recipe. chinese food for example. no. not 

chinese food. indian food. that’s spices are all sorts of things right?  
Lauren:  mhm.  
Angelo:  and you master it. (meaning that) you know every single day you cook it 

and: you want all people to see it. to the point where those who you 
usually cook for uh: ma- usually you only cook for MD and MI.  

Lauren:  u-huh. 
Angelo:  now you come ot cook for for, [prof]. and you cook and you bring it to 

common roo:m, for for everyone to, um: to take uh uh give a taste. and: 
like later when you have group interview you cook and you share it 
with us.  

Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo:  they’re just like that, because, you’re mastering something that in the 

eyes of most people is difficult. india. indian indian cuisine. that see the 
spices are all sorts. the spices there are, up to te- uh the ingredients 
and the seasoning is very complicated. and once you master it well, you 
want like what I said earlier.  

Lauren:  u-huh.  
Angelo:  everyone, everyone should see wow. I can. I’m mas- mastering it. 
 
                                                                 (Angelo, Interview 3, February 1, 2010) 

 
 Just like showing off a new style of cooking that one might have recently learned, 

English, according to Angelo, is a commodity rarely accessible, and perhaps not evenly 

sought, by all Indonesian people.  It is considered a language and a subject area difficult 

to master for most; not quite like learning the simple spice combinations of Chinese 

cooking, but rather like the incredibly complex and intricate combinations that Indian 

cuisine is known for.  Perhaps, then, someone who has acquired the English language 

commodity would like to show it off just as a food aficionado would want to show off a 

new, complicated and rarely accessible style of cooking s/he had just learned; however, 

this display of access to spices new, novel and hard to acquire would only be appropriate 
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among friends, and perhaps more specifically, among friends who equally shared interest 

in cooking and access to international cuisines.  Through this analogy made enjoyably 

and personally relevant for my own understanding, Angelo was pointing out that in local 

society it was inappropriate to show off in public one’s (developing) mastery of English.  

One must, rather, be demure and save that new skill for the privileged places where it 

belongs in the Indonesian context:  in the English classroom, within the walls of the 

English Department, with international friends, and with local friends who equally share 

an interest in and access to the English language.  English remains an essentially foreign 

language that only the most privileged within Indonesian state territory have access to. 

In the Indonesian public sphere, James Sneddon describes, “Speaking English or 

spicing one’s speech with English words, phrases and even whole sentences, is so 

frequent among educated people that the need to keep up puts enormous pressure on 

many to acquire such skills” (2003, p. 176).  This is enacted among the upper middle 

classes and it is also modeled in many venues, including in the widely circulated talk of 

pop culture stars; in newspaper articles, often with direct transliterations into Indonesian 

next to them—which Sneddon points out are often just as foreign to the general reader as 

the English forms themselves; and in speeches by government officials who “throw 

English expressions into their speeches, sometimes without a clear idea of what they 

mean” (p. 177).  These acts of “Englishing” (Pennycook, 2006) represent attempts to 

enact, and have recognized by consituents and fans, certain personae, characterized by 

higher education, mobility, wealth, prestige, and contact with a world beyond Indonesia’s 

borders.  To show off one’s English locally, then, is not just a display of English per se.  
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Instead, I approach the English that a person shows off to be a display of everything that 

“the English language” hitchhikes along with:  access to higher education and wealth; or, 

in the case where one “spices” his/her speech with English words without having those 

material goods, achievable aspirations to them at best, and false aspirations to an 

inachievable status at worst.  It is these latter presentations that are inherent in local 

speech displays of English that put Angelo and others off.   

In this chapter I take advantage of English majors’ “double” positionality locally, 

as at once knowers and possessors of a very limited commodity, “the English language”, 

as well as local citizens who lived within the systems and institutions of Central Java that 

gave English forms locally specific meaning and significance.  Their interpretations from 

this standpoint provided me with insight into local meanings of English forms that make 

their way around the world in the current era of globalization, and of globalization’s role 

in making “the English language” (seem) so significant and important in the world today.  

To understand English’s significance today around the world and in Central Java, a brief 

history of English’s arrival in its current position of world’s most highly sought after 

language, and a continuation of the story of Indonesia’s membership in the global 

community of modern nation-states, are in order. 
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4.1: English in globalization 

  David Graddol gives a concise summary of the history of English’s spread around 

the globe, which I will even more concisely summarize here.  In the three hundred year 

period from 1450-1750, Britain began expanding by founding colonies overseas, 

concomitantly expanding its financial reaches.  During this period, English made its way 

to North America and India, and with the rise of printing the written English language 

was stabilized into a standard form.  English as a Foreign Language teaching began in the 

Netherlands and France in the 16th century.  From 1750 to 1950, the industrial revolution 

began and initiated a “global restructuring of work and leisure which made English the 

international language of advertising and consumerism” (1997, p. 7).  The telegraph 

became a widespread form of long-distance communication, reinforcing the links among 

spreading British colonies and consolidating imperial powers, and English-medium 

education was implemented in most British colonies.  “The first international series of 

English language-teaching texts was published from Britain in 1938,…the world’s first 

TV commercial was broadcast in the US in 1941, [and] English emerged as the most 

popular working language for transnational institutions.”  From 1950 to present day,  

With Britain’s retreat from the empire, local and partially standardised varieties of 
English have emerged in newly independent countries.  ELT has become a major 
private-sector industry.  In the aftermat of World War II, the US became a global 
economic and cultural presence, making American English the dominant world 
variety. The first geostationary communications satellites were launched (Early 
Bird 1965) and the Internet was invented (US 1970s).  A world market in audio-
visual products was created and soap operas such as Dallas circulated the globe.  
Worldwide English language TV channels began (CNN International launched 
1989). Meanwhile, English has acquired new electronic forms…  

                      (1997, p. 7) 
 
David Crystal further describes English’s global role in the last two centuries: 
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By the beginning of the nineteenth century, Britain had become the world’s 
leading industrial trading country.  By the end of the century, the population of 
the USA (the approaching 100 million) was larger than that of any of the 
countries of western Europe, and its economy was the most productive and the 
fastest growing in the world.  British political imperialism had sent English 
around the globe, during the nineteenth century, so that it was a language ‘on 
which the sun never sets’ [cit Quirk 1985].  During the twentieth century, this 
world presence was maintained and promoted almost single-handedly through the 
economic supremacy of the new American superpower.  Economics replace 
politics as the chief driving force.  And the language behind the US dollar was 
English.  

(2003, p. 10) 
 
Crystal also points out that currently “[A]bout a quarter of the world’s population 

is already fluent or competent in English, and this figure is steadily growing—in the early 

2000s that means around 1.5 billion people” (2003, p. 6).  In globalization, increased 

rapidity in transportation, communication, and the development of economic markets and 

international organizations, have led to rapid distribution of scapes representing privilege, 

prestige, mobility and wealth.  Politically, the UN with its many official languages, 

maintains English as its most common working language (Duchêne, 2008), and regional 

political organizations like ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) and 

SEAMEO (Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization) have adopted English 

as their official and/or working languages.  In techno- and mediascapes, products often 

spread faster than the time that would be needed for translation from their original 

languages, leading to the ubiquitous presence of English on televisions and computer 

programs.  Thus, English finds itself associated more and more with images of individual, 

national, and global prosperity, both politically and economically as well as through the 

“soft” global flows of media, mass communication, and massive transit.  English’s 
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increased semiotic presence throughout societies, along with its official ratification by 

state and supra-/inter-state organizations, all increase the rush to get English to all.  To 

meet these demands—perceived or real—of the increasing global importance of English 

for all, nation-states around the globe are rushing to get the language to the masses 

through school curricula that are not clearly successful—though what such success would 

look like itself is also quite nebulous.  Despite the large numbers of English speakers 

Crystal estimates, Mufwene (2011) and Gil (2010) have pointed out that the number of 

fluent speakers of “the English language” is very small outside of the world’s four 

primary Anglophone countries.  Pennycook (1994) estimates that despite large-seeming 

numbers of English speakers, this still only indicates that one in four people in the world 

have some level of fluency in English.   
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4.2: Globalization and language studies 

The problem in talking about languages per se is that we can be led astray from 

seeing the actual underpinning mechanisms that lead to languages’ usages in certain 

“glocal” contexts (Mufwene, 2010).  Before any claims can be made regarding exactly 

how many English speakers there are at present and whether or not English is 

imperializing the world (Phillipson, 1992), we would be more informed by exploring uses 

of English language nested within Mufwene’s glocal, Blommaert and Pennycook’s 

local—as components of Hornberger & Hult’s (2008) local language ecologies.  Such 

investigations clarify how English is used, how fluent these huge numbers of non-native 

English speakers really are, and therefore what English in the world signifies today as an 

index to processes of globalization. 

In this chapter I show how English/-es/-ings in Indonesia are epiphenomenal to 

mass trade, mass media, and the globalization of education forms and standards which 

are deeply rooted in modernization, postcolonial statehood, and now globalization.  

Within the current era, a global rush to access global goods largely associated with the 

wealthy and prestigious West, and especially the US, has rendered “the English 

language” itself one of the goods that individuals and nations often rush to attain.  I argue 

here that such a rush to English alone represents modernity’s continuing legacy in 

pointing to languages themselves as entities that can do things to or for people 

(Pennycook, 2006).  In discourses about English, its treatment as a global good and thus 

its separation from the contexts to which it is attached when used risks erasing an 

understanding that there are many other goods that one must have access to in order to 
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truly gain a position in a globally mobile elite society.  The English language indeed does 

very little to or for people; however, access to the places where it might be used in the 

first place make all the difference in the world.  I thus look beyond language per se to 

understand globalization’s impacts on language use and education in Indonesia. 

 

4.2.1: Globalization  

As I addressed briefly in Chapter 1, since the advent of modernity, which has 

been linked to the linguistic and societal theses of Johann Gottfried Herder in the 18th 

century, in order to be recognized socially, culturally, and/or politically, groups must 

assume the form of nations, at state, sub-state, and supra-state levels (Anderson, 2006; 

Bauman & Briggs, 2003; Duchêne, 2008; Keane, 2003; Pieterse, 2007).  Above state 

level, international organizations are typically modeled after the nation-state models that 

preceded them.  Duchêne (2008) explains that this began with the League of Nations, 

which was later restructured to become the UN.  Supra-state organizations such as the 

UN represent their own pluralities of nation(-state) members and have their own official 

languages, standards, and constitutions.   The UN itself aims to create a community of 

(most) states in the world, with its own constitution modeled after Western states and 

with sets of official and working languages (see Duchêne, 2008 and UN General 

Assembly Rules of Procedure, Rules 51 and 57).  In Southeast Asia, the Association of 

South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) represents the collectivity of Southeast Asia, and just 

recently adopted English as its official and working language though it had been 

promoting the use of English for conducting business prior to the recent official 
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declaration (ASEAN Charter, 2008; Graddol, 2006).  At state level, as discussed in 

Chapter 1, the model of governance that the Indonesian state adopted upon 

nationalization is a replication par excellence of modernity’s globalized nation-state 

structure (Heryanto, 1995).  Finally, at sub-state levels, we saw in Chapter 2 that in order 

to establish the Indonesian nation itself, the local identities that it claims to unite had to 

be created under the same national framework; and likewise, for these now sub-state 

cultural groups to maintain their unique identities within Indonesian statehood, they have 

had to claim their identities under the model of nationhood (Duchêne, 2008).  Hence in 

Java, a Javanese (sub-)nationality has been created, with its own emblematic language 

(kromo) and emblematic cultural icons, and its own “proto-national” position in national 

time (Bauman & Briggs, 2003; Errington, 1998).  The national body as political actor and 

political subject is ubiquitous—nationality and nationalisms represent a hegemonic 

hierarchization of the world community at, above and below the level of states  Groups’ 

assumption of national identity is required for their recognition, but such assumption also 

promises hierarchization, which has so far led in the global community to continued 

minoritization and peripheralization of the world’s post-colonial states.  At sub-state level 

these centre/periphery structures have been further replicated, hierarchizing groups within 

nation-statehood into ever more localized centres and margins. 
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4.3: The sociopolitical life of English in Indonesia: indexicality and ideologies 

After centuries of trade, migration and invasion from the regions that make up 

present day India, China and the Middle East, the islands that now make up the western 

half of Indonesia were colonized by the Dutch.  During colonial occupation, education in 

the territory was largely limited to the Dutch themselves and to a very few elite members 

of indigenous populations, and took place through the medium of Dutch language.  

During the time of Indonesia’s nationalization and independence, it was the Dutch 

language through which Dutch-educated Sumpah Pemuda leaders communicated in order 

to declare Indonesian the nation’s official language (this time period is described in-depth 

in Sections 1.3.1 and 2.1.1).  In one fell swoop in the nation’s declaration of 

independence, Dutch was demoted from having any official status in Indonesia, and 

Indonesian took over as the national and official language, to be used in all government 

and educational contexts.   

Globally at this same time, English, a colonial language in many localities all over 

the world, but not in Western Indonesia, was rapidly rising to dominance as a global 

lingua franca, supported by the birth of the UN with English as its lingua franca, and by 

the United States’ rise to power as the world’s moral and financial leader as it led the 

allied powers to World War II victory (Duchêne, 2008; Graddol, 1997).  Dutch remained 

in Indonesia in higher education institutions for a brief period (Sneddon, 2003), but it was 

soon forgotten as a language of Indonesia’s colonial past as Indonesia and the world 

came to see English as a primary key to national participation in the global community of 

nation-states.  Since the 1960s, English education efforts have steadily risen in Indonesia.  
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Today, English language courses are a part of nationally standardized curricula starting in 

elementary school, and private English language instruction continues to mushroom 

throughout the nation.   

I approach the presence of English in Indonesia as primarily a fact of the 

globalization era.  Dutch and English both were explicitly avoided in the state’s effort to 

claim its own national identity.  It was relatively easy not to choose English as the 

nation’s lingua franca given its prior lack of penetration into the archipelago, and Dutch 

was easily sloughed off after Indonesia severed ties with the Netherlands and welcomed 

itself into the global community of nation-states, where English was already becoming 

the world’s ratified lingua franca.  Thus, despite Indonesia’s self-emblematization with 

Indonesian as its national and official language, the state’s very act of entering the global 

community of nation-states has guaranteed English’s importance within Indonesian 

borders.  Recent internationalization of education standards as well as continuing 

discourses in globalization about English’s importance have guaranteed the nation’s 

increased rush to English despite the language’s foreign status and the nation’s lack of 

resources to implement internationalized curricula and English language education.  As I 

will show below, Indonesia’s nationalization under the Indonesian language has led it to 

double binds wherein its implementation of increasingly globalized educational standards 

has left it sometimes lacking translation resources necessary to bring educational 

materials out of English and into Indonesian; sometimes lacking teachers proficient 

enough to teach through the English-medium curricula; and sometimes, despite attempts 

to implement English language education from elementary school on, forcing English 
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language materials on students who do not have English proficiency enough to 

understand course materials.  I first, though, turn to ideologies about English language in 

Indonesia. 

 

4.3.1: Positioning English 

To begin this chapter’s data analysis, I pick up from where we left Angelo’s 

analogy in the chapter introduction, analogizing diplays of culinary and English 

expertise.  I will now continue to explore the significance of English’s manifestations 

locally, both in speech and public written communication.  To explore here the 

significance of English in Central Java, Indonesia, I have benefited from these English 

major research participants’ “double positionalities”, as knowers both of “the English 

language” and of the local meaning systems that give meaning to manifestations of 

English as it is used locally.   

 

4.3.1.1: English signifies “social divergence” 
 

Nisa described English’s locally understood status as a language foreign to 

Indonesia when she explained that English conversations had no place in her local 

context—if she were to converse in English with her friends she would risk being seen as 

a snob, as showing off an English commodity that she and her friends, differently from 

most other people in their local environment, enjoyed high levels of access to as 

university students and especially as English majors.  She also expressed concerns about 

Indonesians’ high valuation of and low access to English.  According to Nisa, knowledge 
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of English might be representative of a certain “divergence” among citizens in terms of 

their opportunities to gain access to a “foreign English language” commodity, should 

they want or need it: 

I think the use of English may also cause social divergence. People who are able 
to speak English will be considered more educated, while other people who are 
not proficient in English will be ashamed since they are considered less educated. 

 
(Nisa, Sociolinguistics Final)  

 
Ultimately for Nisa, as Angelo expressed in the introduction, in no place locally, 

other than in English classrooms and interactions with foreigners, was the language an 

expected tool of communication.  Nisa explained the prestige of possessing English by 

describing envy and admiration among her neighbors that English might one day carry 

her beyond Indonesian state borders.  She also indicated in the quote above that 

knowledge of the English language correlates with access to state-regulated education, 

which indicates that the state, by attempting to distribute English nationwide as a 

classroom-based foreign language of study, effectively positions itself as gatekeeper of 

citizens’ access to learning the language.  A national spectrum of English language 

proficiency signifies the levels of access that students have had not just to English 

language education, but to education in general (Javanese is a similar indicator as was 

discussed in Chapter 2, but with an inverse correlation of proficiency with education 

levels attained).    

The opposite end of the English-access spectrum from where Nisa positioned 

herself above was exemplified in a focus group gathering in which I met with Dian, 

Dewi, Lidya, and Ayu.  As we were wrapping up our time together, the conversation 
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topic at hand inspired me to share my newly acquired identity as “mister” whenever I 

walked along local streets.  These four young women were surprised to hear me say that I 

was often called “mister”: 

Lauren: it’s okay. aku sudah menjadi mister di sini.  
((group laughter))  

Lidya:  really?  
Lauren:   sering dipanggil di jalan, miste/r:/ hey miste/r:/ 

((group laughter))  
Dian: kalau menurutku mereka asal bicara.  
Lidya:  they don’t know the meaning of mister.  
Dian:  hu-uh, mereka mengira bahwa semua bule mesti dipanggil miste/r/. 

instead of miss or misses.  
Ayu:  hu-uh.  

((group laughter))  
Lidya:  double gender.  
Lauren:  yeah. itu menjadi term neutral, gitu.  
Dian:  miste/r:/  
Lauren:  hey miste/r:/ 
… 
Lauren:  terus, bagaimana mungkin ini yang saya tidak mengerti bagaimana 

mungkin, karena sekarang belajar, dari SD atau sebelumnya, belajar uh 
bahasa inggris. tapi, anak masih memanggil mister untuk, cowok cewek 
nggak papa. bagaimana mereka, belum tahu: atau, kenapa mereka 
masih pakai miste/r/ kalau pasti sudah belajar misses mister, boy girl di, 
kelas?  

Dewi:  itu tergantung sekolahnya. kadang kalau sekolahnya kualitasnya bagus 
mungkin mereka maksudnya dengan fasilitas yang, memadai: gitu 
bahasa inggrisnya, juga bagus mereka udah ngerti yang mana yang 
mister mana yang misses gitu sudah gender mereka udah mengerti 
bahasa inggrisnya udah cukup bagus tapi kalau misal kan, kalau 
sekolahnya, yang, ya, ya cuma yang biasa biasa gitu mungkin, kadang 
satu kelas isinya, lebih dari tiga puluh anak. guru ngajar di depan udah 
pokoknya guru ngajar terserah muridnya mau ngerti apa nggak jadi 
muridnya cuma, ya, mister. udah dapatnya mister kan dia.  

Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  tapi nek menurutku yang manggil mister mister tu kebanyakan yang 

nggak sekolah. mereka apa, orang-orang yang, apa namanya,  
… 

 [pendidikannya kurang.] 
Ayu:  [pendidikannya kurang.]  
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Lauren: it’s okay. i’ve already become mister here.  
((group laughter))  

Lidya:  really?  
Lauren:  I’m often called in the street, miste/r:/ hey miste/r:/  

((group laughter)) 
Dian:  in my opinion they’re just talking nonsense.  
Lidya:  they don’t know the meaning of mister.  
Dian:  u-huh, they think that all white people must be called miste/r/. instead 

of miss or misses.  
Ayu:  u-huh.  

((group laughter))  
Lidya:  double gender.  
Lauren:  yeah. it’s become a neutral term, like that.  
Dian:  miste/r:/  
Lauren:  hey miste/r:/ 
… 
Lauren:  then, how is it possible here’s what I don’t understand how is it 

possible, because now [everyone] studies, from elementary school or 
before it, they study uh english language. but, kids still call out mister 
for, guy girl it doesn’t matter. how do they, not yet know: or, why do 
they still use miste/r/ if they’ve surely already learned misses mister, 
boy girl in, class?  

Dewi:   that depends on the school. sometimes if the school’s quality is great 
maybe I mean with facilities that are, sufficient: like tha the english, is 
also great they already understand which is mister which is misses like 
that already gender they already understand the english is already 
pretty good but for instance see, if the school, that’s yeah, yeah only 
that’s so-so like that maybe, sometimes one class is filled with, more 
than thirty kids. the teacher teaches in front yeah that’s enough as long 
as the teacher’s teaching whatever it’s up to the students if they want to 
understand or not so the students only, yeah, mister. that’s it they just 
got mister see.  

Lauren:  okay.  
Dian:  but who in my opinion are the one’s who yell mister mister like that 

most of them don’t go to school. they what, people that, what’s it called, 
…  
[their education is less.] 

Ayu:  [their education is less.]  
 

(Lidya, Dian, Ayu, Dewi, Interview 4, May 20, 2010) 
 
 These findings indicate, similar to Blommaert’s (2010), that the use of certain 

English formations demonstrates vast disparities in individuals’ educational access.  
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According to these young women, Indonesian people with only the lowest levels of 

education would ever develop an association of “mister”, the semantic terms of which in 

standardized English are represented as [+/- White, + adult, + male], as instead simply 

[+White].  Among those with little access to education, and therefore access to mostly 

semiotic forms of English for which translocal grammatical and denotational standards 

do not apply (see Table 4.1 below), the word “mister” has come to iconize Whiteness in 

general.  An individual who displays this latter 1-1 word-icon association therefore 

displays his/her lack of educational access.  I now turn to a conversation I had with Dian 

about a t-shirt that I had come across in a local clothing boutique, wherein she uses her 

“double positionality” locally to explain to me who might have access to the multiple 

possible meanings of the English language forms on this shirt. 

 

4.3.1.2: At the crossroads: English, Englishing, and Local Expertise 

In localized language practices, language is performed and identities are created 

“online”, during interactions, as interlocutors take stances toward each other, toward 

objects, and toward absent social referents and presupposed social categories (Jaffe, 

2009; Pennycook, 2010).  The presupposed language categories that I adopt to analyze 

this conversation below are based on Jan Blommaert’s (2010) configuration of 

languagings (Pennycook, 2006) as positioned within a four-part quadrant of time, space, 

and scales of access to standardized language forms, shown in Table 4.1 (repeated from 

Section 1.2.1).  
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 Lower Scale Higher Scale 

Time Momentary Timeless 

Space Local, Situated Translocal, Widespread 

Table 4.1: Language Scales in Time and Space  
From Blommaert (2010, p. 34). 

 

In order to analyze the conversation below, I use an analytic lens of stance-taking 

(Jaffe, 2009) to highlight how local and translocal English knowledge and knowers 

position each other and local Javanese residents as having differing degrees of relevant 

English language expertise, and also how they position forms of English language as 

semiotic and linguistic signs.  The image discussed in our conversation (Figure 4.1 

below) was one in a series of photos I had taken of billboards, street signs, and street 

murals, while roaming local streets and shopping centers of Indonesia.  I was inspired to 

ask students about these pictures in order to learn about local interpretations of written 

language in public spheres (Blommaert, 2010; see also Bever, 2010; Kress & Van 

Leeuwen, 1996; Ramakrishnan, 2009; Scollon & Scollon, 2003).  I had come across the 

shirt in a clothing boutique that I would frequently walk by, as it was close to one of my 

favorite off-campus locations to sit and do work.  The t-shirt is a visually dynamic piece, 

with a DJ turntable background and a smattering of English phrases.  In our conversation, 

I asked Dian what she thought about it, would she buy it, and what the phrases meant to 

her. 
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Figure 4.1: The t-shirt that Dian and I discussed. 

 

I was able to gain insight from Dian as a local informant that most people do not 

have access enough to the formal English language learning resources needed to learn 

that the English on this t-shirt might be in some way “wrong”.  Dian demonstrates her 

critical awareness that her own access to large amounts of formal English language 

education as a college educated English major positions her with access that is rare 

locally.  Not everybody is privy to the information and the position that she enjoys, and 

she points out these local market limitations on an English language commodity. The 

analysis specifically shows Dian and I positioning each other in terms of who held the 

locally relevant expertise that was needed to understand why this shirt looked the way it 
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did, and who locally would want to buy it.  In the conversation I point to instances where 

Dian takes stances 1) that position the shirt in terms of its semiotic value, 2) that position 

Dian herself in relation to her fellow Javanese community members—in terms of their 

local knowledge of and access to forms of English; and 3) I show how she and I take 

stances that position each other as experts in localized and translocalized versions of 

English. A detailed coding of the conversational turns and stances take during our 

performances is provided in the table below, followed by a textual interpretation of 

relevant turns of conversation. 

1  Lauren: ini baju yang saya  
2          melihat di seberang ada  
3          toko kecil di- kalau  
4          nyebrang terus turun.  
5          apakah: kalau Dian  
6          sendiri, 
7          ingin membeli t-shirt  
8          seperti ini? (.)  
9  Dian:   uh: it depends on: our-  
10         our mood. 
11 Lauren: on your mood. 
12 Dian:   iya. 
13 Lauren: okay. 
14 Dian:   uh i think there are a  
15         lot of clothes uh and:  
16         many:: products,  
17         apa namanya ada tulisan  
18         bahasa inggrisnya. 
19 Lauren: [iya] 
20 Dian:   [there] are so many 
21         words in english.  
22         but sometimes,  
23         the words uh are wrong. 
24 Lauren: okay. (.) 
25 Dian:   uh structu:re and,  
26         apa ya,  
27         struktur dan:  
28         >banyak sekali kata yang  
29         salah.< 
30 Lauren: ↓iya 
31 Dian:   >mereka menuliskan  
32         kata yang salah< ta↑pi,  
33         itu terlihat keren 
34         se↑kali kalau bahasa  

this is clothes that i  
saw across there’s  
a small store at- if  
you cross and then go down.  
would: Dian  
yourself,  
want to buy a t-shirt  
like this? (.) 
uh: it depends on: our-  
our mood. 
on your mood. 
iya. 
okay. 
uh i think there are a  
lot of clothes uh and:  
many:: products,  
what is it that have the writing  
in english. 
[iya] 
[there] are so many  
words in english.  
but sometimes,  
the words are wrong. 
okay. (.) 
uh structu:re and, 
what yeah,  
structure and:  
>very many words that are  
wrong.< 
↓yeah 
>they write  
words that are wrong< ↑but, 
it’s seen as very cool  
if it’s  
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35         inggris. 
36 Lauren: o:kay jadi (.)  
37         tidak penting artinya  
38         [tapi] penting  
39 Dian:   [iya]             
40 Lauren: ing[grisnya?] 
41 Dian:      [iya]       
42         penting inggrisnya.  
43         dan kelihatan keren  
44         kalau sudah kayak gitu. 
45         tapi banyak sekali  
46         tulisan yang strukturnya  
47         salah. 
48 Lauren  okay.  
49         kalau ↑ini: bagaimana? 
50 Dian:   time hot.  
51         i don’t know. 
52 Lauren: okay. 
53 Dian:   what they mean by: uh:  
54         <time ↑hot> 
55 Lauren: karena sebenarnya (.) 
56         i↑ni it’s miller ↑time  
57         itu di a↑merika,  
58         itu: um: (.) ucap- kan:  
59         ucapan: um (.) 
60         perusahaan bir.  
61 Dian:   uca↑pan perusahaan ↓bir.  
62 Lauren: like uh slogan. 
63 Dian:   ↓oh:   
64         tapi artinya apa? 
65 Lauren: it’s miller ↑time  
66         it’s time to have a  
67         miller.  
68         miller itu beer. 
69 Dian:   ↑oh: gitu. 
70 Lauren: so it’s miller time itu,  
71         satu iklan di amerika  
72         untuk <miller merek  
73         beer.> 
74 Dian:   but why they put hot? 
75 Lauren: ho:t?  
76         [h] >saya tidak  
77         ↑ta↓hu.< @@ (.) 
78         terus here we go:  
79 Dian:   mungkin me↑reka: apa:  
80         namanya,  
81         they don’t care about  
82         the meaning,  
83         they don’t care about  
84         the: apa namanya,  
85         the structure,  
86         as long as it is written  
87         in english it’s  

english. 
o:kay so (.) 
the meaning is not important 
[but] what’s important 
[yeah] 
is the [english?]  
       [yeah]  
what’s important is the english. 
and it looks cool  
if it already looks like that. 
but very many  
of the writing structures are 
wrong. 
okay.  
↑this one, how about it? 
time hot.  
i don’t know. 
okay. 
what they mean by: uh:  
<time ↑hot> 
because actually (.)  
↑this it’s miller ↑time  
that in a↑merica,  
i:t’s um: (.) a say- um:  
saying: um (.)  
beer factory. 
beer factory ↓saying. 
like uh slogan 
↓oh:  
but what’s it’s meaning? 
it’s miller ↑time 
it’s time to have a  
miller.  
miller that’s a beer. 
↑oh: like that. 
so it’s miller time that,  
an advertisement in america,  
for <miller brand  
beer.> 
but why they put hot? 
ho:t?  
[h] >i don’t  
↓know.< @@ (.) 
then here we go: 
maybe ↑they: what  
is it,  
they don’t care about  
the meaning,  
they don’t care about  
the: what is it,  
the structure,  
as long as it is written  
in english it’s  
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88         awesome.  
89 Lauren: okay (.)  
90         dan kalau kamu membeli, 
91         memilih untuk arti ↑juga  
92         atau:  
93 Dian:   no.  
94         [I do(h)n’t c(h)are.] 
95 Lauren: [hanya memilih] you  
96         don’t care. 
97 Dian:   I do(h)n’t c(h)are. 
98 Lauren: okay.  
99         hanya pilih inggrisnya?  
100 Dian:  uh: aku sebenarnya  
101        nggak- nggak terlalu  
102        suka,  
103        dan tidak terlalu peduli  
104        dengan tulisan,  
105        whether it is written in  
106        english,  
107        or in bahasa indonesia  
108        even javanese I(h) 
109        d(h)on’t c(h)are.= 
110 Lauren:=okay (.) 
111 Dian:  because the: apa  
112        namanya,  
113        model bajunya juga 
114        biasa-biasa saja. 
115 Lauren:okay. (.)  
116        ya saya heran waktu  
117        melihat ini >karena saya  
118        pikir,<  
119        >tapi orang di sini< 
120        tidak minum beer. 
121 Dian:  [yes] 
122 Lauren:[dan] ini waktu saya  
123        melihat langsung bir.  
124        [ hwo̥] ini [hwo]= 
125 Dian:  =~ya~ most people will  
126        not ca(h)re. 
127 Lauren:okay. 
128        ºterus samaº depan- o  
129        dalamnya.  
130        disc on the road ºsaya 
131        tidak tahu apa itu.º  
132        DJ on the ↑sky.  
133        (2.0) oh (3.0)  
134        ini ditulis apa?  
135        bisa melihat? (.)  
136        ↑m:: (8.0) ini.  
137 Dian:  /↓tɾʌn ↑tɾʌn/  
138        /ti aɻ ju ↑ɛn/ (.) 
139        /↓tɾʌn/ (.) 
140        </tɾʌn/ it up.> 

awesome. 
okay (.)  
and if you buy,  
you choose for the meaning ↑too  
or: 
no.  
[I do(h)n’t c(h)are.] 
[you only choose] you  
don’t care. 
I do(h)n’t c(h)are. 
okay.  
you only choose the english?  
uh: I actually  
don’t- don’t really  
like,  
and don’t really care  
about writing,  
whether it’s written in  
english,  
or in indonesian  
even javanese I(h)  
d(h)on’t c(h)are.= 
=okay (.) 
because the: what  
is it,  
shirt model is also  
just so-so. 
okay. (.)  
yeah I was surprised when  
I saw this >because I  
thought,<  
>but people here<  
don’t drink beer. 
[yes] 
[and] this when I  
saw it right away beer.  
[ hwo̥] this [hwo]= 
=~ya~ most people will  
not ca(h)re. 
okay. 
ºthen sameº on the front- oh 
inside.  
disc on the road ºI 
don’t know what that is.º 
DJ on the ↑sky. 
(2.0) oh (3.0) 
here is written what? 
can you see? (.) 
↑m:: (8.0) this. 
/↓tɾʌn ↑tɾʌn/ 
/ti aɻ ju ↑ɛn/ (.) 
/↓tɾʌn/ (.) 
</tɾʌn/ it up.> 
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141 Dian:  what is=  
142 Lauren:       =right 
143 Dian:  trun it up? 
144 Lauren:di: >amerika itu<  
145        >↓thurn it up<  
146        >kalau (.) suara radio 
147        mau dike↑rasin= 
148 Dian:  =oh ↓turn.  
149        <it ↑should ↓be>  
150        /ti: ju aɻ ɛn/. 
151 Lauren:↓ya: 
152 Dian:  but ↑this is (.) 
153        uh ↑this is <wrong i  
154        think>= 
155 Lauren:      =iya. (4.0) 
156 Dian:  >salah kan< tulisannya?=  
157 Lauren:=ya< 
158 Dian:  ↓ah: (2.0)  
159        but people will not care  
160        about it. 
161 Lauren:↓right (.)  
162        cuman kalau bajunya  
163        terlihat ba↑gus gitu?  
164        dan ada[ing↑gris]nya.  
165 Dian:         [↓ya:] 

what is= 
       =right 
trun it up? 
in: >america that’s<  
>↓thurn it up<   
>if (.)the radio volume  
needs to be turned ↑up= 
=oh ↓turn.  
<it ↑should ↓be> 
/ti: ju aɻ ɛn/. 
↓ya: 
but ↑this is (.) 
uh ↑this is <wrong i 
think>= 
      =iya. (4.0) 
>salah kan< tulisannya?= 
=ya< 
↓ah: (2.0)  
but people will not care  
about it. 
↓right (.)  
only if the shirt  
looks ↑cool like that?  
and [there’s the ↑eng]lish. 
    [↓ya:] 

 
(Dian & Ayu, Interview 4, March 13, 2010) 

 

Here, I discuss three salient turns that demonstrate how my US-local knowledge 

of English is stripped of its authority in this Javanese context, and how Dian’s Javanese-

local knowledge takes authority between the two of us.  

In line 74, Dian presupposed that Lauren might have the information necessary to 

give this shirt meaning; however, Lauren quickly pointed out that she had no clue why 

the shirt was designed the way it was.  Dian then invoked her own local expertise (line 

79) to help both interlocutors figure out why the shirt was designed the way it was.  In so 

doing, she simultaneously positions a certain set of Javanese people separate from Dian 

herself, who knows, as I do, that the English on this shirt is incorrect, and who also does 

not partake in buying shirts like this anyway.  “Maybe they…don’t care about the 
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meaning, they don’t care about…the structure”, it’s just the fact that this symbol, English, 

which denotes coolness and prestige, is appealing to Javanese tastes.  

In lines 116 to 120 we see how Lauren inappropriately assesses the local meaning 

of English.  Dian positions herself as local expert, and Lauren as lacking local expertise, 

by informing Lauren of what this shirt means locally:  “…people will not care” about it.  

Lauren affirms Dian’s higher position on the hierarchy of local expertise by rephrasing 

Dian’s statement and seeking further confirmation of her understanding.  Dian assumes 

this status over Lauren and confirms her stated understanding. 

Moving on to interlocutors’ assessments of translocal expertise in and importance 

of English, Dian also takes a stance, toward Lauren and toward the local Javanese 

population in general, as a local authority on a translocal form of English.  In line 156, we 

see that by seeking confirmation from Lauren as to whether her assessment of formal 

English language is correct or not—“salah kan, tulisannya?” ((wrong isn’t it? the 

writing?))—Dian positions Lauren as higher up on the hierarchy of normative language 

expertise.  Lauren takes this up, thus both interlocutors have positioned Lauren as the 

translocal, standard English expert between the two of them and confirmed that the 

formal English on this t-shirt is less than standard. 

Throughout interactions like these in this interview, Dian displayed to me what I 

have termed her “double positionality”:  she was aware of the local meanings of English 

and also uniquely privy among locals to information about formal English.  She 

demonstrated this by stating multiple times that “people here”, unlike herself, would be 

unaware that the English on local clothes is often wrong.  The structure doesn’t matter; 
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it’s simply that if it’s “in English it’s awesome” (lines 87-88).  Dian knows that the 

English on the shirt is incorrect, and she also knows that in the eyes of most local 

residents, this assessment does not even matter.  Her formal, translocal English 

knowledge is appropriate only in limited-access contexts, and the wider and more general 

meaning that English carries locally is its iconicity of prestige, wealth, and sometimes 

Western values.  Dian is aware that she is in a unique and elite position within the local 

societal ecology to have access to this knowledge.  From this privileged position she is 

thus more aware of the shirt producer’s intent in putting English on this shirt; an 

awareness that in turn may give her power as a consumer to decide if this is a coolness 

she would like to buy (lines 9-10: “It depends on our mood.”) or not.     

The turns discussed here have demonstrated how English’s value and meaning are 

bound in local time and space:  public forms of English are entirely symbolic and carry 

meaning as chunks of English, and not as the smaller parts that make up these chunks.  

Furthermore, Dian expressed her awareness that she was in a unique position among her 

fellow Javanese residents.  She understood that the English on this shirt, on the level of 

the translocal, global linguistic marketplace, was indeed wrong; however, she also 

understood that that did not matter in this situation, where English had entirely local 

value to the point where someone like myself, who had translocal knowledge of English 

and hailed from a main center of “the English language” was as a newcomer stripped of 

her ability to assess English meaning locally.  My local knowledge (US-local, in broad 

definition) of English meanings was entirely out of place with respect to local meanings 

of English.  This affirms Pennycook’s (2010) assertion that language, whenever it is used, 
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is relocalized.  As soon as I had left my primary linguistic field, my own local repertoire 

of English knowledge lost voice in a very pertinent way in this Javanese-Indonesian 

locality.  However, my translocal English knowledge maintained a dominant voice and it 

was evident that Dian’s formal English knowledge was still positioned as lower than 

mine in a translocal, global hierarchy of formal English expertise (Blommaert, 2010).   

Regarding the instance of English itself, separated from this t-shirt it would be 

meaningless.  The meaning of its forms locally are entirely contingent upon the 

materialities to which they are attached.  By this assertion, English becomes a “semiotic 

hitchhiker” similarly to Mendoza-Denton’s (2011) creaky voice phonation.  Semiotic 

hitchhikers, Mendoza-Denton claims, indicate nothing on their own, but when combined 

with other speech stylings participate in meaning complex that indexes certain locally 

defined personae.  In the case of these specific English phrases, they have no meaning 

locally without the material effects to which they are attached:  the Miller brand name has 

never entered into this context, and phrases related to DJing would be understood by only 

the most cosmopolitan, if not a select few Western expatriate, Indonesians.  These 

Englishings carried meaning for me prior to my entry into Java because I hailed from the 

localities where they were attached to Miller beer advertisements and popular disc jockey 

phraseology.  However, such associations became meaningless as soon as they were 

removed from my local context of origin, and the significance of any formal linguistic 

structure at all was also erased, leaving the English on the shirt to index nothing more 

than an English language icon.  For the Javanese Indonesian citizenry these instances 

became semiotic “Englishings” (Pennycook, 2006) of very clear value and meaning only 
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when they were attached to a clothing boutique, which sells products at higher purchase 

value as compared to other clothing vendors locally.  The addition of English onto this 

shirt then only adds further authentication that this shirt is cool and valuable locally, and 

likewise further reinforces English’s own local value as a commodity as a language that 

appears on products of higher purchase value.   

 

4.3.1.3: Nationalized morality 
 

“The English language” can also locally index moral values divergent with those 

of ideal local citizens.  Satriya described a former teacher’s negative perception of 

English’s influence on Indonesian moral values, when the teacher called into question 

Satriya’s own morals and national allegiance as a local resident who speaks English:  

Others think that when we speak English we do not care about our nation. This is 
usually stated by elders because my old teacher when I was in elementary school 
stated the same. They assume that English brings a lot of negative influences in 
culture, and lifestyle such as free sex or vulgar clothes. Nevertheless, I always 
wonder how can negative influence happen when we only speak English. As a 
response to this, I believe that young generation still can hold our culture values. 
If young people are that stupid to be negatively influenced by speaking English, 
of course a lot of teenagers around me are pregnant now and getting sexually-
transmitted diseases. 

 
(Satriya, Sociolinguistics Final) 

 
Satriya was quick to point out, in response to his teacher’s commentary that 

English embodies foreign and lesser morals, that his own morals and the morals of an 

entire generation of Indonesian teens who were exposed to learning the English language, 

were not defined by the languages they spoke.  He went on to state that his knowledge of 

English did not make him a foreigner nor did it make him act like a foreigner; rather, he 
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remained entirely local and proud to hold the upstanding morals of a young adult raised 

and educated locally.  He was a Javanese Indonesian who happened to be able to speak 

English thanks to the educational opportunities he had had and the choices he had made.   

Through this explanation, Satriya effectively separated “the English language”—a 

single code associated with a single group of people (“Westerners”) who according to his 

neighbor had a single set of morals (free sex and vulgarity)—from those associations.  He 

described how he managed to maintain his own sense of Indonesianness and proper 

morality while regularly using English in local spaces, thereby relocalizing English:  

removing it from its “original” context and re-placing it within the moral systems of 

Indonesian culture.  Satriya was proud to be an Indonesian national who simultaneously 

upheld his Indonesian morals, through Javanese, Indonesian, and English languages in 

his daily life. 

 

4.3.2: Discussion: evaluating local Englishing 

In the above examples I have demonstrated that English is manipulated in local 

ways to achieve meaning in a local moral fabric and institutional system of valuation in 

which the English language is commodified.  The students I interviewed, positioned 

specifically as local “keepers of the English language” of sorts, have through their higher 

English educations become privy to the fact that English seen on clothing, signboards, 

and in many public venues, often has very little concern for grammatical correctness.  

The materialities on which English appears, and the bodies through which it is spoken 

publicly, appear together and mutually reinforce each other’s semiotized values and 
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indices:  a t-shirt sold in a clothing boutique, for a high price, is already somewhat 

“cool”; the design and the English on it affirm the shirt’s value.  Students, already having 

high levels of education and middle-class status, by showing off their English, 

demonstrate that it is a commodity that few have access to.  In both of these cases, the 

semiotic value of English per se is reinforced as something the very imagery of which is 

desirable.  English is a foreign language, yet it has entirely local meaning:  local values 

and systems of meaning making ensure English’s status as a symbol of wealth among 

possible Indonesian lifestyles.  

The above analysis attempts to gain insight a process of how English meaning 

comes to be entirely relocalized (Pennycook, 2010).  Semiotic English, regularly taken 

from popular phrases in the West, hitchhikes along on local materialities to index 

coolness, prestige, and aspirations to cosmopolitanism.  Modernistic ideologies that treat 

languages as entities in and of themselves then separate the English from this t-shirt and 

combine with other Englishings and talk about English language to reinforce beliefs that 

English has inherent value as a commodified good—it is, to some, a language that will 

benefit all who have it (Pennycook, 1994). 
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4.4: Globalization, economic interests and the English language:  
      model before content 
 

To treat English—or any language—as a foreign language is an ideological 

categorization of language that largely informs and is largely informed by nation-states’ 

reliance on modernistic national identity making.  The ideologies and commentaries on 

language use that I elicited above are superficial manifestations of the institutionally 

driven social creation and circulation of English as a consumable, performable good.  

This good is accessed largely through state educational systems.  Its use alone by 

individuals symbolizes their access to state institutions, and its use to sell products and 

present certain personae symbolizes aspirations to material lifestyles understood to be 

gained with such access (Blommaert, 2010; Heller, 2010; Heryanto, 2006; Pennycook, 

2006).  I have shown in the analyses above that in Central Java, Indonesia, individuals’ 

English productions index their own access to state controlled educational resources, and 

semiotic manifestations of English serve to index access to privileged resources and to 

reinforce ideologies that English alone can be key in achieving access to such resources.  

In the next section I demonstrate, through analysis of the internationalization of 

Indonesian education standards, how state control of educational access in general and of 

access to English specifically work hand in hand to give students educational and 

socioeconomic opportunities or to keep students from attaining these resources, 

ultimately turning English into a good that sometimes everyone wants and nearly no one 

needs, and sometimes few necessarily want but most do need, in order to access desired 

goods. 
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The ideologies explored in the previous sections—wherein English primarily 

indexes a limited access commodity and secondarily indexes wealth, prestige and access 

to education—are reflected and reinforced within state educational ideologies and the 

state-controlled provision of educational access.  A look below at pushes for English and 

for internationalized standards in state education systems will demonstrate how modernist 

language ideologies and Indonesian educational systems’ commodification of, as well as 

resistance to, English have led to an upward spiral of marginalization and access to 

quality educations for Indonesian citizens.  I show how a push for English language in 

order to decrease unemployment is ideologically unfounded; how the rapid 

implementation of elite Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional (SBI:  International Standard 

Schools) has sometimes led to learning situations where language competency 

requirements prevent content from being conveyed; and in the first section below, how 

one state tertiary education institution’s lamination of Indonesian language onto 

curriculum content borrrowed directly from Western English language models prevents 

students from learning the curriculum content adopted, unless they have already enjoyed 

privileged access to English outside of their undergraduate programs.   

 

4.4.1: Internationalizing and Indonesianizing higher education 

Midyear in my time in Central Java, I became friends with an Performing Arts 

major who was preparing her final performance to complete her undergraduate 

requirements.  As we became friends, I learned from JM that she had previously majored 

in the English Department at our university, and had then decided to come back to 
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complete another undergraduate degree in music.  Her position, in which she was able to 

complete and pay for two undergraduate degrees, was certainly one of privilege.  Her 

English language knowledge also enabled her to work as an English teacher in various 

departments in the university, and was key to her success above other students in her 

major department: 

Today at lunch with JM, she told me that FSP (Faculty of Performing Arts) 
students take two semesters of English but some of their classes use English texts.  
In one class she took, their primary text was all in English and she got like 14.5s 
out of 15 on tests while the other students got 4s and 5s.  She helped them every 
once in a while via SMS (text message), but she couldn’t always respond to their 
questions.   
…   
She’s an English teaching assistant/teacher in FTI (the Information Technology 
Faculty).  She said that in the FTI they take 8 semesters of English.  I’d said to her 
that I’d helped some FTI students with their abstracts for their final theses 
because they had to be in English.  She said “Yeah and that’s them with 8 
semesters; imagine the FSP students with only two.  And plus the language of 
English in FTI is very difficult…”  She said that in FSP they just learn simple 
present and past tenses—the classes are so basic.  That’s also the type of classes 
she teaches in FTI.  

 
(Fieldnotes, May 27, 2010) 

 
In the state’s rush to achieve internationally competitive education standards and 

practices while simultaneously aiming to educate all students through the medium of 

Indonesian, students sometimes get caught in a no-man’s land of the state’s battle for a 

modern yet independent identity, accessing education based on Western/international 

models without the infrastructure necessary to properly execute these education models.  

This ad hoc creation of an education system that aims to adopt international/Western 

standards while trying to use local/national resources has led to attempts to fill 

educational spaces with source-model English language materials that students can access 
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materially and superficially, but clearly cannot access in the true sense of the word, as JM 

described to me above.  This leads to an occasionally hollow educational process that 

threatens failure for students who have not had the privilege of learning English outside 

of their major coursework, and promises continued privilege for those who already 

“have” English.  By implementing an internationalized educational model that 

emphasizes Western curricular content in the hopes that Indonesian students will become 

competitive on an international market, the government has instead provided students 

with a gutted educational framework that superficially looks like what they want, but that 

they cannot fulfill with either the translation or English teaching resources available in 

country.  This, I argue, is one example of Indonesia’s double bind:  it both is a fact of and 

serves to lock Indonesian education into the global periphery.  In current globalization, 

international standards must be implemented for Indonesia to be recognized at all within 

the global community of developed nation-states; however, the Indonesian government 

has not provided the resources to either translate all materials required in these curricula 

into the national official language, nor to provide enough access to English so that any 

directly adopted materials will be fully understood by the students who read them and the 

teachers who teach them.  Within the international community of nation-states, a post-

colonial state’s attempt to claim its own identity while simultaneously becoming one 

member among the global community nation-states, guarantees its recognition, with 

simultaneous peripheralization, in the international community. 
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4.4.2: Internationalizing and Anglicizing secondary education 

School standard internationalization is also currently taking place in Indonesia’s 

implementation of secondary education institutions labeled as SBI.  

Under this system, curriculums have generally been adopted from OECD 
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries – such as 
the UK’s Cambridge International General Certificate of Secondary Education 
(IGCSE), or the US-based International Baccalaureate (IB).  

 
(Jakarta Post May 10, 2010) 

 
An Indonesian Department of Education document explains the goals of SBI 

education:  

1) SBI melaksanakan standar proses yang diperkaya dengan model proses 
pembelajaran di negara negara maju. 
2) Proses pembelajaran menerapkan pendekatan pembelajaran berbasis teknologi 
informasi dan komunikasi, aktif, kreatif, efektif, menyenangkan, dan kontekstual. 
3) SBI dapat menggunakan bahasa pengantar bahasa Inggris dan/atau bahasa asing 
lainnya yang digunakan dalam forum internasional bagi mata pelajaran tertentu. 
4) Pembelajaran mata pelajaran Bahasa Indonesia, Pendidikan Agama, Pendidikan 
Kewarganegaraan, Muatan Lokal, dan Pendidikan Sejarah menggunakan bahasa 
pengantar bahasa Indonesia. 
5) Penggunaan bahasa pengantar bahasa Inggris atau bahasa asing lainnya dimulai 
dari kelas IV untuk SD. 
 
1) SBI shall carry out processual standards that are enriched with learning process 
models from developed countries. 
2) Learning processes shall implement information and communication technology 
based studies that are active, creative, effective, fun, and contextualized. 
3) SBI shall use English as the medium of instruction and/or other foreign 
languages that are used in international forums for particular subjects. 
4) Studies of the Indonesian language, Religious Education, Citizenship Education, 
Muatan Lokal/Local Content, and History Education shall be carried out through 
the medium of Indonesian. 
5) The use of English or other foreign languages as the medium of education shall 
begin in the fourth grade of elementary school. 

 
(Landasan dan Pentahapan Perintisan SBI, n.d.) 
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In a set of bullets answering the question, “Why SBI?”, the Department of 

Education states:  

-Meningkatkan kualitas dan daya saing lulusan di tingkat regional dan internasional.  
-Sebagai antisipasi peningkatan migrasi tenaga kerja internasional. 
-Meningkatkan daya saing tenaga kerja Indonesia di pasar kerja internasional. 
-Mempertahankan peluang kerja tenaga kerja Indonesia di pasar kerja nasional yang 
dibentuk oleh Perusahaan Asing di Indonesia. 
 
-To improve the quality and competitiveness of graduates at regional and 
international levels. 
-In anticipation of increased migration among the international workforce. 
-To improve the competitiveness of the Indonesian workforce in the international 
market. 
-To sustain employment opportunities for Indonesian workforces within the national 
labor market established by Foreign Companies in Indonesia. 

 
(Kebijakan Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional, n.d.) 

 
A further reason given for the creation of SBI states that “[b]anyak orang tua yang 

mampu secara ekonomi memilih menyekolahkan anaknya ke Luar Negeri” (([m]any 

parents who are financially well-off choose to school their children outside of the 

country)) (Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional, n.d.).  As the elite citizens of Indonesia send 

send their children to find better educations outside of the country, the government claims 

that it finds it necessary to enter Indonesian education standards into the global education 

market dictated by the “keunggulan tertentu dalam bidang pendidikan” ((particular 

excellence in the field of education)) that OECD and/or US/UK educational standards 

exemplify (Kebijakan Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional, n.d.).  To keep wealthy Indonesians 

at home, the Indonesian government is creating schools that will shape its own citizens 

within national boundaries and under a nationalized identity, while also giving them the 
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tools that would make them globally competitive—and perhaps send them right back out 

of the country and into the world marketplace.   

SBI aim to put Indonesian students on equal footing with developed nations 

around the world through conforming standards and increasing English medium learning; 

however, as one professor in the ED—who was also a mother trying to get her child into 

Betultujuh’s local SBI-aspiring school—told me, SBIs require that incoming students 

pass a very rigorous test to get in, and also they cost just as much as college to attend, 

with very few academic and need-based scholarships available: 

They also told me about how for public schooling, both SMP [middle school] and 
SMA [high school], you have to take a test to get into the school.  For SMA (the 
one we talked about more) test difficulty depends on school, and renowned 
schools have hard tests.  Plus, from my conversation with [prof], tuition depends 
on the school as well, so that SN [National School] or SBI tuitions are incredibly 
expensive.  She told me that [the local SBI-aspiring high school] costs 
Rp10.000.000/year (the equivalent of $10,000) and so is the FBS at CJCU.  I 
asked BT and SF, (both high school students) about SMP, what if a student can’t 
pay?  They said there are dispensations from the government and also you can get 
academic scholarships.  BT got one in SMP that paid for 3 months of his school 
tuition. 

(Fieldnotes, January 26, 2010) 
 
Further information concerning the problematic implementation of SBI came 

forth during my stay in Central Java during the summer of 2008, when I was told that 

there had been instances in these schools where administrators placed teachers with 

strong English proficiency in subjects that they were not qualified to teach; or vice versa, 

that they assigned English curricula to teachers who were specialists in the field of study 

but could not speak the prescribed language of instruction.  This was also described in a 

2009 article in the Jakarta Post: 

Teachers in Jakarta may not be ready to take up the challenge of teaching subjects 
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in English, as stipulated by a current government policy that requires every 
province to have at least one international-standard school. 

"Some teachers still struggle to teach the English language in English, let alone 
teach other subjects using the language," Itje Chodidjah, the British Council's 
educational advisor said on the sidelines of a symposium on bilingual education, 
which was attended by representatives of 10 countries. 

In 2006, the government introduced the English Bilingual Education (EBE) policy 
and designated 112 schools to start pilot programs in English. 

"The need to master English is becoming more pressing," Suryanto, the director 
general of primary and secondary education said at the event, adding that fluency 
in English would open many doors. 

However, the English language capability of teachers, even in the capital city, 
may not be strong enough to implement the policy. 

(Teachers lack English language skills, June 10, 2009) 

In 2010 I brought up this accusation in my conversation with a Department of 

Education representative:  

I asked him about what I’d heard from people and had read about English in SBIs: 
that in some cases either an English teacher is invited to teach a subject area, ie. 
science/math, that s/he does not know, because s/he can speak English; or a 
science/math teacher is asked to teach in English without knowing enough 
English, to the point where the subject material is not conveyed to the students.  
He said yes that has happened, and what they think is best is that the teacher be a 
specialist in the field first, and then they can keep working on English. But if the 
teacher doesn’t have it (English) yet, s/he can get things across in Indonesian in 
terms of the important content to be learned…So, teachers need to be majors in 
the subject first, and then English, if used every day and written in every day for a 
while, will come along.  

(Fieldnotes, April 4, 2010) 
 
Similar to the FSP’s provision of English texts to students within a curriculum 

that was instituted before it had the appropriate resources to do so, limited elite-access 

SBI also evidence the implementation of internationally standardized frameworks with 

sometimes hollow insides, due to the implementation of models without the resources 
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necessary to fill curricular requirements.  In SBI, the rush to get English-medium 

education in place has left some teachers unable to communicate lessons and students 

unable to understand them.  In tertiary education, the rush to maintain the use of the 

nationally emblematic Indonesian language within an internationalized curriculum has 

led to adoption of English-language original curricular materials without the resources 

necessary to translate them all into Indonesian.  Both of these cases have left the students 

who enjoy the state’s most privileged educational opportunities with occasionally 

superficial, hollowed out educational experiences.  The titles are there, but the content is 

not.   

These two instances demonstrate the double bind Indonesia finds itself in:  

internationalization of state education standards cannot be effectively instantiated without 

English, but when English is used, a lack of resources for fluent English acquisition has 

inhibited students’ learning.  The “foreign language”, English, is of essential importance 

domestically, but it hitchhikes along with internationalized standards.  In tertiary 

education, the inevitability of English is resisted to no avail, and SBI secondary schools 

rush to implement English-medium schooling, also to no avail.  English is taught now at 

all levels of public schooling with very low success rates, and there is a widespread and 

rapidly increasing number of private English learning institutions wherein better English 

proficiency is guaranteed by paying for a more expensive institution.  “The English 

language” may be seen as a tool for mobility and a key to higher education, but it is only 

such for people who already have access to higher educations and mobilities.  English is 

part and parcel of better educations and increased mobility; standing alone, it has no 
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significance per se for increasing mobility and wealth among the population. Despite this, 

the belief persists that it is English that works to get people what they aspire to have and 

where they aspire to be in life. 

 

4.4.3: Self-perpetuation: English increasing English’s importance 

Both Nisa and Angelo had been forced by their elders to major in the English 

Department contrary to Nisa’s desire to major in Psychology and Angelo’s to major in 

Performing Arts.  Their respective elders claimed that an English major was more 

practical, and that it would more likely guarantee these students’ financial security in the 

future job market.  In a group interview one day, when I asked Lidya, Dian, Ayu, and 

Dewi why they had majored in English, Dian responded:  

kita merasa seperti apa namanya, kita lebih, contohnya kaya kita masuk ke 
english department. kita merasa bahwa prospek kalau kita bisa apa, 
menguasai, bisa master bahasa inggris tu kita akan mendapatkan pekerjaan 
yang lebih mudah. jadi kita mikir kalau bahasa jawa kan cuma lingkup 
pulau jawa, tapi kalau bahasa inggris kan lebih mengglobal. Apa, kita lebih, 
kaya gimana, ya, prospek bahasa Inggris pokoke lebih baik.  

 
we feel like what is it, we are more, for example like if we enter in the 
english department. we feel that the prospects if we can what, master, can 
master the english language we are going to get work more easily. so we 
think that for javanese see only the area of java island, but if english see it 
more globalizes [us]. What, we are more, like how is it, yeah, the prospects 
with English are better. 

 
(Lidya, Dian, Ayu, Dewi, Group Interview 1, November 3, 2009) 

 
For Dian as well, an English major presented hope for better and more mobile 

employment prospects.  However, it seemed to be the case that most people coming out 

of this department, which provided an English major primarily directed towards creating 
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English teachers, were prepared to either become English teachers or to enter a job for 

which simply a general undergraduate education was important, regardless of one’s 

major.    

After an ED-organized career presentation one day, ST, a fourth year English 

major I often spent time with outside of classes, expressed that she was rather 

confounded to find out that there were very few prospective jobs for her in which English 

might be useful:  

ST then talked about a girl who came back (all or most or many of the presenters 
at this thing were former ED students) to talk to them about being a banker.  The 
girl said that her English was 100% useless in her job.  ST had thought that for her 
interest in economics maybe banking would be good, but when she heard this it 
quickly changed her mind.  She had asked, I think, if there were certain positions 
in the bank that used English.  She said someone told her that in the treasury she 
could.  

 
(Fieldnotes, March 26, 2010) 

 
It seems that the only job being an English major guarantees is to be an English 

teacher, unless the English Department (as others do) were to host different content area 

specializations such as English journalism, which is intended to directly filter students 

into employment in the nation’s two national English language newspapers.  Other 

employment options in which English was used required further education in a specific 

fields of study, such as what it would take for ST to work in a bank’s treasury, or what it 

would have taken for Satriya to become an ambassador to the United States of America 

(see Section 3.3.1).  This demonstrates that the ideology that English per se is a 

commodity that once achieved will give an individual greater access and mobility in life 

is regularly contradicted:  educational access and privilege are what gain a person 
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mobility; English happens to hitchhike along for the ride as a signifier of the norms upon 

which aspirations to prestige have been built over centuries of Western colonization and 

imperialism, and now post-colonialism and globalization.  My assertion that English is 

inseparably associated with and largely limited to higher education and elite mobility, is 

further supported by Indonesian labor emigration statistics, to which I now turn.  

 

4.4.4: Upward mobility, outward mobility, and English’s mixed promises 
 

Returning to my conversation with the Department of Education representative I 

cited in Section 2.3, I also noted in our conversation his explanation to me that it was 

important to teach Indonesian citizens English in order to decrease high national 

unemployment numbers:  

I asked him what’s the importance of English and he talked about how the 
population is so high here, in order to decrease unemployment we need more 
people to be able to work outside the country.  He said the problem is not that 
people are incapable or unwilling to work, but rather that they don’t have the ie 
English to get them work.  

(Fieldnotes, April 11, 2010) 
 
Within the elite educational institutions described in the previous section, such a 

push for English clearly makes sense, as I have described.  SBI and higher education 

institutions participate in global scapes wherein English is indeed often a lingua franca.  

However, among the members of broader Indonesian society, who majoritarily do not 

have access to higher education, SBI, nor to a decent English language education, the 

most commonly discuseed international employment opportunities in my experience 

were both documented and undocumented positions taken as Pekerja Rumah Tangga 

(PRT)—housekeepers—in neighboring countries and in the Middle East’s Muslim 
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majority countries.  English in these countries is limited (Malaysia and Singapore5) and 

rare to nonexistent (Middle East).  To assess what role English might play in decreasing 

national unemployment by increasing citizens’ nation-external mobility therefore, I 

investigated Indonesia’s economic migration statistics to see what really were the 

primary forms of labor emigration.  The numbers of emigrants who find work in 

countries where English is a lingua franca, or in employment fields in which English is a 

working language, are evidently so small that they are negligible—not even mentioned in 

labor emigration estimates.  The estimates showed instead:   

Migrasi tenaga kerja di Asia sebagian besar bersifat temporer, dengan kebanyakan 
pekerja mempunyai kontrak selama satu atau dua tahun. Selain itu, migrasi tenaga 
kerja di Asia didominasi oleh pekerja berketerampilan rendah, umumnya 
dipekerjakan di proyek bangunan, rumah tangga, pertanian, industri pengolahan 
dan sektor jasa. Bagi beberapa pekerja, alasan untuk bekerja ke luar negeri adalah 
agar mereka bisa mendapatkan gaji yang lebih besar untuk membantu keluarga 
mereka dan diri mereka sendiri. Pada saat mereka bekerja di luar negeri, banyak 
dari mereka mengirimkan uangnya ke rumah untuk membantu membiayai 
kebutuhan sehari-hari keluarga, biaya pendidikan anak atau membayar utang 
mereka.  
 
A large portion of workforce migration in Asia is for temporary work, most 
workers having one or two year contracts.  Aside from these, workforce migration 
in Asia is dominated by low-skilled laborers, generally employed in construction, 
housekeeping, farrming, processing industries, and the services sector.  For many 
of these laborers, the rason that they find work outside of the country is so that 
they can earn better wages in order to help their families and themselves.  During 
the time in which they work outside the country, many of them send their monies 
home to help pay for their families’ daily needs, their children’s education 
tuitions, or to pay off their own debts. 

(IMO, 2010) 
 

The only countries listed in statistical accounts provided by both the International 

                                                        
5 In neighboring countries Malaysia and Singapore, English is a lesser spoken language among linguae 
francae such as Malay and dialects of Chinese (Ethnologue, 2012) but I have not found numbers detailing 
in how many homes it is the primary language of communication. 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Labour Organisation (2010) and the International Migration Association (2010) show that 

the primary countries of labor emigration from Indonesia are Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, 

Taiwan, Singapore, Korea, and the United Arab Emirates, with Malaysia and Saudi 

Arabia receiving overwhelmingly larger portions of these workers.  Within institutionally 

ratified employment migration counts provided by the IMO (from which non-legalized 

forms of migration—which are abundant—are excluded), the only places where English 

use is mentioned are in Malaysia’s requirements that PRT have a certain level of either 

Malaysian or English language proficiency, and in Singapore’s PRT support offerings in 

the form of (among a list of other items) English and Mandarin language education.  

Despite these organizations’ mention of English in both of these countries’ PRT 

standards, for prospective Indonesian PRT, Malay’s presence in both of these countries as 

a common lingua franca, and therefore the prospective employee’s not needing to learn a 

new language, was commonly described to me as the reason for which PRT migrate so 

readily to these two locations.  The foreign labor opportunities that currently decrease 

unemployment among the general Indonesian population therefore seem to me to be 

positions in which English use is negligible.  Perhaps, then, the numbers of emigrant 

laborers that the government is trying to increase are in white collar jobs where English 

truly is a language of importance.  By instituting SBI perhaps the government is trying to 

increase white collar labor emigration.  However, even if these possibilities are increased, 

the numbers are so small that it seems that any hopes for decreasing unemployment 

across the Indonesian population by increasing English language proficiency is a rush 

toward a commodity that, when treated alone, holds empty promises.  
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4.4.5: Discussion: jumping the gun on international standards implementation 

There has been a one-to-one connection drawn in Indonesian ideologies wherein 

English has come to signify prosperity or the potential for it.  In our semester final 

Sociolinguistics paper, Ayu described a future linguistic repertoire that she imagined for 

herself, as well as what languages Indonesia needs in order to prosper:  

For the conclusion, I will still use those three languages in the future. I will use 
Indonesian to speak with people from Indonesia, I will use Javanese to speak with 
people from java, and I will use English to help me earn my living because it is 
the international language, and this country will develop well if its residents are 
smart. Using English will enable people to master many subjects in the world, 
such as tourism, technology, science, and many other fields. So, people will get a 
good job easily when they are able to communicate. To communicate itself 
doesn’t mean only speak with the local people, but it is more on the 
communication in the world because from that, people will learn from foreigners 
directly. It means, they are not only learning by theory, since they directly 
practice it with those they learn from. 

(Ayu, Sociolinguistics Final) 
 

Through the examples above, I have shown that ideologies that English alone will 

gain the Indonesian state and its citizens prosperous positions in national and global 

society act to conflate the English language with the other important material factors 

alongside which this symbol of wealth hitchhikes (Mendoza-Denton, 2011).  Students 

who majored in English at CJCU did seem to at least have guaranteed jobs if they 

decided to become English teachers, but it often seemed to me that the country’s 

insatiable appetite for English teachers represented systemic beliefs that increasing the 

distribution of English alone could help the nation of Indonesia advance its interests in 

becoming one of the world’s prosperous and competitive nations.  Evidence shows, 
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instead, that English alone serves merely as an indicator of one’s access to education:  

higher education equals access to higher levels of English proficieny, and the two, when 

combined, equal greater mobility in life and work ventures.  In SBI and tertiary 

education, the Indonesian government is rushing to achieve international visibility and 

viability through international and Western hegemonic standards by implementing 

curricula that mimic internationalized standards, yet they do not have the language 

resources necessary to execute these models and make them effective for Indonesian 

students.  In the case of my university’s Faculty of Performing Arts, a curriculum based 

on Western models and the study of Western music styles and theories asks students in an 

Indonesian medium university to study materials that have not been translated into 

Indonesian.  The department simultaneously does not and cannot provide the English 

training necessary for its students and instructors to benefit from the English texts 

necessary for curriculum completion.  In International Standard Schools, a rush to get 

international standards into national schools in order to keep the nation’s wealthiest 

within the country and to simultaneously make them globally competitive, has led the 

government to implement English-medium curricula that it does not have the English 

language proficient teaching forces to fulfill.  In both of these cases, students and teachers 

have found themselves at impasses where language and content were not compatible.  

Both of these educational contexts demonstrate that rushed implementation of 

international standard curricula without the language resources necessary to execute these 

standards in the languages of the government’s choosing—whether this be resistance of 

English or coming to use English as a medium of education—risks compromising the 
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educations and the mobility of students in even these most elite and privileged Indonesian 

schools by providing at times hollow educations under international standard labels.  The 

state is in a double bind:  English cannot be avoided, but the state lacks the resources 

needed to meet internationalized standards with language and curriculum content 

appropriate to Indonesia’s student and teacher populations. 

In an upward spiral of peripheralization, we therefore see that the majority of 

students in Indonesian schools learn, by rote memorization in traditional classroom 

language learning environments, small, grammaticized fragments of English that have 

very little relevance to their lives; mass labor emigration opportunities remain regional 

and/or not connected with English nor with higher education; the implementation of 

English language curricula, and simultaneous attempts to exclude English from curricula, 

sometimes harm the most privileged students’ content learning.  In Indonesia, the English 

language is distributed at best to those who already have access to mobility, wealth, and 

international standard educations, and the national rush to get citizens English alone by 

increasing its distribution throughout educational curricula, promises nothing more than 

to provide a new indicator of their access to or marginalization from wealth and state-

distributed educations.  
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4.5: Conclusion: the double binds of Indonesian education in globalization 

Languages and languagings are arranged everywhere on scales, in spaces, in 

frames of time.  By approaching language both as an imagined entity—local, national, 

foreign languages, first, second, third languages—and as assembled communicative 

resources representative of larger societal processes, I was able to engage with English 

majors in Central Java, Indonesia who were able to point out some aspects of local 

English use that they were privy to as experts in both local and translocal, symbolic and 

formal, forms of English.  From this vantage point, they were able to highlight how and 

why English is used locally.  To them as students and as local citizens, and thereby as 

participants in Javanese and Indonesian political and cultural institutions, it was obvious 

that worrying about formally “correct” English on public signs and chic clothing 

completely missed the point of English’s placement in these locations in the first place.  

Local semiotic Englishings in fact, for most of the population on Java, have very little in 

common with the formal English that these eight English majors more rigorously studied 

and learned to communicate in.  In public on Java, both formally correct and semiotic 

occurrences of English signify prestige and aspirations to wealth and social and 

geographic mobility.  Performances of Englishing within local meaning and value 

systems position performers into an identity of having:  having access to wealth, having 

access to education, being a member of a class of Indonesian citizens that can have or at 

least can imagine having these material goods.  In this context, a t-shirt sold at a clothing 

boutique where prices are a little more expensive than other places indicates that there is 

a class of purchasers among whom English can signify prestigious aspirations because 1) 
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they can afford to buy this t-shirt, and 2) they presumably would want to based not only 

on the store it is sold in but also based on its design, inclusive of the English language on 

it.  Similarly, a local signboard with English on it indicates quality or prestige as long as 

the sign itself is of a certain quality and size; it otherwise indicates “just another use of 

English” that few people understand the meaning of, or a hollow attempt to present a cool 

product with no quality to actually back up this fact6 (Figures 4.2 and 4.3).   

  

Figure 4.2:  
A billboard for Djarum Super cigarettes in 

Betultujuh. 

Figure 4.3:  
A store sign in Yogyakarta, selling milk, 
toast, and a traditional nighttime milk and 

ginger beverage. 
 

 
 

                                                        
6 In an interview one day, I discussed the image in Figure 4.3 with Dewi and her boyfriend: 
   Lauren: kalau kalian, kalian melihat sign seperti itu, pikir lebih enak, akan lebih enak atau biasa saja juga atau,  
    Dewi: tergantung tempatnya.  
    Dewi’s boyfriend:  tergantung tempatnya bersih atau tidak.  
    Lauren: okay, so tidak tanda yang menentukan itu, tapi tempatnya sendiri?  
    Dewi: iya   
 
    Lauren: if you(pl.), you see a sign like this, do you think it’s better or just average or,  
    Dewi: it depends on the place.  
    Dewi’s boyfriend: it depends on if the place is clean or not.  
    Lauren: okay, so it’s not the sign that indicates that, but the place itself?  
    Dewi: yeah.   

     
(Dewi, Interview 4, March 21, 2010) 
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In Indonesian ideoscapes and financescapes, individuals in prestigious and 

privileged positions enact personae of Indonesian wealth and prestige, which include 

frequent use of English terms (Sneddon, 2003).  All of these come together to inform the 

Indonesian nation that English is important, and that higher status in society is intimately 

associated with “the English language” that is distributed and sold in limited ways in 

public schools and in private language learning institutions.  The evidence in this chapter 

has demonstrated that it is not access to English, but to wealth, mobility and education in 

general—which English hitchhikes along with—that gives one prestige in Indonesian 

society.  With access to these goods, one then inevitably gains a certain access to the 

English language, but English on its own (languages in general, actually) acts to do very 

little for people.  It instead serves as a remarkable indicator of the social locations people 

have found themselves in during their lifetimes, and the access people have had as 

members of politicized societal institutions (Blommaert & Backus, 2011). 

These institutions that groups and individuals have more or less access to are 

products of the post-colonial establishment of state models based on patterns established 

within relatively stable Western polities over centuries (Anderson, 2006; Bauman & 

Briggs, 2003; Duchêne, 2008), and the actions they have taken under pressures of the 

more recent economic and ideological flows representative of the globalization era 

(Albert, 2007; Helmig & Kessler, 2007).  The simultaneous nationalization and 

internationalization of the Indonesian state system, executed through the Indonesian 

language in order to authenticate an Indonesian identity that is unique and recognized as a 

self-contained nation-state member of the global community of states (Keane, 2003), has 
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resulted in the state’s rejection of English domestically, situating it as a foreign language, 

simultaneous with English’s increasingly unavoidable presence in popular culture 

spheres, new technologies, and school curricula.   

I have shown in this chapter that in order to understand globalization it is 

necessary to go beyond the use of English, and in order to understand the role of English 

in globalization, the intricacies of its presence, usage, and meanings must be locally 

explored.  The highest levels of prosperity in the world today quite likely cannot take 

place without some English proficiency.  However, English per se has frequently been 

synecdochized and mistaken for access to wider educational opportunity and to the 

wealth and privilege that enable people to procure better educations and greater mobility 

in the first place.  Furthermore, the state’s role as simultaneously promoter and 

gatekeeper of this access to English language demonstrates how the state itself is an 

entity completely enmeshed in global scapes of finance, media, and migration.  The states 

and nationalisms that structure global society today are firmly entrenched in flows 

beyond their control.  Some say this is a new phenomenon, others say that this is old 

news but that states’ powers within this web are decreasing currently.  Regardless, 

though, of whether or not states are weakening under the forces of globally expanding 

flows, what is manifest in localities at present is that states simultaneously reject and 

engage in overwhelming scrambles for the English language.  Better English education 

indexes better education in general; and English indexes access to global futures and 

global commodities but does not travel alone and cannot act alone to provide one access 

to a better future.  These understandings combine to demonstrate that the global learning 
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of English must be locally planned, and parsed into Specific Purposes programs that truly 

correspond to students’ personal and professional needs based on the markets they are 

working to enter and the languages used within those markets.  Language teaching must 

continue to be refined such that locally relevant and technically appropriate uses of 

English gain primacy in learning situations, as very few students aside from English 

majors are learning to be lovers of a “Global English”.  Students are, rather, learning how 

to gain access to the tools they need, which happen to co-occur with English in amounts 

specific to the markets they have interest in and their individual levels of access to these 

markets. 

In colonialism, de-colonization and modernization, and current globalization with 

its complex and enmeshed flows of media, languages ride along the surfaces of widely 

distributed models of prestige and flows of finance.  As such they act as the harbingers of 

things that have come to pass, are in process, and are waiting for us just around the 

corner.  English in this chapter is seen as a “semiotic hitchhiker”—its presence in 

locations around the world necessitates investigation of the underlying social, political, 

economic, and cultural flows that lead to its “bubbling up” to the surfaces where we 

encounter it.  “The English language”, when treated as a language that is inherently good 

for one to study (Pennycook, 1994), has led to rushes for English learning that aren’t 

always necessary and are more often poorly executed (Crystal, 2002).  Englishing is 

everywhere, but the English language is found only in limited contexts.  Governments, 

curriculum developers, and educators alike must be aware of this in order to continue to 
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work to create access to the right kinds of English to get students what they need within 

their globalized local contexts (Canagarajah, 1999, 2008). 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 

 
The local, around the globe, is a unique and necessary site for studying the 

multiple and elusive idea of a “global language” (Blommaert, 2010) as speakers endow it, 

in daily interactions, with multiple novel forms and functions, always in the interest of 

accomplishing communication goals important in their immediate contexts.  Every time 

any sort of language imagined to be community-external—such as English—is performed 

in a local context, it is immediately nativized into local ways of being, creating, and 

understanding; it is bundled into a newly shifted sense of Indonesian linguistic identity.  

It is thus through the workings of language and languaging in situ, exemplified in English 

language use and ideologies in Central Java, Indonesia, that this analysis of language in 

globalization has highlighted challenges to and crossing of the borders of Indonesian 

nationality and local language hierarchies.  This takes place in a widespread context of 

globalization in which neoliberalism, Western ideologies, products, and languages 

continue to seep through the “porous borders” (Canagarajah, 2008) of static state policies 

that set the scene for local language use, definitions, ideologies, and ecologies to thrive. 
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5.1: The commodification of state languages 

Many of the “new states”—the postcolonial states of the world—imposed 

Western national models onto sociopolitical histories that were much different from the 

contexts of the West (Anderson, 2006; Geertz, 1977).  With the adoption and 

implementation of the Indonesian language modeled after colonial nations, Indonesia was 

immediately transformed into a modern, singular nation with singular national language.  

For Heryanto, the creation and of a good, which occurred alongside the establishment of 

an institutionalized national way of communicating through officially ratified standard 

languages, created rights, issues of (non-)equity, and a “…new privilege to consume 

what is scarce” (2006, p. 54).  Thus, when someone uses a certain systematic way of 

performing language—or rather, of languaging—this is not just their use of a language; it 

is a performance of a certain status and a certain amount of access; not to language, but to 

education.  

The aim in this dissertation has been to explore contemporary globalization as it 

affects one locality in Central Java, Indonesia, with the intention of informing approaches 

to English language learning and language and education policies in localities around the 

world.  Local contexts create shared sets of possible worlds, possible identities, and 

possible futures that apply uniquely to every individualized cross-tabulation of time, 

space, place, and scale under their scope.  Languaging and talk about languages combine 

to provide a map of how we circulate through these contexts and possibilities.  Each 

person’s linguistic and communicative repertoires represent portraits of who lives how, 

where, when, and why, and how such ways of living are made possible within socio-
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politicized atmospheres.  Language users’ reflections about their own repertoires, which 

are situated within the linguistic ecologies through which these individuals circulate 

daily, can convey the possible functions of languages in their situated times and places.  

Individual repertoires are clearly unique:  individuals move and feel emotionally, 

relationally, contextually through languaging; yet these repertoires are clearly similar: 

these same individuals live within shared histories and macro contexts that frame the 

possible languages and possible functions of those languages for any given set of people.  

In this project I benefited from the knowledge English students’ from their “double 

positionalities” as both local citizens who have expert understanding in the language and 

sign systems in place in Central Java, Indonesia, as well as students who enjoy privileged 

access to tertiary level and formal English language educations.  From these positions 

they were able to deploy both sets of resources when necessary in order to jointly assess 

with me the meaning of multiple manifestations—semiotic and linguistic—of English, 

and thus to gauge who locally enjoys largely state-regulated access to which forms and 

meanings of English.  This fact of their double positionality allowed me as a community 

outsider not only to understand English in local meaning systems, but it also served our 

engagement together in Critical English Language Education, where we raised to the 

surface of conversation the politicized local contexts in which students lived and learned 

(Canagarajah, 2008; Pennycook, 2010), and gained understandings together of language 

forms’ representativeness of their producers positions in local society.  
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5.2: Language ideologies in statehood 

With the creation of languages in Indonesia upon the state’s inception, ideologies 

about what constitutes a language, about inherent complexity in language entities, and 

about how languages are learned and shared in societies have also made their way into 

contemporary national mindsets, affecting conceptions of and access to all language 

forms locally in Central Java.  Indonesian’s “ease” of learning and Javanese’s “difficulty” 

have been somewhat silently accompanied by shifts in access:  Indonesian is everywhere, 

and as long as one has good access to schooling, a certain fluency in the language is 

guaranteed.  It’s “no big deal” if you know it, as Satriya, Nisa and Novita pointed out.  

Formal, high register Javanese kromo, on the other hand, is encountered in decreasing 

contexts even within the home and neighborhood, and nationalized schooling in the 

official language medium has separated students for generations now from the societal 

spaces of interaction that may have in past eras led to different sets communicative 

competencies in a wider variety of registers of Javanese communication.  Indonesia’s 

modernization and the insertion of “Javanese language” classes into local content 

curricula has brought kromo into the family of modern language forms:  it is a formalized 

bahasa daerah (local language) now revered and iconized in a nostalgic (sub-)national 

imagination of a Javaneseness that is supposed to represent Javanese students, yet that 

decreasing numbers of them ever speak.   

Not everybody is fooled, though, by modernism’s separation of language from 

culture.  It seems that in places where language loss is addressed, such as the interaction 

Dian described between herself and her mother (see Section 2.2.6), there is a clear 
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understanding among some that the loss of merely “a language” is by no means what is 

happening in Javanese society.  Dian’s mother bluntly pointed out that her daughter could 

not act like her proper Javanese self without performing communicative acts that were 

possible only through kromo language use, and this led to a miscommunication between 

the two women wherein Dian, thinking she had “just” asked about “a language”, ended 

up receiving a massive assault on her character and identity.  It seems that Moeliono’s 

intentions from early on in nationalization, that university students like Dian be made the 

“pioneers of modernism” in Indonesia (1986, p. 78), has quite successfully come to pass, 

leaving non-modernistic views and voices like her mother’s still present in Indonesian 

society, but silenced:  relegated to the margins in comparison to the members of 

Indonesian society who, having scaled the ranks of a modern education system, truly 

have a voice. 
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5.3: Education policies in globalization 

In CJCU I examined the ways in which the school’s official Indonesian-only 

curriculum was executed.  I learned that non-English majors take just a limited amount of 

English courses.  In this way, Indonesian was their medium of schooling, and they 

studied English as a subject, away from the context of their coursework.  However, I 

learned from these students that some content course textbooks were in English 

regardless of whether they understand them or not.  In order to understand the material in 

these English texts, students outside the English Department relied on peers who did 

understand English enough to translate, or they came to English majors or native speakers 

like myself for help.  Despite Indonesia’s national language law UU24/2009, these 

students experience contradictory messages concerning how languages should be used 

and valued:  English is a subject matter, a foreign language, and not an education 

medium. However, since not all academic information can be obtained through 

Indonesian, students are occasionally left with English language materials that most of 

them cannot decipher.  The government’s and university’s insistence that English be 

limited to a few English language classes limits access to education for students who 

cannot understand course content available only in English.  Those who can understand 

this content are students who have resources to pay for English education beyond what 

schools provide.   
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5.4: The globalization of nations and states in modernity 

With the invention of nations and their modern states were also born languages 

(Bauman & Briggs, 2003; Heryanto 2006; Makoni & Pennycook 2006).  These 

languages, as labels for other nations within and above the structure of states, needed 

rights (the minoritized ones, see Ruiz, 1984), could live, grow, be threatened, and die.  As 

Duchêne points out, “…the logic of the nation-state creates problems that involve 

minorities; attempts to resolve these problems cannot in any way avoid the very logic that 

created the problems” (2008, p. 262).  Thus, despite the autonomy and agency asserted by 

the Sumpah Pemuda as they “created” Indonesia, the Indonesian state quite conceivably 

had to adopt this model and to profess its own self-“development” in order to 

participate—become visible—in a global community of others like itself who preceded it, 

had power over it, and were the models for its creation.  Likewise, the state also had to 

create the subnations within it in order to speak the same discourses as the nation-states it 

modeled itself after, by laying claims to the diversity that made it special and unique 

among states, and that it aimed both to overcome and to represent (Duchêne, 2008). 

The Indonesian nationalization project has quite successfully and rapidly 

integrated this postcolonial nation into the global community of nation-states (Keane, 

2003).  The language and education policies that the Indonesian state has made follow 

along in a globally hegemonic shift in the structure of nation-states.  These policy 

decisions at present are in part an effect of and reaction to contemporary globalization as 

states take actions both to stay relevant amid its forces and to push back against it.  As 

they do so, values of and access to the languages used and taught in each locality become 
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regulated not according to the non-state flows upon which they mostly ride, but instead 

are regulated by the state’s agenda of maintaining a national identity among the 

international community of nation-states.  As such, these policies affect students’ access 

to the resources needed to succeed in education and shift their access to community 

traditions.  

Within nationhood, the dynamics of access to linguistic resources have greatly 

shifted, to the effect that Javanese has been simultaneously erased (ngoko) and hyper-

languagized (kromo).  Indonesian is filling in the formal spaces of communication where 

Javanese used to roam:  it is rapidly being localized by language users (Cole, 2010) and 

becoming the sole language in the country to benefit from all the resources necessary for 

a modernized national language to thrive at the expense of other languages that surround 

it.  The Indonesian government’s pluralist nationalist rhetoric pays local languages lip 

service—perhaps in keeping with global movements to save local and indigenous 

languages and cultures (Duchêne, 2008)—by claiming that citizens should love their 

local languages.  But the very structure of the state more specifically conveys that is 

entirely up to the speakers of those languages to do so, and only seemingly in hearth and 

home as the UU24/2009 language policy subsumes every other social context, every sign 

on the street, and all mass communication, into the realm of in Indonesian.   

The government’s encouragement that citizens love their local languages, use 

their national languages, and study foreign languages, holds in a sense at least some 

rhetorical desire to transcend the Herderian one nation-one language ideology that has 

been attempting to “overcome” the multilingualism of state citizenries for nearly three 
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centuries.  The rhetoric given is that local languages will continue to be loved, and the 

seeming intention of that statement is that they will be used as well.  However, the 

modernistic ideologies that “Indonesia” had to adopt in order to make these rhetorical 

claims in the first place, required them to create and hierarchize languages in Indonesia, 

to the erasure of languages that remain primarily oral and the freezing in proto-national 

time and rural place of local formal representations written, spoken and enacted.  

Perhaps, then, the very model of nation-states imposed from above in modernity 

dooms state-minoritized local and place-based knowledges and languages in favor of 

nationalized languages, identities and citizenships, knowledges, spaces, and global 

commerce and media flows that travel within instants from the world’s cultural and 

political centers to even the most remote homes within the Indonesian polity.  It would be 

quite impossible, as Duchêne (2008) points out, to simply erase the models of modernism 

and start afresh; however, within them, the global and state hegemonies and monolingual 

homogenizing forces inherent in the nation-state structure and the continuing driving 

forces of globalization will continue to distribute institutionalized values and language 

forms unevenly throughout their realms, and to marginalize non-institutionally ratified 

languages and ways of life to the pasts, the edges, and the underclasses of the world’s 

nations.  In this atmosphere, Languages Other Than Indonesian maybe loved, but they are 

not protected, and they are severely marginalized. 
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5.4.1: Making room for linguistic agency amid national hegemony 

If we speak in terms of fully distinct languages like Javanese and Indonesian, this 

dissertation does point to a certain great loss in process.  Viewed syncretically, on the 

other hand, Javanese culture still thrives, adapting to the micro and macro circumstances 

of Javanese life which include nationalization, modernization, globalization, and rapid 

technological shift.  Javanese Indonesian, as Satriya pointed out in this data and as Cole 

(2010) has pointed out before, has become just as important an indicator of social and 

geographic location and identity as Javanese is and/or was.  While increasing modes of 

literate communication are leaving ngoko behind and educated classes of youths are 

being faulted for not speaking a high Javanese kromo language that their forebears 

presumably did speak, and speak well, new spaces and language forms emerge and 

become indexical of contemporary Javanese and Indonesian sets of identities and 

statuses.  

These decision-making processes…are de facto manifestations of implicit 
language policies. Informed by shared meanings about language constructed 
within peer culture, the culture of schooling, and broader frames of reference, this 
informal policy making profoundly influences language choices. While these 
processes can (and do) structure language shift, they also foreground the agentive 
potential of youth in family-, community-, and school-based language planning. 

 
(McCarty et al., 2009, p. 292) 

 
The ecological shift in language use in Java, while it has marginalized Javanese, 

has simultaneously opened up new spaces for social grouping and social identification as 

Indonesian has regionalized and been dialectalized into common languages of daily 

interaction and indicators of intra-national social and geographical origin (see also Cole, 

2010).  Localities and social positions marked by Javanese ways of speaking, in both 
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Javanese and in Indonesian language codes, have been scaled lower in a prestige 

hierarchy where nationalized and cosmopolitanized variants typical of the students who 

study in Indonesia’s most prestigious universities and urban centers reign.  The agency 

with which the young adults that Satriya pointed out formulate these daily language 

policies, can also be used to maintain Indonesia’s local languages.  As McCarty et al. 

later state: 

[I]mplicit policy making mechanisms can be detected within a social complex 
characterized by (a) dynamic, heteroglossic linguistic ecologies, (b) hybrid 
communicative repertoires, and (c) conflicting language ideologies. How youth 
and adults negotiate this sociolinguistic terrain can abet language shift, but may 
also open new “ideological and implementational spaces” (Hornberger, 2006) for 
heritage language reclamation.  

 
(2009, p. 302) 

  
 As educators and researchers, we assume a role in which we must continue to 

bring to students’ awareness what they do do and can do through language in the interest 

of providing students and policy makers alike with choices as to whether local languages 

continue their journey into the past or receive the same care that modern and modernized 

languages are given toward their growth among a contemporary global community of 

diverse local, national and global languages and cultures around the world. 
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5.5: English’s role in Globalization 
 

The highly regulated English commodity, created as such by Indonesia’s national 

government,  remains foreign to generic ideologies of Indonesianness. On the contrary, 

however, Englishing has been shown in the above analysis to be an integral part of 

Indonesian language ecologies in an Indonesia that is undergoing rapid technological, 

linguistic and discursive shifts in this current era of globalization.  English is apparent on 

product labels, in popular entertainment (Sneddon, 2003), and in “the Indonesian 

language” itself in the form of increasing numbers of English loan words into Indonesian 

(Hassall et al., 2008; Sneddon, 2003). 

 “The processes of language domination and loss have been known throughout 
linguistic history and exist independently of the emergence of a global language.  
No one knows how many languages have died since humans became able to 
speak, but it must be thousands.  In many of these cases, the death has been 
caused by an ethnic group coming to be assimilated wihtin a more dominant 
society, and adopting its language. The situation continues today, though the 
matter is being discussed with increasing urgency because of the unprecedented 
rate at which indigenous languages are being lost…At least 50 per cent of the 
world’s 6,000 or so living languages will die out within the next century.  

 
(Crystal, 2003, p. 20) 

 
Indigenous language loss and the globalization of English are thus perhaps 

outcroppings of the phenomena of modernization, postcoloniality and globalization, but 

they are not causative of each other and as such cannot be seen as directly related. 

I have further shown that English medium education is increasing, but only 

among those who are already the nation’s most privileged and who thus might potentially 

have access to elite international spaces where English is indeed a lingua franca.  Within 

SBI as well as Indonesian higher education institutions, internationalized standards have 
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been adopted wherein materials cannot be conveyed without either more English 

education among students and teachers, or more translation of materials into Indonesian. 

In trying to separate English from the contexts alongside which it hitchhikes, and in 

trying to separate international standard materials originating from English, curricular 

content has been hollowed out as translation resources for materials have been 

insufficient, or English-medium curricula have been instituted without the teaching forces 

necessary to transmit curricular goals through English.  The government attempts to 

spread the English language without evidence that English alone increases citizens’ 

chances for material gain; or it spreads educational models that require either English or 

more translated materials, without the resources to provide either. 

 A look at English alone provides a limited glimpse at globalization.  Ethnographic 

methods are well-suited to help us understand why languages shift, and what exactly it is 

that is globalizing in the world today. “[T]he logic of the nation-state creates problems 

that involve minorities; attempts to resolve these problems cannot in any way avoid the 

very logic that created the problems” (Duchêne, 2008, p. 262).  Duchêne’s words speak 

in reference to the establishment of minority rights within the dictates of the UN, and 

here I use them to refer to the Indonesian state’s promise of the survival of native 

languages in Indonesia.  No matter what lip service the state pays, it is inherent in the 

very makeup of statehood that any language that is not of the state, and is thus a minority 

language by my definition of the term, is doomed to the relegation that we have seen of 

Javanese to a formal language of a disappearing way of life, and a way of speaking that 

doesn’t qualify in the world of language objects” (ibid.).  Modernization is thus a multi-
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scape process; a process of becoming a new culture, a new “web of meanings” (Geertz, 

1973), that are locally situated but indeed hail from the West. 

English is manipulated in local ways to achieve local ends, and it is local and 

long-term residents who have fluency in and identify or disidentify with the Englishes 

that they perform and that they encounter in their daily lives.  Ways of dis-/identifying 

with these language performances are encountered in talk about language, which serves 

as one way to bring language ideologies to the fore (Woolard, 1998).  Institutions being 

commonly regimented with language policies, such elicited ideologies represent the 

institutionally driven social creation and circulation of languages as consumable, 

performable goods.  These goods are accessed largely through state educational systems, 

and thus are at least partially symbolic of people’s access to state institutions 

(Blommaert, 2010; Heller, 2010; Heryanto, 2006; Pennycook, 2006).  In Central Java I 

found a context made of concentric circles of access with regard to English language 

knowledge, wherein one must first have access to education at all to have any 

understanding of formal English.  Those receiving education, but located in marginalized 

school settings embodied by rural and low socio-economic urban educational settings, 

have access to some English, but it is a formal English that is “more divergent” from 

internationally ratified standard Englishes.  Moving one valence level further toward the 

center, I found that even those with access to the highest levels of education within the 

world’s most peripheral/developing countries, remain marginalized from the world’s 

most prestigious and successful companies and opportunities.  Despite the rush toward 

English, the systems which implement this rush cannot provide the type of English that 
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would provide students direct access into the world’s most prestigious and profitable 

institutions.  Within the global rush towards English and uniform international 

educational standards based on models hailing from the West, state structures remain 

near fully in control of citizens’ access to educational resources.  English proficiency 

remains highly regulated by state-run educational systems. 

 

5.5.1: Critical English Language Education 
 
 Despite resistances to it or rushes toward it, English is a fact of global 

communication at present, and thus critical language educators must find ways in which 

English language education can prepare students for the activities they will engage in and 

the communities they will engage with as English speakers.   

“What we find is a heterogeneous global English speech community, with a 
heterogeneous English, and different modes of competence. Despite this 
heterogeneity, the speakers across national borders achieve effective 
communication. What helps them are sociolinguistic, pragmatic, and discourse 
strategies of negotiation. We have to consider, therefore, how effective 
communication may be based not on a uniform grammar or formal competence, 
but pragmatics and performance. Such an orientation will help us reconcile 
ourselves to the reality of English as a heterogeneous language with a plural 
grammatical system and norms, accommodating the expression of diverse local 
values and identities.  

(Canagarajah, 2006, p. 211) 
  

Continuing with Canagarajah’s words elsewhere:  
 

We have to move away from the traditionally valued “target language” to 
developing proficiency in a repertoire of Englishes needed in the postmodern 
world; from our traditional focus on joining a community to shuttling between 
communities; from the focus on rules of the grammatical system to strategies of 
negotiation; from an obsession with correctness to negotiating appropriate usage 
for diverse contexts.  

(Canagarajah, 2008, p. 223) 
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It must also be emphasized, however, that evidence of Phillipson’s (1992, 2008) 

linguistic imperialism—of a language and Western commodities that are diffusing and 

desired throughout the globe (Phillipson & Skutnabb-Kangas, 1996)—is no less evident 

in this local context.  Imperialism does continue its grasp on language ecologies around 

the globe despite contemporary resistances to it, and it is thus imperative for English 

language educators around the globe to equip students with the communicative 

competencies that will enable them to communicate among diverse populations of native 

and non-native English speakers within and outside of their home national borders.  To 

achieve this goal, the incorporation of multiple types of English uses with multiple 

accents, for multiple purposes, will serve students well beyond a formal language 

education based solely on the language forms and communication styles of the West.  
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5.6: Marching forward with a critical eye: the future language policy and language  
      education studies in globalization 
 

The current era of globalization is claimed to consist of increasing diversity, 

competing discourses, rapidly changing linguistic and economic fields, and increasingly 

diverse forms of communication in communities all over the world.  Global economic 

competitiveness plays a primary role in governments’ increasing structural similarities 

and internal streamlining, and it is a very salient motivating factor for education systems 

and the individuals and communities they are intended to serve (Heller, 2010; Hibbert, 

2010).  However, such increased streamlining is also at fault for increasingly normative 

and exclusionary schooling policies and results around the world.  Language policies 

made within these national economies consist of mundane actions, written policies, and 

spoken ideologies about language use.  These policy enactments occur both within and 

outside of public institutions, traversing and mutually influencing each other across the 

increasingly diverse modes of communication and information sharing that the current 

era is home to.  This ethnographic exploration of language use and English language 

learning in Central Java, Indonesia has provided insights that intend to be useful toward 

the understanding of globalization processes within and beyond language; understandings 

of and increased awareness about the processes of language shift and change in language 

ecologies; as well as critical and comprehensive approaches to the teaching of English 

around the world. 
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APPENDIX A: CONVENTIONS USED IN TRANSCRIPTIONS 

In this dissertation I have provided detailed conversation analyses in Courier 
New font.  In transcripts that were largely not in English, I have provided a two-column 
transcription with original speech transcriptions in the left column and English 
translations, annotated in order to approximate transcription details as closely as possible 
to the original languaging, in the right side column.   

Less detailed transcriptions are provided in the same Times New Roman font as 
the rest of the text in this document, with translations provided in italics below the 
original languaging where necessary. 
 

For the detailed data transcriptions I have relied primarily on the conventions 
provided in Jefferson (2004).  I paraphrase Jefferson’s conventions here as I have used 
them, with examples from transcriptions presented in this dissertation.   
 
=latching speech: no pause between the end of one speaker’s statement and the  
    beginning of the other’s speech 
78 Lauren:  betul ya= 
79 Satriya:         =ºyaº  
 
[overlapping speech]: speakers talk at the same time 
7           like personality atau,   
8           [kebanggaan:]  
9  Satriya: [I feel like] oh- no. 
 
(estimated speech): full understanding of speaker’s utterance was not achieved 
72          it’s very (forgettable). 
 
((nonverbal information)): description of non-speech actions that are meaningful to  
                                     interaction 
40 Novita:  ((looking up at  
41          ceiling with big grin  
42          on face)) 
43          =[um] 
 
↑↓remarkable shift in pitch 
6  Nisa:    karena: mungkin kita    
7           bisa menggunakan  
8           bahasa: indo↑nesia:,  
9           to replace ºapa ya (.)  
10          bahasa kromoº 
 
CAPS: spoken louder than surrounding speech 
43          =[um] 
44 Nisa:  [HOW][CAN YOU SPEAK]    
45 Satriya:        [>just because] 
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/phonetic transcription/: where detailed pronunciation is relevant, phonetic 
transcriptions are presented according to International Phonetic Alphabet conventions, 
with phonetic symbols presented /in between single slashes/. 
Angelo:  and when she said “you perform” and “will you perform /tudaɪ/?” okay. 
“/tudaɪ/. /daɪ/. /daɪ/.” “oh /tudeɪ/.” I mean /tudeɪ/- okay he means “/tudeɪ/.” okay. 
 
question mark?: phrase-final rising intonation 
1  Lauren:  dan apakah kamu merasa  
2           seperti,(.)  
3           apa (.) berubah kalau  
4           pakai bahasa inggris? 
 
period.: phrase final falling intonation 
28          I don’t know. 
 
comma,: non-sentence final falling intonation 
64          un- I can understand  
65          more english than  
66          indonesia, 
67  sometimes I feel guilty  
68          because,  
 
·h: inbreath  
13       <mungkin ·h dalam< 
 
*asterisks*: the phrase at hand is produced at a higher pitch than the speaker’s 
“baseline” pitch. 
21          *when I ↑speaking: this  
22          is my into↑nation* 
 
ºdegree signsº: the phrase at hand is produced more quietly than surrounding speech 
9           to replace ºapa ya (.)  
10          bahasa kromoº 
 
>inward carats<: the phrase at hand is produced more rapidly than surrounding speech 
56 Novita:  but >what is it< 
 
<outward carats>: the phrase at hand is produced more slowly than surrounding speech 
54          I have l- I have °<lost 
55          my love>°, 
 
@@: laughter pulse 
27          terlalu cewek.  
28          I don’t know.  
29 Lauren:  @@@  
30 Satriya: iya,  
 
<: word is completed but ends abruptly 
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94          like< <I still man>. 
 
-: word is cut off  
98          >walaupun for me a l- 
99          little bit like gir↑ly, 
 
>: rapid word onset 
1  Nisa:    <I mean apa ya tidak  
2           penting lagi untuk bisa  
3           berbahasa kromo. 
 
:: lengthened syllable 
58 Lauren:  o:kay 
  
underline: underlined syllable(s) are emphasized 
24          *slowing down and up 
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